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Glossary 

This glossary contains abbreviations used throughout this report. 

 

AAB – AAB College Pristina 

BCU – Birmingham City University  

EHEA – European Higher Education Area  

evalag – Evaluation Agency Baden-Wuerttemberg 

HdM – Stuttgart Media University  

HE – Higher education 

HEI – Higher education institution  

IOn – Intellectual Output n 

JISC – Joint Information Systems Committee 

JU Kraków – Jagiellonian University in Kraków 

LTSHE – Learning and Teaching Spaces in Higher Education (Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership) 

L&T – Learning and teaching  

SDL – self-directed learning  

SWOT analysis - Analysis of strengths, weaknesses,, threats and opportunities  

THCSDL – Transformative and Holistic Continuing Self-Directed Learning  

UA – University of Aveiro 

UCD – User Centred Design 

UCISA – Universities and Colleges Information Systems Association  

UPNA – Public University of Navarre  

WU Vienna – Vienna University of Economics and Business 
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Executive Summary 

There is no doubt whatever about the influence of architecture and structure upon human character 

and action. We make our buildings and afterwards they make us.  

They regulate the course of our lives. 

Winston Churchill, addressing the English Architectural Association, 1924 (JEMA, 2015) 

Every space is a learning space. 

(McDaniel, 2014) 

Over the past decade or two, it has been increasingly recognised that spatial structures, physical 

and virtual and hybrid, can enable and support, but also constrain and hinder, L&T processes in 

education institutions, ranging from pre-primary, primary, secondary to tertiary education.2 It 

has been shown that L&T spaces of various kinds have a significant impact on patterns of usage 

and student and teacher performance, achievement and satisfaction because they decisively 

affect structural and processual aspects of teaching and learning as well. Most importantly, 

innovative L&T spaces support and enhance all forms of active learning by putting the student 

more at the centre, thus allowing for student-centred, self-directed learning (SDL). Thus, L&T 

spaces do not only strengthen the ability to focus, improve receptiveness and support feelings 

of well-being in learners’ lives but are decisive factors in establishing the transformative 

continuing self-directed learner.  

This assumed, in Intellectual Output 1 (IO1) the LTSHE project gives a comparative analysis and 

synthesis of the practice and policy at national and institutional levels of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in the HE systems of the LTSHE project’s partner countries 

Austria, Germany, Kosovo, Poland, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom represented by the 

following partner HEIs: Vienna University of Economics and Business; Stuttgart Media 

University3; AAB College Pristina; Jagiellonian University in Kraków; University of Aveiro; Public 

University of Navarre, Pamplona; Birmingham City University.4 These analyses are 

supplemented by case studies of experience with designing, developing and using L&T spaces at 

the partner universities (IO2) and site visits assessing L&T spaces at four selected partner 

universities (University of Aveiro, Birmingham City University, AAB College Pristina, Vienna 

University of Economics and Business) (IO3).  

The seven analyses of main topics of dealing with HE L&T spaces in seven European countries 

and some selected HEIs including the LTSHE partner HEIs are culminating in this report in seven 

SWOT analyses that identify the main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the 

respective HE systems and HEIs. From each of these SWOT analyses recommendations for 

improvement are concluded in the sense of maintaining and enhancing strengths, overcoming 

weaknesses, exploiting opportunities and avert threats.  

In what is still an informal, comparative synthesis, these recommendations are then generalised 

to formulate “transnational”, generic, albeit “advanced tentative”, principles for the design, 

implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) education, that may support players in any 

 
2 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner evalag and reviewed by the other partners.  
3 Stuttgart Media University (HdM) was a non-associated (informal) contributor to the project from 
Germany supporting the non-university project partner evalag through a case study at the University. 
4 At the beginning of the project, University of Milan (Italy) was also a member of this group.  
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(higher) education system to deal systematically and constructively with the maintenance and 

further development of innovative L&T space(s). The following principles have been derived: 

PRINCIPLES related to national and European HE politics and institutional policies (POLICY) 

PRINCIPLE 1 Conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) education a 

strategic core area 

PRINCIPLE 2 Inform HEIs’ strategies for the design, implementation and use of L&T 

architecture/spaces by contemporary scientific knowledge about L&T processes 

PRINCIPLE 3 Ensure safety of all proper use of university buildings and L&T spaces, including 

campus/city transportation 

PRINCIPLE 4 Ensure sustainability of the design, implementation and use of institutional facilities 

including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 5 Ensure stakeholder participation in the design and implementation of institutional 

facilities including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 6 Ensure cost/benefit balance of institutional facilities including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 7 Ensure enduring financing of institutional facilities including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 8 Ensure continuous quality enhancement of institutional structures, facilities and 

processes including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLES related to university/city relationship (UNI-CITY) 

PRINCIPLE 9 Develop a strategy for the university/city relationship 

PRINCIPLE 10 Serve Third Mission with university/city relationship 

PRINCIPLE 11 Implement a sustainable university/city relationship 

PRINCIPLES related to the university campus (UNI-CAMPUS) 

PRINCIPLE 12 Develop a strategy for the campus 

PRINCIPLE 13 Implement a communicative campus 

PRINCIPLE 14 Implement an accessible campus 

PRINCIPLE 15 Implement a sustainable campus  

PRINCIPLE 16 Integrate artwork and references to the socio-cultural and historic context 

PRINCIPLE 17 Consider flexibility for externally induced needs/usage of the campus 

PRINCIPLES related to university buildings (UNI-BUILDINGS) 

PRINCIPLE 18 Develop a strategy for the design and implementation of the university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 19 Implement communicative university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 20 Implement accessible university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 21 Implement sustainable university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 22 Avoid overemphasis of form, aesthetics and architecture over educational design 

and practicability 

PRINCIPLE 23 Consider flexibility for externally induced change of need/usage of university 

buildings 

PRINCIPLES related to L&T spaces (SPACES) 

PRINCIPLE 24 Develop a strategy for the design and implementation of L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 25 Develop a Learning World University 

PRINCIPLE 26 Implement sustainable L&T spaces 

As this set of principles is developed from the underlying case studies and SWOT analyses of the 

national and institutional policies and practice referring to the design and implementation of 

L&T spaces, this shows that there exists a great deal of similarities and common tasks for the 

(higher) education systems and HEIs of the different LTSHE partner countries. Relevant 

differences are rather scarce and restricted to organisational structures and distribution of 

power in national (higher) education politics and the (higher) education institutions (i.e. 

different modes of institutional autonomy), ways of financing the institutions and socio-political 

framework conditions (e.g. demographic situation; migration; economic prosperity). Obviously, 
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the basic tasks and issues when modernising L&T space(s) in (higher) education are the same 

throughout and beyond Europe.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 L&T spaces in (higher) education and their principles of design 

While the role of L&T spaces in HE has long been an under-researched topic (Temple, 2008; Ellis 

and Goodyear, 2016), over the past decade there has been a growing acceptance that L&T 

spatial structures and L&T processing options have a critical impact on students and teacher 

performance, achievements and satisfaction, not only in higher education (Granito and Santana, 

2016).5 There is scientific evidence that flexible and technology-enriched L&T spaces support 

active, real world-centred, practice-related and cross-disciplinary problem-solving 

methodologies in L&T (see, e.g. Elkington and Bligh, 2019; Pombo et al., 2017; Wilson and 

Randall, 2012). Specifically, it has been shown that active learning strategies, such as 

collaborative, problem-based, inquiry-based, and challenge-based learning, effectively improve 

students’ engagement, performance and satisfaction (see, e.g. Hsieh, 2013; Michael, 2006; 

Prince, 2004; Wiggins et al., 2017). It is also well-known that active learning strategies can only 

be implemented with active L&T spaces (e.g. Baepler et al., 2016), see Image 1.1.1. 

Image 1.1.1 | Active learning spaces 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://www.steelcase.com/spaces-inspiration/active-learning-spaces-classrooms/#classroom-
spaces / https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/learning-spaces/ / 

https://www.steelcase.com/spaces-inspiration/active-learning-spaces-classrooms/ 

These findings are ultimately empirical evidence for the thesis that L&T space metaphorically is 

considered the “third pedagogue”6, after the classmates (first) and the teachers (only the 

second), because L&T space affects elements of L&T behaviour and learning success such as 

enabling and facilitating modes of transformational self-directed learning, the ability to 

concentrate, or receptivity. Against this backdrop, power of built pedagogy (ability of space to 

co-determine how one teaches and learns) is being increasingly acknowledged in (higher) 

educational L&T (Elkington and Bligh, 2019; Oblinger2006). Accordingly, the design of innovative 

L&T spaces and their impact on pedagogy has increasingly come into focus (Groff, 2013; Neary 

et al., 2020).  

In consequence, current L&T space design and implementation is thought to be informed by 

three major factors: Supporting and facilitating social, active and problem-based learning 

[keywords: User Centred Design (UCD) (Kling, 1977; Norman and Draper, 1986; Norman, 2013; 

 
5 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner evalag and reviewed by the other partners. In 
parts, this Introduction is oriented at Leiber et al., 2021, pp. 111f. 
6 This metaphor is attributed to Loris Malaguzzi (1920-1994), an Italian education researcher and 
practitioner; see also Ninnemann, 2018; Talbert and Mor-Avi, 2019.  
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Auernhammer et al., 2022); self-determined learning]; enriching L&T through digital tools and 

methodologies (Neary et al., 2020; Oblinger2006; Lamb et al., 2022); optimisation/minimisation 

of the required L&T competences (technical and digital accessibility). In this context, the 

students’ voice and their collaboration with staff (Jolly et al., 2019) as well as the voice of 

academic staff (Carlos et al., 2022) are most important. In addition, the designs of innovative 

L&T spaces should be informed by pedagogy research and evidence-based evaluations of 

pedagogy methodology (Neary et al., 2020). The Education and Training 2020 framework and 

the EU agenda for HE pick up these insights by seeing pedagogical innovation in the classroom 

and research-based teaching as two pillars of modern effective and efficient HE systems. It is 

worthwhile to add that this understanding and these approaches are actively advocated and 

propelled by educational institutions of all levels, not least in pre-primary, primary and 

secondary education (Byers et al., 2018; Kariippanon et al., 2018; Kariippanon et al., 2019). At 

the same time it seems fair to state that the importance of designing and implementing 

innovative L&T spaces is still not broadly present in HE, at least this can be stated for the 

European countries represented in the LTHSE project.  

Given this starting point, the intention of the LTSHE project (LTSHE, 2022) is to develop a 

comprehensive set of core principles that HEIs can use to help them design, implement and use 

new and innovative L&T spaces. Thus, the LTSHE project intends that educational institutions 

and politics would draw on such principles and related guidelines to inform their L&T space 

development. These goals were achieved (to varying extents) by addressing the following 

objectives: 

· To clarify what “innovative L&T” means in different contexts in Europe, especially for 

the LTSHE partner universities; 

· To identify existing policy and practice towards L&T space and related issues across EU 

and national HE sectors (LTSHE-IO1-BCU, 2022; LTSHE-IO1-UA, 2022; LTSHE-IO1-JU, 

2022; LTSHE-IO1-evalag, 2022; LTSHE-IO1-UNIMI, 2022; LTSHE-IO1-UPNA, 2022; LTSHE-

IO1-AAB, 2022; LTSHE-IO1-WU, 2022); 

· To identify existing practice and principles across the partnership institutions (LTSHE-

IO2-BCU, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-UA, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-JU, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022; 

LTSHE-IO2-UPNA, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-AAB, 2022; LTSHE-IO3-BCU, 2022; LTSHE-IO3-UA, 

2022; LTSHE-IO3-AAB, 2022; LTSHE-IO3-WU, 2022); 

· To share practice and examples across the partnership; 

· To highlight examples of good practice in design and development of L&T space; 

· To explore the extent to which quality assurance (QA) and organisational development7 

(Leiber, 2019) of HEIs include the built institution. 

In addition to the just mentioned sources, the LTSHE project, particularly the goal to propose 

principles of design, implementation and use of innovative L&T spaces, also builds on earlier 

approaches and suggestions for principles and guidelines and relates the principles 

argumentatively to basic insights from L&T theories.  

 
7 For the relation of QA, quality management and organisational development, see, e.g. Leiber, 2019.  
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Two prominent earlier, though recent approaches are the “research-informed principles for 

(re)designing teaching and learning spaces” suggested by Finkelstein et al. (2016, p. 29), see 

Table 1.1.1, and the “design principles for learning environments” proposed by the University of 

New South Wales (UNSW Sidney), Australia (UNSW, 2016), see Table 1.1.2.  

Table 1.1.1 | Principles for (re)designing L&T spaces 

 Learning spaces should … 

PRINCIPLE 1 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Empower students to actively engage with content  

PRINCIPLE 2 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Integrate a range of technologies that support multiple L&T modes 

PRINCIPLE 3 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Provide features that allow students to work both individually and collaboratively 

PRINCIPLE 4 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Facilitate communication and interaction between students and faculty 

PRINCIPLE 5 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Be consistent with university culture and priorities (e.g. campus master plan; HEI design 

standards) 

PRINCIPLE 6 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Be considered existing within a larger buildings context 

PRINCIPLE 7 

(FINKELSTEIN) 
Be designed with future flexibility in mind 

Source | Finkelstein et al., 2016, p. 29, rearranged 

Following Finkelstein et al. (2016, p. 29), learning spaces should first of all support and foster 

students’ abilities to actively engage with content, i.e. they should support forms of active 

learning such as collaborative work (e.g. group projects); problem- and inquiry-based learning 

(e.g. case studies; think-pair-share; peer teaching; debates; just-in-time teaching; short 

demonstrations followed by class discussion); quizzes, games and simulation activities (e.g. role-

playing). Obviously, physical and virtual L&T spaces must be equipped appropriately (Image 

1.1.1) to enable various forms of active learning and support and enhance them. This includes 

integrating diverse required technologies (e.g. whiteboards; laptops; tracking microphones and 

cameras for hybrid L&T spaces) and providing spaces for individual and collaborative working as 

well. An important aspect identified by Finkelstein et al. (Table 1.1.1) refers to spaces that 

facilitate communication and interaction between students and academic staff. Further, the 

authors correctly hint at the need that L&T spaces’ design and implementation should refer to 

and follow from a strategic approach of the institution (e.g. campus master plan; university 

design standards). Finally, learning spaces in a narrow sense, i.e. classrooms, should be thought 

to be integrated into a spatial environment integrating formal and informal L&T spaces and 

break and leisure spaces as well (e.g. the transition between various L&T spaces should be easy 

to better support effective practices inside and outside the classroom). Last but not least, 

according to Finkelstein et al. (2016), learning spaces should be designed in such a way that they 

can be flexibly redesigned if there is a need for different learning spaces in the future. 

The design principles suggested by the University of New South Wales (UNSW, 2016; Table 1.1.2) 

open the subject area from learning spaces to learning environment. However, by referring to 

the “larger buildings context” Finkelstein et al. (2016) have this perspective also included in their 

portfolio, see PRINCIPLE 6 (FINKELSTEIN) (Table 1.1.1). In several other ways, the two 
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approaches also refer to the same or very similar items such as PRINCIPLE 1 (UNSW) and 

PRINCIPLE 1 (FINKELSTEIN), PRINCIPLE 2 (UNSW) and PRINCIPLES 4, 6, 7 and 9 (FINKELSTEIN). 

PRINCIPLE 3 (FINKELSTEIN) and PRINCIPLE 3 (UNSW) also correspond to each other. At the same 

time, this means that PRINCIPLES 4, 5 and 7 (FINKELSTEIN) are not represented in the UNSW 

approach, while PRINCIPLES 2, 5 and 8 (UNSW) are not represented in the Finkelstein et al. 

approach.  

Table 1.1.2 | Design principles for learning environments 

 Learning environments should … 

PRINCIPLE 1 

(UNSW) 
Maximise opportunities for creative, innovative and experimental L&T practices 

PRINCIPLE 2 

(UNSW) 
Implemented as simply and cost effectively as possible 

PRINCIPLE 3 

(UNSW) 
Facilitate active and collaborative learning by encouraging interactions between 

participants 

PRINCIPLE 4 

(UNSW) 
Be designed collectively to recognise and encourage diversity in learning modes, 

differences in teaching approaches and disciplinary requirements 

PRINCIPLE 5 

(UNSW) 
Be designed to maximise all students’ recognition, perception and use of formal and 

informal, virtual and physical L&T spaces across the HEI 

PRINCIPLE 6 

(UNSW) 
Form and support an integrated portfolio of L&T services, technologies and spaces across 

the HEI 

PRINCIPLE 7 

(UNSW) 
Be designed and equipped for flexibility to enable and support multi-modal delivery and 

a blended learning experience 

PRINCIPLE 8 

(UNSW) 
Allow for easy visibility, access, and use for all students and staff 

PRINCIPLE 9 

(UNSW) 
Provide simple, consistent interfaces and technologies along with clear and consistent 

instructions on how to use them 

Source | UNSW, 2016, p. 3, rearranged 

In short, on the one hand this means that only Finkelstein et al. (2016) address the importance 

of communication and interaction between students and academic staff, the need of strategic 

integration and the requirement of considering future flexibility issues of L&T spaces design 

[PRINCIPLES 4, 5 and 7 (FINKELSTEIN)]. On the other hand, only UNSW addresses the ubiquitous 

issue of (balancing) financial costs [PRINCIPLE 3 (UNSW)], the issue of maximising the usability 

of L&T spaces by students (by permanently improving UCD) [PRINCIPLE 5 (UNSW)], and the 

optimisation of L&T spaces’ use of all students and staff through good visibility, orientation and 

access [PRINCIPLE 8 (UNSW)]. In addition, it is noticeable that the UNSW principles (Table 1.1.2) 

are somehow closer to the operational levels by relating more closely to the various forms of 

L&T and their relation to learning modes and disciplinary requirements.  

The above 16 principles of the design, implementation and use of innovative L&T spaces in 

(higher) education inform the further considerations in this report, particularly the development 

of 26 principles as a result of the LTSHE project, see chapter 4.  

1.2 A pragmatic conceptual differentiation of L&T spaces  

As already became clear in section 1.1, the conceptual understanding (or semantic use) of 

“learning (and teaching) spaces” is not as clear and simple as it might occur at first glance. 
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Without entering into a detailed analysis of the conceptual field, it is assumed here that L&T 

spaces in HE can be differentiated into four organisational differentiation areas, which can be 

pragmatically distinguished from one another, knowing full well that there are overlapping areas 

or borderline cases between the differentiation areas. These four differentiation areas are 

adopted from Campos Calvo-Sotelo (2010a; 2010b; see also Image 1.2.1):  

· The university/city relationship 

A broad area that refers to all spatial aspects relating the university to the city such as, 

for example, modes of architectural integration of the university into the city, transport 

links, links with the city’s public and local and regional industry, etc.  

· The university campus 

A narrower area that refers to all spatial aspects of the university campus, if available: 

for example, spatial structure and architecture of the campus, campus facilities 

supporting the university members in their work and fulfilment of duties, etc.. 

Image 1.2.1 | University/city relationship, campus, building, L&T space 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: den Heijer and Curvelo Magdaniel, 2018, p. 444 / https://www.edgehill.ac.uk/edge-hill-
crowned-modern-university-of-the-year/ / 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=46136582 (Ron Scheffler) / 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=47576844 (Dreamyshade) (from left to 

right and above to below) 

· The university buildings 

A narrower area that refers to the university buildings, for example, their spatial 

structure and architecture outside and inside, food facilities, care facilities, leisure 

spaces, informal learning spaces, cultural spaces, etc.  
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· The university L&T spaces  

This is the area that refers to L&T spaces in the narrowest sense such as classrooms, 

seminar rooms, lecture halls, Makerspaces, laboratories, theatre stages, concert halls, 

informal learning spaces, etc. 

1.3 L&T theories and the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces  

In this section, an overview of basic theoretical perspectives of L&T processes that have an 

empirical evidence is given, including general mechanisms and features of L&T performance that 

may be or should be supported by certain L&T space arrangements. Thus, the understanding of 

the design of innovative L&T spaces should be deepened and another source of justification for 

design principles of L&T spaces – in addition to earlier approaches (see section 1.1) and the 

analysis of politics, institutional policies and practice in the LTSHE partner countries and HEIs 

(chapter 3) – is opened up.  

In general, at the basis of L&T theories or modelling perspectives is a neuropsychological model 

of Cognitive and Emotive Information Processing (CEIP) (Figure 1.3.1) that is neuro-

physiologically justified (e.g. Tang, 2017). With a view towards L&T processes and L&T theories 

(Table 1.3.1 and 1.3.2), it is important to stress that CEIP, as a standard, builds on input stimuli 

that comprise all senses. Usually, at least for a developed learner, these stimuli are coming in 

complex arrangements and are mediated by way of different and complex “cultural techniques” 

such as reading, writing, painting, playing music, producing and watching TV and videos, etc. For 

understanding and designing the learning process, it is important to consider that, roughly, CEIP 

has the three basic procedural levels of sensory register, short-term memory and long-term 

memory (Figure 1.3.1). Accordingly, mostly unconscious perception takes place on the level of 

the sensory register, while the next level of processing builds on short-term attention and 

memory which are the basic levels of consciousness. Levels and modes of deep learning, then, 

are related to the various forms of long-term memory. What is important for L&T processes and 

theories is the differentiation and interplay of short-term memory’s work with concrete, 

experiential concepts, episodic memory’s sensitivity on events, semantic memory’s 

responsibility for conceptual information processing (e.g. defined concepts, categories and 

rules), and finally, the procedural memory’s function to encode activity procedures (Figure 

1.3.1).8  

In connection with L&T spaces, it should be particularly emphasized that episodic memory 

records and stores information about events, its contents are related to particular places and 

time such as L&T spaces with their more or less well received aesthetic, well-feeling and 

functional features, that are not conceptually coded. Thus the episodic memory mainly deals 

with the users’ aesthetic perception and perception of well-being and comfortable learning and 

working conditions in spaces, particularly in L&T spaces. In this sense, the episodic memory 

mainly relates to emotional competences and their related learning goals. In contrast, the 

procedural memory records and stores procedural knowledge and skills for how to carry out 

activities that are also not conceptually encoded. The procedural memory mainly deals with 

information and data gathered in surroundings of practice , particularly L&T spaces, such as 

 
8 For some more details see Leiber, 2022a, pp. 127–129. 
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laboratories of different kind in different disciplines, Makerspaces, TV studios, theatre stages, 

music training spaces, etc. Thus, the procedural memory relates to behavioural competences 

and their related learning goals.  

Further to the CEIP model (Figure 1.3.1), from the perspective of social psychology of L&T several 

L&T theories (or L&T models) are currently used and widely accepted: the behaviouristic model; 

the cognitivist model; the social model; the constructivist model; and the humanistic model 

(Table 1.3.1). Based on the above considerations and argument, it can be assumed that all these 

theoretical perspectives on L&T in (higher) education, with the exception of the basic approach 

of behaviourism9, can be subsumed under the roof of CEIP (see Table 1.3.1). As indicated in Table 

1.3.1, the four (or five) L&T models are ontologically and epistemologically not strictly exclusive 

to each other but address and capture different focus areas that can be highlighted in any 

general L&T process, but usually occur in a concerted mix. In other words, there are, for 

example, L&T processes that are more constructivist than others, while others are more focused 

on social learning skills, etc. In Table 1.3.1, it is further assumed that the broader CEIP models of 

Bloom’s Taxonomy, Gagné’s Instructional Design, Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences, the 

Transformative and Holistic Continuing Self-Directed Learning (THCSDL) model, and various 

(teacher) personality models [e.g. 5-Factor (Big Five) Personality model] cover a common 

phenomenon area of L&T by addressing different but not non-overlapping cognitive, emotive 

and motor skills and their related learning goals.  

Figure 1.3.1 | Model of Cognitive and Emotive Information Processing (CEIP) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | Leiber, 2022a, 128 

The THCSDL model (du Toit-Brits, 2018) and Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001) 

may now serve as examples pointing out the value and role of L&T spaces in innovative, effective 

and efficient, L&T processes. The THCSDL model attempts  

a meaning-making holistic personal development process transforming students into 

mature, self-actualised, self-engaged, independent and empowered individuals that 

 
9 Strictly speaking, the behaviouristic model of L&T cannot be subsumed under CEIP because it is a black-
box model with respect to information processing. Thus, behaviouristic model of L&T is rather restricted; 
nevertheless it captures aspects of L&T processes that still play a role in L&T, though a limited one.  
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have the mind-set of growth [better: enhancement], aptitude/capability of taking 

ownership, authentic control of and accountability for their learning, and in so doing, 

fostering intellectual openness to evolve into self-directed lifelong goal-oriented 

students (du Toit-Brits, 2018, p. 62).  

This approach builds on the understanding of Self-Directed Learning (SDL) as a  

process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of others, in 

diagnosing their learning needs, formulating learning goals, identifying human and 

material resources for learning, choosing and implementing appropriate learning 

strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes (Knowles, 1975, p. 18).  

This shows that activation is core to the L&T process which should support the development of 

the self-directed lifelong goal-oriented student who is engaged in all issues and on all levels of 

the L&T process. This understanding, therefore, requires L&T spaces that do not limit, hinder or 

even make impossible active forms of learning and student engagement and related activating 

forms of teaching. In direct correspondence to this, L&T spaces should motivate and help to 

develop the more active, creative cognitive and emotive as well as action-related capacities of 

the learners (including the teachers). In this sense, for example, innovative L&T spaces support 

and foster the more active, complex and creative cognitive levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy (Table 

1.3.3) as compared to traditional L&T spaces which lay the focus on instructing individualised, 

recipient students and mediating conceptual knowledge.  

Innovative L&T spaces react on requirements of Bloom’s Taxonomy of thinking skills and the 

various theoretical perspectives on L&T such as the cognitivist, social, constructivist, and 

humanistic perspective. As shown in Table 1.3.2, cognitivist requirements are, among others, 

that learners (students for that matter) should be actively involved in generating knowledge and 

skills, preferably by active discovery learning (e.g. collaborative and cooperative learning; 

problem-based learning; research-based learning; case studies; hands-on experiments). A 

further condition is that learning is an interactive social process and thus characterized by 

situated learning; communities of practice; distributed cognition; intercultural experience and 

learning. Accordingly, learning goals include transdisciplinary and intercultural competences 

requiring that L&T spaces and spaces of educational institutions in general are opened to the 

social and non-academic world. This implies that social-in-group and community-based learning 

is needed (e.g. collaborative and cooperative learning; situated learning; discussion and 

debates; group work) which can be realised by using innovative L&T spaces that are flexible and 

allow for dynamic group learning. However, learning spaces must also be widened to areas 

outside HEIs to implement community-based transdisciplinary learning and practice together 

with members of the wider society. Learning as an interactive social process also includes that 

L&T spaces must support student-centredness of L&T and student/teacher and student/student 

communication which is not a matter of course in traditional L&T spaces.  

From the constructionist perspective on L&T, knowledge and skills are often actively co-

constructed in contextualised situations by the learners. This results in the learners’ 

responsibility for their learning process related to self-directed learning (SDL) which, in its core, 

is a dialogic and recursive process. Finally, the humanistic perspective which dates back at least 

to ethics developed in Greek antiquity (e.g. Aristotle’s Nikomachian Ethics) conceives humans 
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as intrinsically motivated for self-determination, self-actualisation and, therefore, learning. 

Under this perspective, learning motivation and learning success depend upon a hierarchy of 

needs (physiological, psychological, intellectual) and learning involves both affective and 

cognitive enhancement. The development of self-competences, particularly personality 

development (cf. Leiber, 2016) and social competences, is central.  

Table 1.3.1 | L&T theories 
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Table 1.3.2 | Theoretical perspectives, mechanisms and features of L&T performance to be 

supported by certain L&T spaces 

 

Cognitive & Emotive Information Processing (CEIP) 

Learning according to complex “three(-or-more)-level processing” (“deep learning”) 
Learning as systematic extension of previous knowledge & skills 

Learning as recursive information processing 

Theoretical 

perspectives 

of L&T 

General mechanisms & focuses of L&T Features of L&T performance to be 

supported by certain L&T spaces 

Cognitivist 

perspective 
Knowledge & learning based on symbol 

manipulation & connection (symbol 
systems: syntax, semantics) 

 
Learning occurs as systemic extension of 

syntax & semantics of previous 
knowledge & skills 

 
Learners actively involved in generating 

knowledge & skills 

Active discovery learning (e.g. collaborative 
& cooperative learning; problem-based 
learning; research-based learning; case 

studies; hands-on experiments) 
 

Critical thinking & self-determination 

Social 

perspective 

Learning as interactive social process 
(situated learning; communities of 

practice; distributed cognition; 
intercultural experience & learning) 

 
Learning goals include transdisciplinary 

& intercultural competences 

Social-in-group & community-based 

learning (e.g. collaborative & cooperative 
learning; situated learning; discussion & 

debates; group work) 
 

Student-centredness of L&T 
 

Student/teacher & student/student 

communication 

Constructivist 

perspective 

Learning as interactive social process & 
active co-construction of knowledge 

and skills in contextualised situations 

Responsibility of learners for their learning 

process (self-directed learning: SDL) 
 

Learning performance as holistic 

phenomenon 

 
Learning as dialogic & recursive process 

(e.g. collaborative & cooperative learning; 
discussion & debates; group work, SDL) 

Humanistic 

perspective 

Humans as intrinsically motivated for 

self-determination, self-actualisation & 

learning; personality development is 
core 

 
Learning motivation & success depends 

upon a hierarchy of needs (physiological, 
psychological, intellectual) 

 
Learning involves both affective & 

cognitive enhancement 

Development of self-competences & social 

competences (personality development, cf. 
Leiber, 2016) 

 

Critical thinking & SDL 
 

Learning as holistic performance & dialogic 

process 

Source | Leiber, 2022a, 132, rearranged with changes 
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Table 1.3.3 | Bloom’s Taxonomy levels and related L&T methods and types of L&T spaces 

Bloom’s Taxonomy Related L&T methods Related L&T spaces 

Higher order thinking skills 

 
More active methods More activating L&T spaces 

Create 

 

 

Evaluate 

 

 

 

Analyse 

 

 

 

Apply 

 

 

 

Understand 

 

 

 

Remember 

 

 
 
 

Teaching others  
 
 

Practice by doing  
 
 

Group work 
 
 

Demonstration 
 
 

Audio & Visual 
 
 

Reading 
 
 

Lecture 
 

 
 
 

E.g. formal & informal group learning spaces 
 
 

E.g. Makerspaces, experimental spaces 
 
 

E.g. formal & informal group learning spaces 
 
 

E.g. flexible L&T spaces 
 
 

E.g. traditional classroom 
 
 

E.g. traditional library desk workplace 
 
 

E.g. lecture hall 

 
Lower order thinking skills 

 
More passive methods 

 
Less activating L&T spaces 

Source | McDaniel, 2014, p. 3, rearranged with changes 

This said, it is nevertheless true that scientifically convincing empirical evidence for the positive 

effects of L&T spaces on the satisfaction of students and teachers and particularly on the 

learning success of students is not easy to provide because of the complexity and dynamics of 

the multiple interactions in the L&T process and its dependence on attitudes and competences 

of students, teachers and also their personal preferences. In summary, at least when it comes 

to proving the effects on course grades, the interplay between the students’ perceptions of their 

L&T spaces, their experience in the courses, and the pedagogy of the instructor is complex and 

not easy to disentangle. However, the pedagogy employed by the instructor and the students’ 

experiences within the classrooms including their facilities – into which, of course, the spatial 

experiences flow – are the main factors for learning success (McArthur, 2015; Sawers et al., 

2016; Bruner et al., 2022). 
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2. LTSHE Methodology 

As already mentioned, one of the basic assumptions behind the LTSHE project is that L&T 

processes are decisively supported, activated or enabled by L&T space(s), including physical, 

virtual and hybrid space(s), and thus facilitate, foster or substantially contribute to student and 

teacher performance and satisfaction (Figure 2.1).10  

Figure 2.1 | L&T space(s) as decisive mediator between L&T processes and performance and 

satisfaction of students and teachers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | Leiber, 2022b, rearranged with changes 

Against this backdrop, the two basic guiding questions of the LTSHE project were  

· What are the practice, needs, options and obstacles for the design, implementation and 

use of L&T space(s) in (higher) education?  

· Which principles could inform (higher) education institutions on their way of developing 

and improving their design, implementation and use of L&T space(s)?  

Therefore, the main aim of the LTSHE project was  

· To develop a set of comprehensive principles for the design, implementation and use 

that (higher) education institutions can draw on to inform the development of 

innovative L&T spaces.  

This should be achieved through pursuing the objectives of 

· Identifying existing policy and practice towards L&T space and related issues across EU 

and national HE sectors; 

· Identifying existing policy and practice towards L&T space across the partnership 

institutions; 

 
10 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner evalag and reviewed by the other partners.  
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· Highlighting examples of good practice in design, implementation and use of L&T space 

in HE; 

· Reflecting other (earlier and competitive) approaches. 

The LTSHE project took a pragmatic approach, where each stage of the project was informed by 

the previous stage. In the first stage of the project a set of eight studies was undertaken to 

identify national policy and practice and university strategy and practice both concerning the 

design and implementation of L&T space across the national HE sectors of Austria, Germany, 

Italy11, Kosovo, Poland, Portugal, Spain, the United Kingdom (LTSHE-IO1-WU, 2021; LTSHE-IO1-

evalag, 2020; LTSHE-IO1-UNIMI, 2021; LTSHE-IO1-AAB, 2022; LTSHE-IO1-JU, 2020; LTSHE-IO1-

UA, 2021; LTSHE-IO1-UPNA, 2021; LTSHE-IO1-BCU, 2020). The second stage of the project 

focused on the partner HEIs and explored what activities are currently in process, what 

approaches are taken to building new L&T spaces and stakeholder perceptions of the space(s) 

available to them. For that purpose, seven case studies of experience in designing, developing 

and using L&T spaces in the partner universities – Vienna University of Economics and Business; 

Stuttgart Media University12; AAB College Pristina; Jagiellonian University in Kraków; University 

of Aveiro; Public University of Navarre; Birmingham City University (Figure 2.2) – were carried 

out (LTSHE-IO2-WU, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-AAB, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-JU, 2022; 

LTSHE-IO2-UA, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-UPNA, 2022; LTSHE-IO2-BCU, 2022).  

Figure 2.2 | LTSHE institutional partners 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | Leiber, 2022b, rearranged with changes 

The project’s third stage consisted in on-site visits of partners at four partner universities – 

Vienna University of Economics and Business; AAB College Pristina; University of Aveiro; 

Birmingham City University (LTSHE-IO3-WU, 2022; LTSHE-IO3-AAB, 2022; LTSHE-IO3-UA, 2022; 

LTSHE-IO3-BCU, 2022). These three stages of work informed pursuing the main LTSHE aim, 

 
11 The Italian partner University of Milan contributed only to IO1. 
12 Stuttgart Media University (HdM) was a non-associated (informal) contributor to the project from 
Germany supporting the non-university project partner evalag through a case study at the University. 
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namely producing the core output of the LTSHE project: “Principles, Politics and Practice of the 

Design, Implementation and Use of Learning and Teaching Spaces in Higher Education” (this 

report; LTSHE-IO4, 2022).  

An overview of these various stages of the project is given in Figure 2.3 including the basic steps 

how the Principles of the Design of L&T Spaces (see section 4) were reached. Here, the core 

contribution came from (strategic) SWOT analyses (Leiber et al., 2018, p. 355) of the IO1, IO2 

and IO3 reports: recommendations as to which assets related to L&T spaces of the investigated 

HE systems and HEIs should preferably be maintained or (further) developed, in any case 

improved, were suggested by utilising identified (and probably further developed) strengths or, 

in case no appropriate strength was available, other measures to overcome the identified 

weaknesses, to exploit the identified opportunities and to counteract or avoid the identified 

threats.13 These SWOT analyses are presented in chapter 3 below (sections 3.1-3.7). Further 

systematic contributions that went into the development of the principles were L&T theories’ 

references to L&T spaces (section 1.3) and scholarly literature on L&T spaces (section 1.1).  

Figure 2.3 | Sources for developing and deriving principles of the design, implementation and 

use of L&T spaces in HE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | Leiber, 2022b, rearranged with changes 

The methodologies of LTSHE’s Intellectual Outputs IO1, IO2 and IO3 are described in the 

respective reports. The methodological ingredients were document analysis (e.g. HE laws; 

mission statements; structure and development plans; publicly available documentations of L&T 

spaces; policy initiatives and their networking initiatives; guidelines for the assessment and 

accreditation of HE and activities and funding programmes; documentation of university 

 
13 As usual, most probably there is room for further improvement of the seven SWOT analyses presented 
in section 3.1-3.7 below. This might be particularly true for the aspect of “strategic” SWOT analysis. 

Nevertheless, the authors of this report believe that the presented SWOT analyses provide a sound basis 
for suggesting recommendations for action and, finally, principles and guidelines for the design, 
implementation and use of L&T space(s) in (higher) education (see chapter 4).  
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didactics and university digital structures), literature analysis (e.g. about L&T space research), 

semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions (with representatives of several 

stakeholder groups of the partner HEIs), in-person on-site visits of four partner HEIs by project 

members of the other partner HEIs.   
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3. Politics, institutional policies and practice of the design and 

implementation of higher education L&T spaces: SWOT analyses 

3.1 Austria and Vienna University of Economics and Business 

3.1.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies 

In the strategic plans of universities in Austria, L&T spaces are addressed only in relation to 

“infrastructure”, focusing on student numbers, room capacities, and office and teaching space.14 

Didactical needs are not taken into account on this institutional level and the link to the strategic 

goals in the area of didactics or digitalisation has not been made so far.  

The findings shows, that the areas of didactics, digital demands and infrastructure are usually 

placed in different university departments. This institutional separation increases the difficulty 

of cooperating on subjects that affect several units and areas of (strategic) interest. 

At national level:  

· Recommendations for designs which allow diverse usage of newly built L&T spaces 

would be valuable. This would raise awareness of the implications design has on the 

teaching that occurs in the respective rooms.  

At university level:  

· In the planning process of L&T spaces it should be considered that the room setting 

allows for and fosters different didactical approaches, e.g. problem-based learning, self-

directed learning or research-based learning.  

· Demands of digital teaching should be taken into consideration whenever new L&T 

spaces are planned and implemented. Innovative approaches in digital teaching should 

be supported by newly designed L&T spaces.  

· All stakeholders (e.g. service units, teaching staff, students) should be involved in the 

planning and implementation process for L&T spaces.  

· Competences on how to best use different room settings and digital infrastructural 

available needs to be communicated to teaching staff and should be integrated in the 

staff development programmes at university level.  

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design 

and implementation of L&T spaces in Austrian HE is put together in Table 3.1.1. 

 

 

 
14 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner WU Vienna and reviewed by the other partners.  
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Table 3.1.1 | SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in Austrian HE 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Performance agreements15, allow universities 
to set priorities. The strategic further 

development of L&T spaces can also be 
defined here (e.g. FLEX Centre WU Vienna) 

1) With the number of proposed buildings or 
renovations surpassing governmental funding 
capacity, some projects end up in limbo for a 

very long time 

2) A national building plan provides orientation 
for all actors 

2) Areas didactics, digital demands and 
infrastructure are usually placed in different 
departments. This institutional separation 
increases the difficulty of cooperating on 

subjects that affect several units and areas of 
(strategic) interest 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, a 
major discourse has emerged at the national 

level on the further development of L&T 
spaces (physical, virtual). Through the 

initiation of debates at universities, a new 
awareness and funding lines for didactic-

architectural design can emerge (which in the 
long run will also be visible on the national 

policy level) 

1) Due to inflation, there may be a halt to 
funding lines that affect the development of 
L&T spaces, in particular as philanthropy and 

third party funding for infrastructure is 
weakly developed in Austria 

Source | IO1, IO2 – WU Vienna 

3.1.2 University and city 

L&T spaces are a competitive factor and a strategic asset. Considering the importance students’ 

learning experience and wellbeing have within an increasingly competitive global HE system, the 

role of L&T spaces will likely even grow in the near future; not only in terms of aesthetics, but 

also regarding the actual impact on learning effectiveness and student satisfaction. Ironically, 

for many HE institutions in a post-pandemic world, this might mean to rethink the role and 

added value of “on campus teaching” rather than focusing on digitalisation of L&T only.  

· Mutual positive relationship between city and university campus. Attractive university 

locations are strategic goals at the national level.  

· Relevance of the university campus for Vienna (WU campus was planned as an anchor 

for new urban redevelopment and revitalisation in the surrounding district)  

· Faculty, students and staff benefit from public transport and public outdoor areas 

(Prater). 

· Neighbourhoods benefit from inviting and open campus, sports facilities and 

infrastructure (cafes, restaurant, library). 

 
15 Administrative contract with the government that specifies what tasks and services the universities are 
to perform on behalf of the government 
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· Advertising for the city and reputation: WU Campus has also become a tourist magnet 

due to its remarkable architectural concept and receives accolades from the juries of 

national and international architecture competitions for its “landmark architecture”  

· By making competition a strategic goal, WU attracts highly qualified specialists to 

Austria. WU provides an internationally competitive institution. 

· The open campus is a place of encounter/interaction and tries to build a bridge between 

science and society through the open access to the library or through public events such 

as the “WU matters. WU talks.” series of discussions and lectures.  

· All learning areas, except for bookable project rooms and classrooms, are accessible to 

external persons.  

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of the interaction of WU and the city of Vienna is drawn together in 

Table 3.1.2. 

Table 3.1.2 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the interaction of WU and the city of Vienna 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Third mission: open campus (inviting 
infrastructure for staff, students, faculty, and 

the public) 

1) Limited space resources limit opportunities to 
offer larger events for the public (conflicts 

between teaching and public events) 

2) Climate friendly access: Excellent public 
transport connections, central location, many 

bicycle parking spaces and bicycle garages 

  

3) City benefits from the university (star 
architecture as a tourist magnet, 

redevelopment of the city quarter) 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Competitiveness as a strategic goal of WU – 
provides opportunity for highly qualified 
scientists to settle permanently in Austria 

1) The revitalisation of the surrounding areas is 
leading to gentrification in the former 

cheaper areas of the city and to expensive 
housing prices, especially for students 

2) The attractive campus has led to a 
revitalisation of the surrounding 

neighbourhood, opportunity to develop 
further areas and to create a city of short 

distances 

2) The role of L&T spaces is likely to grow in the 
near future. It remains to be seen whether 
WU and other Austrian HEIs will be able to 

keep up with these developments in the long 
term (e.g. lack of funding) 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – WU Vienna 

3.1.3 University campus 

During the pandemic, the question has arisen as to what role the campus will have as a physical 

space in the future. It is no longer taken for granted that L&T must necessarily take place on 

campus. However, in the interviews with teachers and non-teaching staff conducted for IO2, it 

became clear that the campus is already a multi-functional campus that offers more than formal 

L&T spaces. It is described as a lively place that offers many possibilities for use, which also invite 

people to stay after work and lectures. WU has succeeded in creating an area that fulfils 
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important functions for successful L&T by providing informal learning spaces on campus and 

linking these with formal learning spaces, as well as a multi-functional and open campus. 

Additionally, the WU Campus promotes identification with the university (“affiliation” can 

increase student activity, especially at the beginning of their studies, students need this “campus 

feeling”). 

· With regard to physical spaces, it is noticeable that they do not appear in the key 

strategic documents and further pedagogical development of existing spaces is hardly 

mentioned. This might be due to the fact that there is no demand for further 

development in this field due to the assumed existing high standards. Another reason 

might be that facilities presumably do not tend to innovate or change quickly and are 

therefore not considered as relevant in the strategic documents, which cover short 

periods. 

· The expansion of the campus is driven both by the need for physical L&T spaces and by 

a spirit of innovation. The main goal is to enable seamless learning, i.e. fostering the 

connection of physical and digital/virtual spaces. Consideration is already being given to 

how learning methods and learning styles change and are evolving. New physical spaces 

need to accommodate this developments. Due to the fact that funding has not yet been 

guaranteed, and the aim is only marginally stated in the strategic papers, there are no 

concrete plans for the design of the new L&T spaces yet. From the interviews, it 

becomes clear that high technical standards that WU has for L&T spaces should continue 

to be fulfilled. WU also wants to be seen as innovative compared to other universities 

when it comes to new building projects. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of the WU campus is put together in Table 3.1.3. 

In addition, a number of tentative recommendations can be derived for institutional, national 

and supranational policy makers, but also for scholars of L&T (spaces) and decision makers: 

· Considering the lack of knowledge and awareness among teachers and support staff 

regarding the impact of – physical as well as virtual – spatial arrangements on L&T, it 

seems prudent to invest more time and effort into corresponding research as well as to 

set up evidence-based trainings and support materials. 

· Considering the complex aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, it seems advisable to 

extrapolate the added value of on campus L&T and to strategically pursue the notion of 

seamless learning far beyond technological and procedural implications. 

· Considering the strong impact of regulations and administrative arrangements on L&T, 

it is recommended to better align technological, didactic and administrative objectives 

and requirements in a more holistic manner to avoid creating unintended 

consequences. 

· Considering how digitalisation is changing HE in fundamental ways, it is suggested to 

pay more attention overall to the idea of virtual space and its potential (but also risks) 

for L&T. 
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Table 3.1.3 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the WU campus 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) A university campus based on a coherent 
vision and Masterplan, with L&T at the centre 

(also in terms of building 
arrangements/symbolically) 

1) Partially too few shaded areas on campus 
(problematic with the increase in extreme 

heat days in Vienna) 

2) Communication as a key principle for the 
campus, providing informal learning spaces 

on campus and linking these with formal 
learning spaces, as well as a multi-functional 

and open campus 

2) The campus cannot grow indefinitely, the 
area does not provide space for new 

university buildings in the surrounding 
neighbourhood 

3) Central policies guiding L&T as well as L&T 
infrastructure across the entire institution 

3) Elements that were overlooked/have 
changed since the original concept are 
difficult to change (e.g. teaching rooms 

mostly have “fixed” furniture) 

4) Campus planned as “Green Campus” (e.g. use 
of groundwater for cold and heat generation, 

heat recovery in the data center) 

4) Campus was built for a lower faculty and staff 
number; processes and room allocation need 

to be adjusted 

5) Accessibility (e.g. wheelchair spaces in all 
lecture halls; inductive audio systems and 

orientation and guidance systems for visually 
impaired people) 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Since space is a limited resource at WU, this 
can lead to stimulating discussions on how to 

use the campus in a resource-efficient and 
sustainable way, and how to meaningfully link 

physical space with digital L&T spaces so as 
not to seal up more land 

1) Predominance of technological considerations 
over pedagogical or didactic ones, when 

designing L&T spaces 

2) WU is investing a lot of time, resources and 
energy in its digital transformation which 
opens up new options for rethinking L&T 
spaces and how the physical and virtual 

realms interact 

2) Inflation, rising energy cost, disrupted supply 
chains are all putting pressure on the 

operating cost and are limiting options 

3) WU as part of the European University 
Alliance ENGAGE.EU as well as several global 
strategic alliances requires conceptualisation 

of shared infrastructure and L&T 
environments 

3) Demographic changes and global shifts in 
student behaviour and interest post pandemic 
could also impact WU’s strategic positioning 

as a “campus” university 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – WU Vienna 

3.1.4 University buildings 

L&T spaces at WU are in a constant flux. Even though the campus itself is still rather new, 

requirements keep changing. This can be partly attributed to the fact that new elements emerge 

from practice – and were not heeded that much during the design phase. More importantly, 

however, seems the impact digitalisation and the experiences from the COVID-19 pandemic had 

on the use of teaching spaces. The entire notion of seamlessly connecting physical and digital 

(virtual) spaces creates lots of opportunities, but also considerable challenges, and not only from 

a practical point of view: Virtual L&T spaces (if we take the example of the FLEX Centre and the 
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virtual PC classrooms at WU) demand a complete rethinking of how “space” is conceptualised 

in L&T – and, also how L&T are conceptualised as well.  

One of the key challenges for the future is how to align the current trend towards individualised 

learning with the fact that any spatial structure will automatically favour some designs over 

others. Balancing flexibility with the need for standardisation and efficiency certainly plays a 

pivotal role in this regard. Support formats and processes will need to strike a balance here as 

well, starting with the realisation that administrative regulations and conditions will often have 

a strong impact on the space of possibility for teachers and learners.  

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of WU buildings is drawn together in Table 3.1.4. 

Table 3.1.4 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of WU buildings 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) “University for Learning”  
Successful mix of different learning areas, for 
a variety of learning scenarios (quiet zones, 

possibility for collaborative learning, learning 
areas directly adjacent to seminar rooms and 

classrooms, bookable project rooms, ...) 

1) In some cases, the design of the buildings 
placed more emphasis on architecture than 

on educational design and practicability 

2) Easy room allocation for teachers and 
students through central room management 
and digital booking options; “same rules for 

everyone” 

2) Aligning all the different perspectives and 
interests is time-consuming and expensive 
and occasionally leads to a “winner-loser” 

mentality 

3) All department buildings follow the same 
principle and therefore promote (informal) 

exchange between students and teachers (on 
the first floor: students lounges, open 

learning area, project rooms, seminar rooms 
and above attractive offices for teachers and 

staff)  

3) Project rooms and learning spaces in peak 
periods are very limited and barely sufficient. 
In addition, new lecture halls for 300 students 

are needed 

4) Promotion of immersive L&T scenarios: FLEX 
Centre as part of WU’s policy, creating 

innovative didactic architecture 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) WU is investing a lot of time, resources and 
energy in its digital transformation which 
opens up new options for rethinking L&T 
spaces and how the physical and virtual 

realms interact 

1) Elements that were overlooked/have 
changed since the original concept, are 
difficult to change (e.g. teaching rooms 

mostly have “fixed” furniture) 

  2) Inflation, rising energy cost, disrupted supply 
chains are all putting pressure on the 

operating cost and are limiting options 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – WU Vienna 

3.1.5 University L&T spaces 

Through the different informal and formal L&T spaces, the campus opens up a variety of 

possibilities for different learning styles. At the same time, a variety of classroom settings also 
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create opportunities for different approaches to teaching. In the interviews, it turns out that the 

existing L&T spaces fulfill a function for the development of an appropriate and high-quality L&T 

process. Even though flexibility was considered in the planning of the campus, this is the main 

issue that concerns teaching staff and non-teaching staff. Standardised room sizes have created 

uniform processes, which on the one hand enable effective space management, but on the other 

hand reduce flexibility. It is necessary to consider how existing spaces can be used more flexibly 

(movable dividing wall, pop-up break-up rooms, etc.).  

Another aspect is the linking of physical spaces with virtual spaces. This requires both an 

expansion of technical equipment in the L&T spaces as well as solutions for creating possibilities 

for students to be on campus and in virtual spaces at the same time.  

In summary, it shows that various aspects are considered to be innovative at WU regarding 

physical L&T spaces:  

· The concept of the campus university including the existing infrastructure  

· The architecture of the campus and the outdoor areas 

· The design of the L&T spaces 

· The amount of space for students to work individually and in groups 

· The media technology in the lecture halls (double projection of slides, smartscreen, 

smartboards, etc.) 

· Administrative processes (i.e. room booking management) and characteristics of the 

teaching spaces (i.e. ,standardised room size, standardised technical equipment) 

support and enhance teaching 

The following in particular are considered to be improvable:  

· Simple solutions for flexibly adapting rooms to the L&T setting 

· Supplementary teaching rooms that are detached from the standard sizes, as well as 

more rooms for approx. 300 students 

· Solutions (IT, technical infrastructure) for better linking online and physical L&T spaces 

· Spatial solutions to enable students undisturbed participation in online lectures on 

campus 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of university L&T spaces at WU is drawn together in Table 3.1.5. 
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Table 3.1.5 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of university L&T spaces at WU 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) High standard of technical equipment in L&T 
spaces 

1) Lack of opportunities for more flexibility in 
L&T spaces 

2) Clear internal strategies for the further 
development of virtual L&T spaces 

2) Lecture halls and seminar rooms follow a very 
classical setting and therefore promote 
hardly any innovative learning scenarios 

3) Attractive learning spaces and project rooms 
that encourage collaborative work 

3) L&T spaces would enable far more/different 
L&T scenarios than teachers are using 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Well-established and trusted staff 
development and support system forL&T 

1) Further pedagogical development of existing 
spaces is hardly mentioned in strategic 

documents 

2) Seed funding for innovative projects/support 
funding for resource-intense teaching designs 

2) The overemphasis on technology and 
digitalisation might also lead to L&T scenarios 

which might be far more effective on site 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – WU Vienna 
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3.2 Germany and Stuttgart Media University  

3.2.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies 

The political structure of Germany with its 16 federal states and the size of the country with its 

more than 400 public and private, State-recognized universities present certain difficulties for 

the analysis of policies and practice of the design and implementation of L&T spaces on the 

national and institutional levels.16 For example, the 16 federal states differ quite a lot in terms 

of population, area size, economic forms and strength. In addition, it must be recognised that 

due to the way political federalism is practiced in Germany, there is no formal politics in (higher) 

education on the national level; rather education, teaching and research are exclusively in the 

responsibility of the individual federal states. Specifically, each federal state has its own HE law. 

Against this background, the analysis can only be carried out selectively, unless more resources 

are invested. 

Education and HE being exclusively in the responsibility of the individual federal states can be 

seen as a strength and a weakness at the same time of politics and institutional policies for the 

design and implementation of L&T spaces (Table 3.2.1). A strength because it gives autonomy 

to the regions and respects their political, economic and societal differences; a weakness 

because there is no central guideline and formal national education politics. The analysis further 

shows that many of the challenges for HEIs related to the design and implementation of L&T 

spaces or University Learning Worlds (Bond et al., 2018) are addressed by many German HEIs, 

as they have identified the need for innovation in the areas of university strategy and 

organisation, university didactics, university digital structures and university premises (LTSHE-

IO1-evalag, 2020). This can be described as a strength of German HE (Table 3.2.1). The most 

widespread and particularly far-reaching innovations in the German HE system are currently 

being sought in digital transformation and the development of digital structures for L&T (e.g. 

HdM-LRC, 2022; HdM-PLW, 2022; HdM-ZHG, 2020; HFD, 2016; HFD, 2022; Bond et al., 2018) 

and developing HEIs towards becoming comprehensive Learning Spaces (e.g. DINI, 2013; SV, 

2022; see also LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, pp. 24 f.). Changes are also becoming apparent in the 

areas of didactics and physical L&T spaces, but there are structural obstacles due to the often 

and notoriously lamented lack of exchange and integration of didactics in subject field cultures 

and quality management. Overall, pedagogy does not yet seem to be sufficiently strategically 

and comprehensively integrated into the efforts of German universities to improve and innovate 

L&T (LTSHE-IO1-evalag, 2020, p. 35), which is a general weakness.  

As another strength around the design and implementation of L&T spaces can be counted that 

programme and institutional accreditation includes assessments of the required L&T spaces and 

their features and equipment (Table 3.2.1). However, accreditation in the German HE system 

does not have a systematic focus on innovative and digitalised L&T areas, while specific 

accreditation focuses are shaped and determined more by contingent boundary conditions such 

as the registered needs of the accredited unit or specific expert knowledge of the expert panel.  

 
16 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner evalag and reviewed by the other partners. The 
section follows Leiber et al., 2021, p. 112–114. 
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In terms of weaknesses, it can be further stated that HEIs’ activities in the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces often only take place at individual institutions, and that they are 

frequently based on project funding which is neither university-wide nor overarching different 

universities (Table 3.2.1). As a result, after the funding period has expired, the projects often 

silently terminate, so that their medium- and long-term continuation, a systematic follow-up 

and the sustainability of the approaches are often at least in question or simply do not take 

place. A cross-project and structurally anchored project funding is largely missing. In addition, 

there are further problems that seem to arise due to the relatively strong institutional autonomy 

of German universities, which allows for and promotes a certain inter-institutional lack of 

transparency, which makes it difficult to compare different universities and to transfer best 

practices between them even within one and the same federal state. 

Other weaknesses are the lack of an inventory and overview of the availability of L&T space(s) 

at the individual HEIs and the lack of overarching strategies for the renovation, modernisation 

and upgrading of L&T space(s) at the national level, the federal state levels, and the levels of the 

individual HEIs (LTSHE-IO1-evalag, 2020).  

With regard to poor monitoring and inventory of the availability of L&T space at individual HEIs 

(and thus in the HE system as a whole), several reasons can be given for this weakness. The 

institutional autonomy in L&T space planning, which is only a limited in practice , is mainly due 

to the dynamic complexity of HEIs as multiple-hybrid organisations (e.g. Pratt, 2016). In practice, 

there are persistent difficulties in creating and maintaining an overview of existing L&T spaces. 

After all these years, this still seems to be due to ‘problematic preferences, unclear technology 

and fluid participation’ (Cohen et al., 1972). Frequently changing responsibilities, changing 

stakeholder groups and parallel activities are seen as obstacles here. In addition, it is difficult, 

sometimes even impossible, to develop the compromise of a university-wide perspective that 

adequately takes into account the different needs of different faculties, departments and 

subject fields and can be accepted by all. The development is therefore often in favour of 

concepts and approaches which are specific to individual faculties, departments, and subject 

fields. This situation does not allow synthetic models to be generated that could make it possible 

to overcome and integrate the perspectives of the individual HEIs. In addition, in recent years, 

HEIs have experienced that the needs of learners are changing very quickly (e.g. the library, as a 

house of holdings and stockpiling, becomes a house for the learning needs of learners with an 

appropriate quality of stay; informal learning spaces become increasingly important), which also 

makes monitoring and stocktaking a challenging task (LTSHE-IO1-evalag, 2020, p. 41ff.). 

On the weakness of the lack of overarching transparent strategies in HEIs (Table 3.2.1), it should 

be noted that the L&T space area is mentioned only vaguely or not at all in the HE laws of the 

16 German federal states and on the various strategic levels of German universities as well 

(LTSHE-IO1-evalag, 2020, pp. 18ff., 28ff.). This refers to (L&T) spaces at all building levels, i.e. 

L&T spaces in the narrow sense (such as, for example, seminar rooms, hybrid L&T rooms, closed 

rooms for group learning), open spaces throughout the buildings (e.g. entrance halls, informal 

learning spaces), campus spaces (e.g. outdoor spaces for informal learning or sports fields), and 

spaces defining the university/city relationship. One consequence of this situation is that the 

processes of designing and implementing (L&T) spaces at German HEIs are in practice complex 

and context-dependent negotiation processes between selected players that take place at each 
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individual HEI separately. Thus, these processes are often not very transparent for many 

stakeholders and also the public, they are not easy to recognise because they are organisation-

specific, and therefore their inter-institutional information and learning potential seems to be 

rather limited. 

Further weaknesses found in German HEIs (and other countries’ universities as well) are that 

university-wide organisational units for didactics (Didactic Centres) are often deficient or even 

lacking. If mission statements for student-centred teaching as a feature of quality and culture 

are deficient or lacking, this is also a weakness. Deficiencies of intra-university communication 

and cooperation of organisational units and individual stakeholders are a widespread weakness, 

which have to be fought against almost everywhere. A final weakness identified from the semi-

structured interviews is that political debates about HE and its provision at the HdM17, including 

the design and implementation of L&T space, tend to be less frequent.  

In return, the weaknesses of a lack of stocktaking and institutional strategies relating to the 

design and implementation of L&T spaces leave the individual organisational units a great deal 

of decision-making and action leeway, which can be seen as opportunities for further 

development and improvement. University libraries, for example, seem to be very free in the 

design and implementation of their rooms and thus become important sources of inspiration, 

since the tested innovative space concepts can also be transferred to other university areas 

(LTSHE-IO1-evalag, 2020, p. 42). Another opportunity lies in the fact that provisions and 

requirements from HE politics are scarce reflecting, among other things, the freedom of L&T 

guaranteed by the (German) constitution.  

Further, the lack of transparent institutional strategies also harbours the risk that organisation-

specific power relationships will shape structural planning, decisions and actions. Power 

relationships of this type may exist between the rectorate, the chancellor, and individual 

faculties and departments as well as the university real estate authority. Such specific and often 

highly individualised mechanisms make it even harder to gain reliable insights into the 

institutional policies and practice of the design and implementation of L&T space. 

Finally, several threats to the design and implementation of L&T spaces in the German HE system 

can be mentioned (Table 3.2.1). The unclear financing concept of German university 

construction, including the design and implementation of L&T spaces, endangers the 

appropriateness and innovative power of the design and implementation of L&T spaces. This 

requires clarification of organisational and responsibility issues, the provision of financial 

resources and continued reliable financing. For example, a financing gap of around €35 billion 

by 2025 is forecast for university construction in Germany (KMK, 2016, p.4). It can hardly be 

doubted that a relevant part of these problems is caused by the fact that the institutional 

responsibilities and financing models for the realisation of space conversions and new buildings 

are rather unclear, since space planning and implementation were abolished as a joint task of 

the federal government and the 16 federal states in the year 2007.  

 
17 Stuttgart Media University (HdM), a German university of applied sciences, was a non-associated 
(informal) contributor to the project supporting the non-university project partner evalag through a case 
study at the University. evalag would like to thank HdM for the support and non-bureaucratic cooperation 
particularly documented in LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022. 
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Table 3.2.1 | SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in German HE 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Education, including HE, is exclusively in the 
responsibility of the individual federal states 

1) Education, including HE, is exclusively in the 
responsibility of the individual federal states 

2) Many HEIs are active in designing and 
implementing innovative L&T spaces 

2) L&T space-related activities are frequently 
based on time-limited project funding 

3) L&T spaces are a concern in the accreditation 
of study programmes and institutions 

3) L&T space-related activities are often carried 
out solely at individual HEIs 

  4) Monitoring and stocktaking of the availability 
of L&T spaces, physical, hybrid and virtual, 

seems to be underdeveloped at individual HEIs 

  5) Transparent strategies for renovation, 
modernisation and enhancement of L&T 

spaces are largely missing 

  6) Pedagogy does not yet seem to be sufficiently 
strategically and comprehensively integrated 

into the efforts of German universities to 
improve and innovate L&T 

  7) Didactic centres are often deficient or even 
lacking 

  8) Intra-university communication and 
cooperation of organisational units and 

individual stakeholders is sometimes deficient 

  9) Mission statements for teaching as a feature 
of quality and culture are often deficient or 

even lacking 

  10) Political debates about HE and its provision at 
HdM, including the design and implementation 

of L&T space, tend to be less frequent 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Individual organisational units of HEIs are 
provided with great scope for decision-

making and action with respect to L&T spaces 
design and implementation 

1) The institutional responsibilities for the 
realisation of spatial conversions and new HEI 

buildings are largely unclear 

2) Provisions and requirements from HE politics 
are scarce 

2) The financing models for the realisation of 
spatial conversions and new HEI buildings are 

largely unclear 

  3) Equipping public HEIs with space(s) is 
notoriously underfunded, including L&T spaces 

  4) Rising student numbers put pressure on HEIs 
because of notoriously tight campus space 

  5) Information and data about digital structures 

and physical L&T spaces is untransparent or 
lacking on institutional, federal state and 

nationwide levels 

  6) Teaching is systematically undervalued against 
research 

  7) Federalist HE politics of 16 different federal 

states has disadvantages 

  8) Public HEIs are underfinanced including L&T 
spaces 

Source | IO1, IO2; Leiber et al., 2021, p. 113 – evalag 
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Another threat is rising student numbers while campus space is notoriously tight. A broader 

organisational and pervasive threat is opaque or missing information and data about digital 

structures and physical L&T spaces at the institutional, federal state/regional, and national 

levels. The well-known imbalance between research and teaching, i.e. teaching is systematically 

undervalued, is another threat to the adequate expansion and implementation of L&T including 

the design and implementation of L&T spaces. Other politically based threats are the 

disadvantages of HE politics in federal republics with (many) different autonomus federal states, 

and the underfunded public higher education, especially L&T including L&T areas (LTSHE-IO2-

evalag, 2022, p. 60). A final and constant threat is that public HEIs, particularly L&T including L&T 

spaces, are notoriously underfinanced. 

3.2.2 University and city 

The HdM lies in a suburb of Stuttgart, Stuttgart-Vaihingen which is located about 10 km distance 

from Stuttgart city centre. The city of Stuttgart is the capital of the South-Western German 

federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg. Stuttgart city has more than 600,000 population, while 

the urban region has more than 2.7 million population. Greater Stuttgart has 22 state, private 

and church universities.  

Stuttgart-Vaihingen lies high above the basin in which Stuttgart is located. The immediate 

vicinity of the HdM is characterised by the Vaihinger campus of the University of Stuttgart (which 

has also a campus in the city centre) and numerous research institutes (e.g. various Fraunhofer 

Institutes), but also local recreation areas with rivers, lakes, forests and castles (e.g. Red Deer 

Park, Bear Lakes, Bear Castle, Solitude Palace). Stuttgart city center is only three tram (S-Bahn) 

stations away or – under optimal traffic conditions – around 15 minutes by car (Image 3.2.1).  

Image 3.2.1 | Location of Stuttgart Media University (HdM) and city centre of Stuttgart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | Google maps 

It is certainly a strength and part of the profile of HdM that it maintains close relationships to 

the local and regional industry and employers. Obviously, this is closely related to attractive 

internships and an attractive job market which is guaranteed by locally based companies such 

as Mercedes-Benz (Daimler), Porsche, Bosch, Klett Publishers, Südwestrundfunk (SWR radio and 

television) etc. (Table 3.2.2) 
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Stakeholders addressed in semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions see a lack of 

integration of the HdM campus and city life (LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, p. 58)18 – which, for an 

external observer, seems to be quite natural: the city of Stuttgart is just too far away for having 

a direct, tangible integration experience, while the suburb of Vaihingen is more rural and is in 

the shadow of the nearby city. Because of the distance and the local geography, it is also 

practically impossible to to reach the city center of Stuttgart on foot or by bike in a reasonable 

time.  

According to press releases in local and regional newspapers, it seems that HdM sees an 

interesting opportunity in intensifying cooperation with HEIs in the Greater Stuttgart region.  

Table 3.2.2 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the interaction of HdM and the city and region of Stuttgart19 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Situated in the Greater Stuttgart area 
(“Swabian Metropolis”) 

1) Integration of campus and city life is lacking 

2) Close relationships to industry and employers   

3) Attractive internships and attractive job market   

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Intensify cooperation with local and regional 
HEIs 

  

Source | IO1, IO2 – evalag 

3.2.3 University campus 

HdM is a compact campus university with about 5,000 students embedded in a surrounding of 

extra-university research institutes and student residences. The campus is not very large, its area 

being ca. 55,000 m2 (ca. 220 m x 250 m). In fact, it is one connected building complex (Image 

3.2.2, left side) and the HdM library (Image 3.2.2, lower right side).  

It can be called a strength that the HdM has a compact campus on which all buildings are within 

short walking distance (Image 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). The HdM strives to make its websites and mobile 

applications barrier-free in accordance with Section 10, Paragraph 1 of the State Disability 

Equality Act (L-BGG).  

Weaknesses mentioned by stakeholders (LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022) are that catering options on 

campus are lacking and car parking spaces are scarce. In addition, as the campus aerial view 

shows (Image 3.2.1) the space for additional campus buildings is limited which can also be called 

a weakness (Table 3.2.3).  

 

 
18 Methodological remark: Because of the small numbers of interviewees of each stakeholder group no 
quantitative interpretation or weighting is given for any of the SWOTs. Therefore, results are not 
representative; rather, they are fallible and might be complemented or corrected by further analysis.  
19 Further SWOTs were not mentioned in the interviews and focus group discussions with stakeholders 
(LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022). This does not necessarily imply that further analysis could not result in further 
SWOTs.  
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Image 3.2.2 | Campus of Stuttgart Media University (HdM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | Google maps 

Image 3.2.3 | Campus of Stuttgart Media University (HdM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | https://www.hdm-stuttgart.de/news/news20210310094613/artikelbild_campus.jpg 

Table 3.2.3 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the HdM campus 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Compact campus on which all buildings are 
within walking distance 

1) Catering options on campus are lacking 

2) Digital accessibility of HdM websites and 
mobile applications 

2) Car parking spaces are scarce 

  3) Options for campus extension are rare 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Extension of the campus by a planned 
building 

1) Shifts in student behaviour and interest post 
pandemic could impact the role of the campus 

at HdM 

Source | IO1, IO2 – evalag 

An opportunity related to the campus level is the planned extension of the campus by another 

multi-functional building as characterised in stakeholder interviews and focus group discussions 

(LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, p. 41).  
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A quite basic threat or concern interview partners referred to is that shifts in student (but also 

probably staff) behaviour and interest post Covid-19 pandemic could impact the role of the 

campus at HdM. A strong focus on digital and hybrid L&T events could lead to a significant drop 

in the attendance density of students (and possibly staff) and thus to less use of the physical 

campus. 

3.2.4 University buildings 

The HdM members see it as a strength that the University has modern, functional, well-

equipped buildings, most of them around 20 years old, which are very well maintained and in 

good condition (Table 3.2.4). Further strengths, which can also be observed on a site visit, are 

the availability of informal learning spaces and and spaces for relaxation periods and spacious 

and communicative entrance areas. Many of these have daylight access.  

Some focus group discussions mentioned that stakeholders feel that their participation in 

planning and decision-making concerning university buildings and L&T spaces is deficient or 

sometimes even lacking. A further weakness stakeholders agree upon is that the buildings were 

built (about 20 years ago and later) for a lower student number (so that extension is required) 

(Table 3.2.4).  

Table 3.2.4 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of HdM buildings 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) HdM has modern, functional, well-equipped 
buildings which are very well maintained 

and in good condition 

1) Participation of stakeholders is sometimes 
deficient or even lacking 

2) Informal learning spaces and and spaces for 
relaxation periods are available 

2) Buildings were built for a lower student 
number 

3) Spacious and communicative entrance 
areas are available 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Extension of the campus by a planned 
building 

1) Shifts in student behaviour and interest post 
pandemic could impact the role of the 

buildings at HdM 

Source | IO1, IO2 – evalag 

The opportunities and threats for the buildings area that can be named in the present analysis 

repeat those for the campus area (Table 3.2.4). 

3.2.5 University L&T spaces 

Based on stakeholder interviews (LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, p. 57–58), the following strengths can 

be attributed to the area of L&T spaces at HdM (Table 3.2.5): The much-sworn “shift from 

teaching to learning” (Brown and Atkins, 1990; Barr and Tagg, 2000; Fendler and Gläser-Zikuda, 

2013) is taken seriously and implemented comprehensively – which is not to say that there are 

no longer any desiderata in this regard (see, for example, weaknesses). The general equipment 

of the L&T spaces is also often perceived as sufficient or even good by stakeholders. The fact 
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that there is flexible furniture in several innovative L&T spaces is positively received, which is 

appreciated in terms of the possible applications of innovative pedagogy. In the same way, 

stakeholders value as a strength of HdM that they have several innovative L&T spaces with the 

Learning World (“Lernwelt”), Learning Bar (“Lernbar”), Learning Studio (“Lernatelier”), and the 

library.20  

Almost all stakeholders appreciate that an innovative new building with L&T areas, 

communication and research areas is currently being planned in order to alleviate the general 

lack of space at the HdM. Further plus points are seen in the Center for Learning and 

Development, a Maker Space and a Production Space as well as institute-related possibilities for 

the implementation of specialized laboratories for research-related teaching. 

Based on the sources used (LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, pp. 58-59), several weaknesses can also be 

identified (Table 3.2.5): Stakeholders note that services and access concepts to L&T spaces are 

sometimes deficient (e.g. limited availability of service personel for innovative and novel L&T 

spaces; difficulty to organise a fair occupancy of the rooms and determination of the occupancy 

figures in real time; limitations to booking and canceling specific innovative L&T spaces in 

advance). Further deficits are mentioned that can also be found at many other HEIs including 

the LTSHE partner universities: Stakeholder participation and involvement in decision-making 

related to the design and implementation of L&T spaces is often seen as insufficient, especially 

by stakeholders who feel left out. Specifically, systematic processes that involve student 

participation in the processes of design and implementation of L&T spaces are lacking. Teachers 

as well as students think that their digital competencies are not always sufficient to adequately 

use digitalised novel L&T spaces. A similar impression exists with regard to teachers’ deficiencies 

in pedagogy knowledge and skills appropriate for innovative L&T spaces. Closely related is the 

criticism (mainly from the students’ side) that there is still too much focus on frontal teaching 

(traditional lecture mode), and that traditional on-site L&T methods are often just transferred 

into the digital space without appropriately adapting to the new framework conditions and 

options of the digital space. 

Another important area of weaknesses seen concerns the lack of L&T spaces and their 

equipment with respect to various aspects: for example, it is criticized that there is a general 

lack of L&T spaces; a lack of smaller innovative L&T spaces for groups from 5-10 students; a lack 

of individual student workplaces; a lack of innovative L&T spaces such as Maker Spaces and 

Design Spaces; a lack of adequate and sufficiently flexible equipment and furnishing of available 

L&T spaces. In addition, needs for improvement are identified with respect to hybrid L&T in that, 

for example, hybrid L&T space structures are often deficient or even lacking and the required 

clarification about the future of the interplay of on-site, online and hybrid L&T is still missing.  

Interviewed stakeholders find that professional training of teachers and technical staff in L&T 

space issues is deficient or even lacking which is a weakness. They also have the impression that 

an overview over physical L&T spaces is often deficient or even lacking which does not make it 

easier to organise a fair distribution of available spaces and the appropriate provision and 

planning of L&T spaces. A weakness that has also been pointed out by students is that the 

consideration of L&T spaces in student evaluations/satisfaction surveys is insufficient; thus, 

 
20 https://www.hdm-stuttgart.de/bibliothek/bibliothek/arbeiten  
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important aspects of the assessment of one of the main stakeholder groups affected by L&T 

space design, implementation and use is underrepresented or even missing. A final weakness 

mentioned is that access to and use of L&T spaces is often difficult for disadvantaged groups 

(e.g. visually impaired or otherwise handicapped people) (Table 3.2.5). 

Table 3.2.5 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces at HdM 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) The comprehensive shift from teaching to 
learning is taken seriously 

1) Services and access concepts to L&T spaces are 
sometimes deficient 

2) General equipment of L&T spaces is good/ 
sufficient 

2) Participation of stakeholders is often deficient 
or even lacking 

3) Flexible furniture is available in several L&T 
spaces 

3) Digital competencies of teachers (and 
students) are lacking 

4) Innovative L&T spaces are available 4) Pedagogy knowledge and skills appropriate for 
innovative L&T spaces are lacking 

5) A new innovative building with L&T spaces, 
communication and research spaces is 

planned 

5) There is too much focus on frontal teaching 

6) Centre for Learning and Development21 is 
available 

6) There is a lack of L&T spaces and their 
equipment with respect to various aspects  

7) Maker and Production Spaces22 are available 
and planned to be extended 

7) Problems exist with respect to hybrid L&T 

8) Institute-related options exist for specialised 
laboratories for research-related teaching 

8) Professional training of teachers and technical 
staff in L&T space issues is deficient or even 

lacking 

  9) Overview over physical L&T spaces is often 
deficient or even lacking 

  10) Consideration of L&T spaces in student 
evaluations/satisfaction surveys is insufficient 

  11) Access for disadvantaged groups is difficult 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) A new innovative building with L&T spaces, 
communication and research spaces is 

planned 

1) Imbalance and asymmetry exists between face-
to-face and online L&T 

2) Contesting and competitive approaches to 
physical, digital and hybrid L&T could be 

clarified 

2) Organisation of hybrid L&T is untransparent or 
missing 

3) Innovative hybrid L&T could be developed 3) The transition from the physical to the digital 
space has problematic consequences 

4) An evidence-informed strategy that 
encompasses digital and presence 

approaches in L&T in an adequate balance 
could be developed 

  

5) L&T spaces could be considered in student 
evaluations/satisfaction surveys 

  

Source | IO1, IO2 – evalag 

 
21 https://www.hdm-stuttgart.de/studierende/abteilungen/cld  
22 https://www.hdm-stuttgart.de/productionspace  
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In addition to opportunities that consist of improving existing strengths and reacting to 

weaknesses, other opportunities can be identified (Table 3.2.5): First, the planned building with 

L&T rooms, communication and research rooms offers options for innovative developments of 

more active learning spaces. Second, contentious and competitive approaches to physical, 

digital and hybrid L&T could be clarified. Third, innovative hybrid L&T spaces could be 

developed. Fourth, an evidence-informed strategy could be developed that balances digital and 

face-to-face approaches in L&T appropriately. Fifth, L&T spaces could be considered in student 

evaluations and satisfaction surveys, respectively (LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, pp. 59–60).  

In conclusion, some threats related to the design, implementation and use of innovative L&T 

spaces at the HdM that affect the smooth functioning of the university can be listed: In 

particular, the imbalance and asymmetry between face-to-face and online L&T represents a first 

threat, although different stakeholder groups have very different opinions on this. The situation 

is very similar with the topic of the non-transparent or missing organisation of hybrid L&T – if 

this is supported at all by HdM. Here, too, there are very different opinions from different 

stakeholder groups. A third threat mentioned in the stakeholder interviews are problematic 

consequences of the transition from physical to digital space: for example, there is the concern 

that the cohesion between teachers and other colleagues could decrease; that contact between 

students and teachers can be negatively altered and reduced; that socio-psychological 

relationships important to students’ personal development may be reduced or lost; that on-site 

buildings may not be used efficiently (LTSHE-IO2-evalag, 2022, p. 60).  

3.2.6 Conclusions and recommendations 

The above SWOT analyses of how the German HE system handles the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces shows that HE politics have very few legal requirements, 

administrative regulations or strategic goals for the construction of university real estate 

including the design and implementation of L&T spaces. In principle, this statement also applies 

to German HEIs’ policies in a modified form while it seems that some of them have started to 

develop and implement institutional strategies for the design and implementation of L&T 

spaces.  

L&T space activities in the German HE system are typically university-specific, time-limited 

projects and therefore have limited opportunities for inter-institutional and system-wide 

comparison and benchlearning. At least, an exchange between universities on topics of the 

design and implementation of real estate building and L&T spaces is not easily observable. 

Further SWOTs identified and mentioned above, for the most part, seem to be tentatively 

generic. In the present context this cannot be proven rigorously but the implicit comparison of 

the seven SWOTs presented in this report referring to Austria, Germany, Kosovo, Poland, 

Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom point into this direction. This is finally also instantiated 

by the tentatively generic character of the principles and guidelines for the design, 

implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) education proposed in chapter 4. 
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3.3 Kosovo and AAB College Pristina  

3.3.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies in Kosovo and the Western 

Balkans  

This research on L&T spaces in HE consists of two parts23: a) the national policies in HE L&T 

spaces in the region of the Western Balkans and b) institutional policies and practices in HE L&T 

spaces in Kosovo. The first part of the enquiry has shown that countries in the region lack tailor-

made and specific norms and standards for HE facilities and L&T spaces. This lack was also 

pointed out by the interviewed architects of HE facilities and campuses in Kosovo. As a result, 

architects and HEIs in the region have to revert to various international standards (such as 

general architectural Neufert24 standards from Germany) whenever engaging in design of new 

facilities or campuses. The absence of such standards becomes even more striking having in 

mind that similar standards and norms are in place for the pre-school and pre-university 

education. To illustrate the consequences of the lack of such standards, one can refer to the 

case of the public University of Mitrovica campus where technical conditions provided by the 

municipality of Mitrovica required that buildings be five floors high, which was against the 

university staff or architects’ vision about the facilities. 

At the institutional level of HE in Kosovo, the research team found that the situation in public 

institutions differed from that in private HEIs. In the case of public institutions, it is the general 

lack of funding in Kosovo that also significantly affects the quality of L&T spaces in these 

institutions. In addition, the situation with L&T spaces in public HEIs depends largely on the level 

of institutional autonomy of HEIs from education authorities. The University of Pristina (as the 

largest and oldest university in Kosovo) that enjoys full autonomy, is able to plan and implement 

its development policies related to L&T spaces based on the concrete needs of students and 

staff. This is not the case with other public universities (established in the last decade) who 

depend on availability of funds and cumbersome approval procedures for any development 

initiative. Their situation depends largely on personal relations of the university management 

with authorised persons in central education authorities. As a result, half of them (Mitrovica, 

Peja, and Ferizaj) operate in brand new campuses and facilities, whereas the other half Gjilan, 

Gjakova, and Prizren) operate in old facilities lacking meaningful campuses for student learning, 

leisure and living activities.  

The situation with institutional autonomy of public universities is also reflected in their planning 

of the development of L&T spaces. Those lacking financial autonomy also lack any meaningful 

planning related to L&T spaces in their regulations and strategic development plans. Somehow, 

physical infrastructure is left to the senior management and to education authorities. This is not 

the case with the University of Pristina, which includes L&T spaces in its strategic plans. 

However, here too, academic units consider that any physical infrastructure and L&T spaces 

issues are reserved for the rectors office and central management. The research however, has 

shown that, primarily as a result of the lack of public funds, at least half of academic units in the 

 
23 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner AAB College Pristina and reviewed by the other 
partners. 
24 https://www.academia.edu/21246356/Ernst_Neufert_ARCHITECTS_DATA 
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University of Pristina (arts, agriculture, philology, law, economy, and natural sciences) have a 

long way to go before they provide quality learning spaces for their staff and students.  

Private HEIs, on the other hand, have enjoyed a decade of fast development, as a result of high 

demand for HE qualifications in Kosovo. Among the private HEIs there are two prevailing 

approaches: (i) institutions that have invested and operate in their own campuses and premises 

dedicated exclusively to education activities and (ii) institutions who rent their premises, usually 

residential projects adapted to L&T activities. The latter obviously lack any pro-active approach 

in providing a dynamic, inspiring and high-quality learning environment to their teaching staff 

and students and give the impression of short-term planning. It is no wonder that of over 30 

private institutions in 2009, there are only about a dozen operating currently in Kosovo. The 

other private HEIs have invested in state-of-the art campuses both in the capital city of Pristina 

and in other cities. It remains to be seen, how many of them will survive the diminishing demand 

for HE qualifications.  

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, online learning has become a new trend affecting L&T 

spaces in the countries in the region. All institutions found themselves unprepared for the 

looming level of isolation imposed by the pandemic. Institutions responded differently to the 

newly created situation. Some provided full-fledged platforms for distance and online learning, 

whereas others used platforms available online such as Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, 

Viber and so on. Frantic efforts were underway by HEIs to provide more sustainable 

arrangements and learning environments, in responding to the second upsurge of the pandemic 

in the last quarter of 2020. One thing is sure, L&T spaces, and the very understanding of the 

concept of learning environment, have changed forever as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The pandemic has accelerated the process of application of various forms of online and distance 

learning in HEIs in Kosovo as anywhere else internationally.  

3.3.2 Institutional topics and issues at AAB College  

AAB College presents a fast changing and a very dynamic learning environment – the fastest 

growing HE in the Western Balkans during the last decade in the public and private sector. In the 

last five years alone, L&T spaces have increased in size in average by 20-30 % a year to reach at 

over 60,000 m2 in 2021 – financed solely by own funds. It also displays modern L&T spaces and 

technology in the learning process. At least five or six new study programmes (between 10 and 

15 % of the total number of programmes) are accredited every year and many more undergo 

regular reviews and re-accreditation. Only in 2022, AAB went through an institutional 

accreditation (that takes place periodically every three or five years) and dozens of programme 

accreditation processes at bachelor and master level. Student numbers have also been 

increasing by more than 10 % every year, reaching at 18,000 students in the 2021/2022 

academic year from about 2,000 students in 2011. The swift development in all aspects, 

however, makes it also very difficult for various sectors to keep up with the changes.  

The research of L&T space in AAB College identified four key trends and issues that need to be 

taken in consideration when deciding about L&T spaces in the near future: alignment of L&T 

spaces with didactics; technology developments; demographic trends; and trends in HE demand 

by the labour market.  
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A gap of expectations between academic and management functions in AAB College 

Conceivably, in efforts to safeguard academic freedom in AAB College, there is a gap of 

expectations between the two key groups and functions at AAB College, namely academic staff 

and management, regarding L&T spaces and their alignment with the curricula and didactic 

aspects of the academic and research process. During the interviews, a tendency is almost 

omnipresent among the teaching staff, quality assurance staff and the Senate members to 

expect from the management (primarily the College Board and finances department) to provide 

working conditions for the staff. This attitude is coupled with an awareness that the 

management should know or knows already (‘we have sent several requests, even in writing’, 

some would say) that they must meet the requested needs. In a way, there is an impression 

among academic staff that the leadership is solely to create working conditions. On the other 

hand, the senior leadership posits that the staff are there mainly to teach, to come on time, to 

be punctual and to maximise student performance. The same impressions came up during the 

SWOT analysis for the strategic plan: the management was pointing to the swift institutional 

development and technology changes and the difficulties to keep up with the same, whereas 

staff were referring to the need for more rooms for staff and for more programme-specific labs 

and software.  

Little deeper exchange became apparent during the interviews that would address the key 

issues in this dichotomy of expectations – until the start of the strategic planning process. In 

fact, the strategic planning process brought the two groups and their respective expectations in 

a faceoff that started the much-needed dialogue that finally led to better coordination and 

collaboration. The dialogue started with the quality assurance staff insisting on creating a 

permissive learning environment for a genuine student-centred approach in L&T in the College. 

It started a more meaningful discussion on the concepts (LTSHE-IO2-AAB, 2022, section 4.1.3) 

and the rationale of intervention in the key intervention areas. The dialogue and the definition 

of the key concepts helped the management better understand the needs and trends in HE and 

research, while the academic staff moved in the direction of coming up with more efficient 

initiatives to meet the same needs for quality instruction. So, the L&T spaces cannot be 

promoted to best serve the staff and students’ interest unless there is full coordination and 

collaboration between the Senate and the College Board, the academic and 

management/finance staff, and between HE didactics and L&T spaces. This new understanding 

is engrained in most of the strategic measures of the Strategic Plan 2022-2026.  

The dire need to organise L&T space fit for curriculum and didactics 

All focus group discussions focused around the necessity of adapting L&T spaces to more 

student-centred instruction that would be permissive of and lead to student independent work 

and collaboration. Frontal instruction does not yield the wanted results in addressing 

complexities of the modern life in today’s society. Besides, democratisation of human relations 

of the modern century has made one way instruction in HE obsolete and ineffective. Student 

awareness has grown to demand for more interactive communication in the classroom. Only 

through interactive L&T, active student participation, and relevant work-based learning 

experiences can the graduates of any given HEI successfully compete in the ever more 

demanding labour market. Likewise, any HEI must change its internal dynamics in a way that 

changes the role of students, teachers, and the institutional management in order to be able to 
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survive and compete in the market of HE providers. The teachers participating in the focused 

discussions insisted that “We must decrease number of students per class to improve learning 

conditions and to increase student engagement in the class. … We must also rearrange common 

areas to make them more attractive and more useful for student learning.” The new approaches 

in L&T normally ask for a rearrangement of L&T spaces, not only inside the classroom. These 

considerations have also found their way into the AAB College Strategic Plan for 2022-2026. One 

of the quality assurance coordinators insisted that “Teaching and learning spaces must include 

also other spaces outside the classrooms and outside even of the college campus, and I do not 

mean here the practical work. I am referring to the need to transfer learning onto other contexts 

outside of the campus.” This new understanding of the L&T spaces allows for more creative 

instruction and for a new perception of the interactions in the HEI/student/industry triangle.  

Keeping up with new technologies 

Keeping up with the latest technological developments is an essential pre-condition for relevant 

teaching, interactive learning, and for access to and application of full and relevant information 

by students during their studies. Students learning with outdated technology will not be able to 

build relevant competences for successful performance in the workplace. During the discussions 

with teachers, a number of ideas were presented and discussed in similar lines: “We need to 

install technology that allows for more diverse forms of student engagement and interaction. … 

We must also provide equipment that allows for student collaborations outside of lecture hours.” 

Technological developments (but also the Covid-19 pandemic) have led to an increase in the 

importance and topicality of distance and online learning provision. Nowadays, the learning 

environment in HE (including in particular the virtual learning space) has become as important 

as the academic and scientific aspects of HE provision. 

Recently there is an ever-growing trend of staff work from home but also remote provision of 

services (such as call-services, IT services, designs in architecture, research and data analysis and 

so on) without physical presence in the workplace. The learning environment therefore must be 

adapted to meet the new requirements and to also develop skills of students for such provision 

of services. The training may include building technological and digital skills, working with media, 

using new communication channels and so on. Likewise, the learning environment must adapt 

to reflect the new approaches to build these skills. It must adapt also to the new demands arising 

from changes occurring in the external context as a result of technological, demographic, 

cultural and environmental changes.  

Finding solutions for negative demographic trends 

Today the student population is more mobile than ever. In Kosovo there is an increasing 

tendency of population movement towards western European economies. For many reasons 

(such as lack of knowledge of the local language in the host country, employment, inability to 

meet the requirements for registration, lack of financial conditions, non-recognition of Kosovo 

diplomas in host countries and others), these young people may lose the opportunity to register 

studies in the host countries or to continue the studies they started in Kosovo. Or as was put by 

a member of the management: “a growing number of our students is already in Europe. They 

keep writing to me asking about exam sessions and if they can come to take exams for a few 

days or if they can take exams online …”  
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HEIs need to think of ways to provide study opportunities to their former, current or future 

(migrated) students regardless of the student’s location. It goes without saying that these forms 

of study must be accompanied by a reviewed and consolidated quality assurance system and 

the respective measures that would warranty for the full accountability and achievement of the 

set learning outcomes. The same considerations apply to internationalisation of provision and 

outreach of the AAB College towards students from other countries, primarily in the Middle-East 

and African countries.  

Dealing with the reduced demand for HE 

In Kosovo there is a decline in demand for studying in HE in general, but also a decreasing 

interest to enrol programmes which were on high demand until recently (such as economics, 

law, public administration and social sciences). It seems that the HE system in Kosovo has met 

the needs for HE studies and qualifications of persons who had missed on opportunity to study 

during the last decade of the last century.25 For this reason, there is now an increased interest 

in study programmes in assistance services (nursing, midwifery, social worker, etc.), new 

technologies (computer science, programming, design, media), in applied sciences and in 

shorter professional studies. Also, the interest of the potential students has moved towards 

shorter and professional programs which offer safer and faster employment opportunities. This 

new tendency will most certainly affect the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces, too.  

3.3.3 SWOT analysis at AAB College  

AAB’s working groups engaged in the analysis of the situation at AAB through the application of 

SWOT analysis. To this end, 30 participants were divided into five groups. Three groups analysed 

strengths, threats and opportunities (with each group focusing on one theme), respectively, 

while two groups focused in analysing institutional weaknesses at the time of planning. After 

working in groups, each group reported to the plenary meeting to discuss the groups’ findings. 

The following is an analysis of the situation according to the four main elements of the SWOT. 

The discussions focused on issues referring to the design, implementation, and use of L&T spaces 

at AAB. Below are briefly presented the results of the SWOT analysis:  

Strengths 

The working group reported (approximately 15) achievements and strengths identified in the 

field of L&T spaces. The analysis groups’ findings were presented and discussed in the plenary 

session. The key strength of AAB College referring to the design of premises is that (unlike most 

of the facilities of private and some public HEIs) all AAB College buildings and facilities are 

originally thought and designed as premises dedicated to organisation of teaching, learning, and 

research. Participants also agreed that AAB had undertaken a series of transformations, despite 

the difficulties created mainly by the COVID-19 pandemics in the last two years of the previous 

strategic planning period (2017-2022). Another important development is the increasing 

awareness on the close correlation between L&T spaces and didactics (Table 3.3.1).  

 
25 The then Serbian government imposed a martial law in Kosovo, cut all financing to higher education 
with instruction in Albanian and expelled Kosovo higher education students and staff from their buildings 
between 1991 and 1999.  
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Table 3.3.1 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces and environment at AAB College: strengths 

 Strengths 

1) Doubling of physical teaching spaces (constructing over 30,000 m2 of new L&T spaces) 

2) Doubling of qualified academic staff as required by KAA26 (thus exceeding the 80% requirement of 
regular academic staff) 

3) Growth of number of regular students 

4) Starting implementation of online L&T and assessment of students of all programmes (responding 
to the Covid pandemic closure) 

5) Accreditation of a number of new and quality programmes (especially in the field of medical 
sciences) 

6) Tripling the number of laboratories and clinics 

7) Significant increase of students’ practical training and work-based learning hours 

8) Digitalisation of administration and teaching processes (number of digitalised services increased 
by over 70% in the last three years) 

9) Provision of dozens of individualised learning and leisure spaces for students 

10) Significant improvement of student cultural and extracurricular life (e.g. two professional theatres, 
one international theatre festival, dozens of sports and socialisation events) 

11) Increase of the number of online libraries for students and staff 

12) Commencement of application of Turnitin27 to evaluate student papers and staff publications 

13) Purchasing of four new urban buses to improve student transport services 

14) Increase of space and number of teacher cabinets 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – AAB College 

Analysis of the factors underlying the strengths  

As a result of these measures, AAB has significantly improved its image in society by becoming 

the first choice for enrolment for the majority (70%) of students enrolled in first year.28 The fast 

growth of AAB has placed high demands on the technical and infrastructure services. More 

teachers meant that more space need to be provided for teacher preparation, student 

consultation, and research. Similar to teachers, increased number of students and accreditation 

of new study programmes, meant more classrooms, clinics and labs, more leisure areas and 

common spaces, more student services, more space for canteens, improved bus and transport 

services, and an increased administration (parallel with digitalisation of services). In the area of 

the learning environment, AAB has improved teaching methodology, student/teacher 

interaction, practical training quantity and quality, selection of students in the first year, quality 

and internal organisation of classrooms and educational technology, diversity of teacher 

evaluation by students, number and quality of student projects, and so on. 

Finally, AAB has established and put in operation a number of institutes (such as the Accounting 

Institute), two pre-university educational institutions (British School and Vivienne Academy), the 

Medical Diagnostic Centre, and the Centre for Professional Development and Innovation for its 

 
26 Kosovo Accreditation Agency 
27 an Internet-based plagiarism detection service 
28 Applicants for HE studies most commonly try to enrol in public HEIs first – partly because they do not 
charge for tuition and partly for better quality. AAB has increasingly been the first choice in the recent 
years. 
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staff, that will further diversify provision, improve working conditions and will enhance staff and 

student performance.  

Weaknesses 

During the situation analysis workshop, two working groups worked to identify AAB’s 

weaknesses in order to address them in the forthcoming strategic period. The groups identified, 

presented and discussed in the plenary session dozens of internal weaknesses related to 

institutional functioning. Weaknesses mainly concerned the issues listed in Table 3.3.2. 

Table 3.3.2 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces and environment at AAB College: weaknesses 

 Weaknesses 

1) Lack of teaching spaces in accordance with specific programme requirements (such as for the 
medical study programmes) 

2) Lack of support for teacher development (conferences, publications, personal 
advancement) 

3) Lack of providing learning conditions for students with special educational needs 

4) Deficiencies in creating a fully online learning environment 

5) Lack of accreditation of online study programmes 

6) Lack of sufficient cabinet spaces for academic staff and consultations with students 

7) Inadequate and insufficient implementation of student-centred L&T due to lack of 
adequate L&T spaces 

8) Lack of coherence and coordination between management and academic functions at AAB 

9) Difficulties in keeping up with new technologies applied in education, in particular new 
software programmes and applications 

10) Lack of sufficient laboratories and clinics meeting specific needs of the study 
programmes 

11) Lack of adequate external spaces in the AAB campuses 

12) Inefficient use of the L&T spaces 

13) Outdated understanding of the learning environment among staff 

14) Deficient quality organisation of work-based learning and practical learning experiences 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – AAB College 

Analysis of the factors underlying the weaknesses  

Workshop participants also made an analysis of the weaknesses’ causes to identify and address 

the key problems. The main factor underlying the weaknesses presented during plenary 

discussion of identified issues was the lack of coordination and coherence between academic 

and management processes and functions. Namely, academic and management functions often 

operated as two separate entities with little coordination between them. Other causes identified 

in the discussion had to do with the COVID-19 pandemic, swift changes in technology and 

communication, AAB’s rapid institutional development and expansion, the often-unpredictable 

processes of programme accreditation (in particular during the Covid-19 pandemic), and the low 

motivation of teachers and students for quality research work. While a lot appeared to have 

been done in the internal L&T spaces, it was agreed that a lot more remains to be done for the 

external space of the campuses, in particular green areas, leisure areas, spaces for external 

sports activities and so on. The discussion of weaknesses also served to identify the main 
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strategic objectives in the field of L&T spaces, which were also discussed during the planning 

process (LTSHE-IO2-AAB, 2022, section 4.1.3.d). 

Opportunities 

The planning process participants discussed first in groups and then gathered in the plenary 

session to analyse the opportunities that open up for AAB as a result of the trends and external 

factors in Kosovo society and beyond. In the age of globalisation (think of the Covid pandemics) 

and digitalisation, external factors have gained weight in terms of their impact on the 

development of each institution, including AAB as a HEI. The main external trends and factors 

with potential to open up opportunities are listed in Table 3.3.3.  

Table 3.3.3 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces and environment at AAB College: opportunities 

 Opportunities 

1) Digitalisation and technology development trends that have brought to the fore new professions 
and unlimited opportunities for institutions and persons endowed with competitive knowledge 

2) European integration trends and European funds in the field of HE and science (Erasmus plus, 
Horizon, etc.) 

3) Facilitated communication as a result of new technologies, applications, online platforms, and 
social media 

4) Internationalisation of processes in HE, taking especially into account AAB’s capacities and 

geographical position 

5) Funds and investments of local authorities and other international partners in the field of HE 
and science 

6) The interest of the youth and population for quality programmes and qualifications in HE 

7) The growth and consolidation of the Kosovar diaspora and the potential to offer them online 
courses and study programmes 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – AAB College 

Analysis of the factors underlying the opportunities 

All these external trends and factors create a potential environment for the development of 

such programmes and modules that help the Kosovar population and also candidates from 

Kosovo living in other countries (but also foreign students) to develop competencies and skills 

relevant to a global market and a digitalised world. During the four years of implementing the 

previous strategy, AAB started building capacities to respond effectively to the globalisation, HE 

internationalisation, and digitalisation trends. Thus, AAB has strengthened the Office for 

International Cooperation and Partnerships, the Project Office, Centre for Professional 

Development and Innovation, Quality Assurance Office, Career Counselling Office, the 

Marketing Office, the Alumni Office and other services. At the same time, staff capacities in 

foreign languages, research, modern teaching methods, communication/presentation and other 

areas have been developed. Consequently, the new AAB Development Strategy for 2022-2026 

includes a series of measures that build on opportunities opened in the external environment 

and the national and international context. 
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Threats  

Recent years are characterised by an increased number of globally common threats to HE 

processes and provision. For instance, implementation of HE in Kosovo nowadays is affected by 

health developments in a far-off country as China – as was the case with the Covid-19 pandemic. 

More recently the war in Ukraine is affecting food, energy and financial situation of countries 

around the world. It is expected that Kosovo and Europe will be affected by energy crises this 

winter partly due to the Ukraine war. Given also the fast changes in new technologies and in 

communication, one cannot but understand that the entire context of HE has changed. In this 

context, L&T space-related developments are also affected by a number of factors, which are 

listed in Table 3.3.4.  

Table 3.3.4 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces and environment at AAB College: threats 

 Threats 

1) Demographic trends (e.g. birth rate; migration) 

2) Frequent changes in state authorities (KAA29, MEST30, etc.) 

3) Lack of financial support from public funds for private HEIs 

4) The Covid-19 pandemic 

5) Discriminatory attitude of the authorities in the implementation of relevant legal norms 
regarding institutional status 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – AAB College 

Thus HE in Kosovo in the recent years has been inundated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

intermittently resulted in periods of full isolation and interruption of academic activities. The 

pandemic has in fact substantially affected the understanding of L&T spaces and the learning 

environment in HE. In the first place, online and distance teaching/learning and student 

assessment is being implemented to a much greater extent than before the pandemics. As a 

matter of fact the pandemics has affected permanently also the communication and interaction 

during L&T with physical presence due to numerous restrictions, such as distance-keeping, 

wearing masks, and keeping hygiene.  

The next important external factor, which continues to be a challenge for AAB and HEIs in 

Kosovo, consists in the tendency of the population in Kosovo to emigrate to Western developed 

countries (with or without a work permit). This, along with the declining interest among younger 

people in HE (partly due to the prospect of uncertain future) creates significant challenges that 

need to be addressed by any HEI, including AAB. The ensuing discussions found that online and 

hybrid learning are viable options to address the issue of migration of population.  

The working groups also identified other threats that are beyond the control of the institution, 

such as the poor quality of pre-university education in Kosovo, lack of financial support for 

private HEIs through public funds, economic crisis caused by the pandemic, unfair competition 

 
29 Kosovo Accreditation Agency 
30 Ministry of Education, Science and Technology of the Republic of Kosovo 
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etc. All these threats are addressed in the Strategy Measures, and Risk Assessment Framework 

developed by the participants in the planning process.  

3.3.4 Recommendations for national higher eduation and AAB College 

The LTSHE project has had a significant impact in the approach of AAB management and staff 

towards L&T spaces. The project came at the time of institutional and programme 

reaccreditation and during the process of institutional strategic planning for the period 2022-

2026. All these together (the LTSHE project, accreditation, and strategy) took place in the wider 

context of the Covid-19 pandemics, which unfathomably affected the very substance and our 

understanding of HE and of the learning environment, which is the object of this report. The 

exchanges and good practices with the LTSHE partners had an important impact on the quality 

of accreditation and on the strategic planning – they are both more successful and more relevant 

as a result of the learning that took place during the LTSHE project.  

Nowadays, perhaps more than ever, L&T spaces need to undergo a process of deep 

transformation to best adapt to the fast-changing and ever evolving context and to meet the 

needs of the students and teaching staff for quality HE.  

There is a deficient legal and policy framework in Kosovo when referring to principles of design 

of L&T spaces in HE. Our research (LTSHE-IO1-AAB, 2022) has shown that other countries in the 

region are in a similar situation in this field, too. In fact, a significant gap remains between the 

general architectural standards (Neufert31 and former Yugoslav standards JUS) and the 

standards of KAA currently applied to regulate aspects of L&T spaces in HE. Therefore, it is very 

important for national education authorities to provide coherent design principles and 

standards for L&T spaces in HE. This becomes the more important in the context of the post-

Covid period in the EHEA. The current LTSHE project can give a significant contribution in this 

regard. 

Recommendations for national education authorities  

Based on findings of the research within the LTSHE project, it is recommended that national 

authorities responsible for HE in the region, and more specifically in Kosovo, engage in the 

following key actions to improve L&T space in HE:  

· Review the national legal framework regulating HE and science to improve provisions 

regulating L&T space in HEIs, including provisions regulating online and virtual learning 

provisions.  

· Design architectural norms and standards specifically targeting HE L&T spaces in the 

countries in the region. 

· Develop new national and institutional policies/regulations to introduce a new 

understanding of L&T space as a result of social, economic, demographic and 

technological changes.  

 
31 https://www.academia.edu/21246356/Ernst_Neufert_ARCHITECTS_DATA 
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· Review national accreditation guidelines with a view to design new detailed guidelines 

and requirements for online and distance learning.  

· Design exchange programmes for dissemination and roll-out of good regional and 

international practices in the field of L&T space. 

· Organise regional events in the Western Balkans to exchange experiences and to start 

initiatives for improvement of policies and practices in the field of L&T spaces in HEIs. 

Recommendations for HEIs  

It is recommended that HEIs in Kosovo:  

· Review their institutional strategic and development plans to provide more specific 

measures on interior design, integration of L&T spaces and curricula, improvement of 

online and distance learning facilities and programmes and so on. 

· Build human and institutional capacity to apply new policies and good practices in the 

field of L&T spaces. 

· Review existing HE facilities and spaces to introduce the new understanding of L&T 

spaces, including online learning and the use of out-of-the-classroom areas for L&T 

purposes.  

· Organise capacity building programmes to improve skills in developing and 

implementing online and distance learning courses. 

· Assess needs and invest in new technologies and software for digitisation of instruction, 

communication and administrative services.  

Recommendations for AAB College  

The research of the LTSHE project (LTSHE-IO1-AAB, 2022) with focus groups found that despite 

impressive achievements more remains to be done. On its part, AAB management and staff need 

to engage in the following key areas in the field of L&T spaces: 

Recommendation 1: Engage in cooperation with other institutions for the development/review 

and implementation of the principles of design of L&T space in HE  

AAB management and experts should continue to liaise and collaborate with the LTSHE 

consortium partners in drafting new design principles and standards on L&T spaces in HE that 

could be used by HEIs in the countries in the region and in Europe. As a relatively young and fast 

developing institution, AAB College could also actively engage in dissemination and piloting of 

new approaches and design principles. Being a private HEI, AAB is more flexible to implement 

new approaches, including in the field of L&T spaces. Beyond the development of the new 

principles, the current LTSHE consortium could coordinate efforts in applying those principles in 

the near future after the completion of the current project.  
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Recommendation 2: Improve communication and collaboration between various functions and 

sectors within AAB  

More coherence needs to be provided between academic and management functions within 

AAB. Namely, finances, academic services, management, technical services and so on need to 

collaborate closely in order to enable a coherent and systematic improvement of L&T spaces in 

AAB. A good practice in this regard is the recent strategic planning process that engaged 

different functions in a close and dynamic dialogue in identifying key issues and solutions to the 

same within AAB.  

Recommendation 3: Develop coherent policies on L&T spaces 

Despite the lack of national policies and standards on design of L&T spaces in HE, AAB needs to 

develop a systematic and coherent set of policies and guidelines for integration of L&T spaces 

and didactics. A key input in this direction will be the new guidelines and principles for the design 

of L&T spaces in HE, to be developed through the LTSHE Project. The aim is to build a routine 

whereby changes in L&T concepts are agreed jointly and accompanied by respective changes in 

L&T spaces. This is even more important when thinking of designing the learning environment 

in online L&T – an online learning environment that allows for more interaction and 

collaboration between teachers and students and, even more importantly, among students 

themselves.  

Recommendation 4: Keep up with technology development and invest and build staff capacity 

for implementation of hybrid learning  

The learning environment in the new circumstances (including the post-Covid period) must be 

complementary to the new technologies and trends in HE. So, while lectures can be delivered 

online and in distance learning forms, the learning environment must be arranged in such a way 

to allow for the more attractive and interactive delivery of other aspects of the process 

instruction (exercises, learning activities, lab work, clinical learning, out of campus learning 

experiences and so on). Consequently, physical and virtual learning spaces must be provided 

that allow for socialisation, group work, student projects, periodic seminars, online exams, 

online discussions in pairs and groups and more. 

This approach should develop the infrastructure for hybrid learning forms, for online research 

and study, including aspects of laboratory, practical and demonstration learning. Then, through 

complementary solutions, spaces on campus or in industry and other organisations would be 

used to enable concrete on campus or workplace learning experiences.  

Recommendation 4: Apply an integrated approach towards learner-centred understanding of 

the learning environment 

Investments in L&T spaces should focus in promoting a new understanding of the L&T 

environment, including a more flexible understanding beyond classroom learning. This could 

include providing a more attractive physical environment with advanced technologies, small 

classrooms adapted for group work for up to 20 to 30 students, personalised spaces, but also 

with spaces for socialisation and interaction in a regular or periodic basis, as well as with virtual 

environments that enable online exams, communication, and pair and group work. Such an 
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approach reduces the number of amphitheatres and larger classrooms and requires changes of 

the concept of the library areas, in terms of providing attractive environments and virtual 

communication spaces. Expanding the concept of L&T spaces to include the external space 

(rethink the external campus), online learning environment, out-of-classroom spaces, 

independent student learning, work-based learning, research and project-based learning will 

contribute to improved student interest and performance in their studies.  

Recommendation 5: Work to create a more advanced AAB virtual learning platform 

This multidimensional platform (containing teaching, learning, research, assessment, 

enrolment, quality assurance and other modules) should build on the existing eService and 

eProfesori to cater for AAB students in Kosovo, for Kosovar youth living and emigrating to 

Western countries, and for potential students from abroad as part of the internationalisation of 

provision. This would also require accreditation of online study programmes with the Kosovo 

Accreditation Agency (KAA).  
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3.4 Poland and Jagiellonian University in Kraków  

3.4.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies 

More than 200 new HEIs of different types were established in Poland after the year 1995.32 

More often than not they used existing buildings which were available, adapted to the needs of 

academic teaching by external financing (including EU funds). On the one hand, educational 

needs were taken into account, for example, the need to have different sizes of teaching rooms 

and, for another example, fire regulations taking into account the capacity of hallways. On the 

other hand, the discussion at the time focused on a pragmatic approach (which, for instance, 

sees a hallway as a space to move between rooms with no other purpose, and classrooms as 

spaces for traditional-style teaching, with the teacher in a central role) rather than on supporting 

learning processes and creating spaces for L&T. 

Legal regulations concerning particular activities were very loosely related to what universities 

need to provide to respond to the educational needs of students in the 21st century. Of course, 

when granting accreditation, the criterion of “infrastructure and buildings” is taken into account, 

but there are no specific rules in place here either. Experts involved in the accreditation process 

treat this criterion in a very subjective way, most often only verifying “conformity with L&T 

processes” and whether it is possible to achieve the planned learning outcomes for the study 

programme under consideration. Reports rarely contain suggestions on how to organise, 

upgrade or otherwise use such space, while experts tend to focus on ensuring that adequate 

seating, overhead projectors, Wi-Fi access, etc., are provided.  

In designing new buildings, it is therefore worth considering the opinions of those directly 

involved in the educational process and thus those directly using the space in question. This is 

important to avoid the “institutional approach”, which is currently dominant, and to move 

toward a “broad participation” which, as a result, builds responsibility for the learning process 

among all participants in the process. This action will ultimately build social responsibility for 

using the common spaces around university buildings and building relations with the city, the 

district and the entire region. 

So far, few publications on the design of university spaces emphasise that the purpose of these 

spaces should be to enable learning anywhere, for anyone who needs it. During the design of 

new spaces, architects continue to refer to their experiences gained during study visits at 

university campuses around the world, although good examples can already be found in Poland 

(for example, at Warsaw University, or the new design for the teaching building of the Warsaw 

School of Economics). However, the lively discussion in this area hardly translates into a better 

understanding of the impact of architecture and space on L&T processes and how the L&T space 

should be part of educational progress. 

The entire L&T space of universities is seen in the light of its basic function: as an area where 

students can learn, where they can carry out experiments under the watchful eye of teachers, 

without considering any other opportunities for using this space. In fact, its role in urban space 

 
32 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner JU Kraków and reviewed by the other partners. 
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(whether shared with the city or enabling academic and urban communities to grow) is not being 

explored. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design 

and implementation of L&T spaces in Polish HE is put together in Table 3.4.1. 

Table 3.4.1 | SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in Polish HE 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Using new technologies and educational 
innovations 

1) Buildings primarily serving their own 
purposes, closed to sharing space with people 

other than students or university staff 

2) Installing smart systems in university 
buildings 

2) Lack of national standards of L&T space 

3) New designs include common spaces which 
allow to share the building’s surroundings 

with the community, the city district and the 
city itself 

  

4) Policies of Polish Accreditation Committee 
towards infrastructure (L&T space) 

improvements 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Global and European trends in campus 
building, highlighting different roles of the 
campus and ways of building relations with 

the city 

1) Lack of legislation to stimulate campus space 
design that takes into account different uses 

and interactions with the city 

2) The number of publications and public 
discussions on this subject has increased 

2) The Ministry of Science and Higher Education 
does not gather information about the L&T 
space in use by Polish HEIs (in case of public 

institutions this is more than urgent). 

3) Ministry of Education and Science 
programmes “Mistrzowie Dydaktyki” and 

“Szkoła Orłów” (“Masters of Teaching” and 

“Eagles’ Schools”) encouraging 
experimentation with teaching methods and 

space 

3) National documents (including documents of 
the Polish Accreditation Committee) do not 
provide sufficient info about desirable L&T 

space to be used by HEIs 

4) Cooperation between university and the city; 
urban development taking into account the 

interests of various universities 

  

Source | IO1, IO2 – JU Kraków 

3.4.2 University and city 

The 2021-2030 Development Strategy of JU states that development and investment in research 

infrastructure is one of the priorities of the university. The funds for this purpose will be partially 

obtained from external investment funds. The University Mission, on the other hand, stressed 

that common spaces for cultural, recreational and inclusive purposes are key areas of planned 

development. Also expressed is the availability of all spaces for people with special needs to 

make the university an open and friendly space. Space availability and L&T process for people 

with temporary or permanent disability are an important part of university policy. IT 
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infrastructure is also being developed in order to document, disseminate and safeguard the 

tangible and intangible heritage of the university. 

Finally, the university aims to counteract climate change and contribute to the protection of the 

environment by introducing various changes to physical spaces, such as: 

· Making investments to preserve biodiversity as much as possible 

· Reducing tree felling at university grounds 

· Making buildings as energy efficient as possible 

· Building green systems to support energy supply from alternative sources (e.g. solar 

panels) 

· Carrying out a study on reaching zero emissions for university buildings 

· Building pocket parks at university grounds 

· Developing sustainable transport solutions: cycle paths, bike stations, roofs over bicycle 

stands, bicycle racks and electric car chargers 

The university also offers a variety of open educational, interactive or non-interactive resources, 

available to everyone free of charge, in a variety of disciplines and fields. Most of them are also 

available in languages other than Polish: English, Spanish, German, French, Hungarian and 

Norwegian (see JU-WOB, 2022).  

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of the JU/city of Kraków interaction is drawn together in Table 3.4.2. 

Table 3.4.2 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the interaction of JU and the city of Kraków 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Variety of different spaces with strongly 
diverse character 

1) Old buildings impossible to transform due to 
structural reasons, functionally unadjusted. 

2) Development of IT infrastructure, systemic 
purchase of software, training for staff and 

students in using these new tools 

2) Buildings requiring multiple permits for 
remodelling or modernisation 

3) Systemic modernisation of university 
buildings 

3) No incentives in the form of motivators or 
regulations allowing/encouraging to change 

the space around the campuses 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Investing in new spaces and renovating the 
existing buildings will improve the studying 

conditions  

1) Some of that space cannot be renovated or 
modified 

2) Historic or industrial buildings 2) Perceiving space in a pragmatic sense rather 
than through the lens of the opportunities it 

can offer 

  3) Costly renovation of historic buildings 
according to the regulations concerning 

heritage protection 

Source | IO1, IO2 – JU Kraków 
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3.4.3 University campus 

JU has historical buildings in the city centre as well as new, recently opened buildings on the 

outskirts of Kraków. This means you can work in both traditional and renovated interiors and in 

entirely new spaces where the latest technical and technological infrastructure is installed. 

Virtual space has undergone positive changes as well. Learning efficiency has increased, not only 

as a result of the need to hold classes entirely online. 

As far as the university’s physical spaces are concerned, the buildings can be divided into four 

broad categories: 

1. Centuries-old historical buildings, with their inherent value as national monuments, but 

also with many limitations following from that fact (the Faculties of: Law and 

Administration, History, Polish Studies, Philosophy) 

2. Old 20th century buildings, largely renovated, but with some limitations (e.g. due to the 

skeleton frames that cannot be changed) 

3. New buildings, erected at the beginning of the 21st century – their construction is 

already partially outdated 

4. New, state-of-the art buildings, meeting all the requirements of the desirable L&T 

spaces 

All buildings have both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, the location of buildings 

can be seen as a positive (both in and outside the city centre) and can determine the 

attractiveness of the place to study. On the other hand, the building itself can be more or less 

attractive. Historic interiors can inspire and allow discussion, but also make it difficult to conduct 

some classes. The location of buildings can also be a disadvantage, especially for students 

studying two majors or teachers working in different departments. Not all buildings are well 

connected, while the distance from other campus buildings may be too great to make it on time 

to next class during breaks. Another disadvantage is that not all buildings, especially historic 

ones, have parking facilities for students. On top of that, modern spaces can be inflexible and 

can only be used for one type of activity. 

The buildings constructed 15-20 years ago were mostly designed and built on outdated 

technology and technology from the 1990s. They look modern, but have long hallways that are 

too narrow to be arranged in an interesting and attractive way for L&T space. However, as these 

buildings are still quite new, they are not eligible for any general renovation work. Minor 

modifications are made, such as renovations in classrooms and arranging classrooms in a more 

flexible way (e.g. movable chairs and tables in place of floor-mounted ones, the installation of 

new day/night blinds in windows to allow the use of projectors and screens even in bright 

sunlight, adding solar panels and more bike racks right at the entrances). 

The University L&T spaces also include interdepartmental institutions, open for all students and 

teachers regardless of their mother faculty: the Teaching Support Centre, the Jagiellonian 

Library, the Auditorium Maximum, as well as highly specialised spaces designed mainly for the 

use of the University’s scientists, but open for wider cooperation, such as the National 
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Synchrotron Radiation Centre Solaris, the Astronomical Observatory, or the Jagiellonian Centre 

of Innovation.  

JU had a variety of digital structures already before the COVID-19 pandemic, but only during the 

lockdown did they get fully tested. Digital spaces provide both synchronous and asynchronous 

L&T. They may be used separately or may be complementary to each other. The most popular 

platforms include: Pegaz (the general name of the University Moodle platform), including Big 

Blue Button, Microsoft Office 365 together with Teams and Forms, Krakus and Jaszczur (another 

Moodle platform, mainly used for data storage). In addition, there are several less popular online 

communication platforms, such as Webex, which teachers and administrative staff can access, 

for example, to conduct meetings in the event of other platforms being overloaded at any given 

time. Most importantly, all platforms are connected with each other through a native structure, 

USOSWeb (University Studies Management System). 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of the JU campus is put together in Table 3.4.3. 

Table 3.4.3 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the JU campus 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Having a well-functioning virtual space 1) Relatively poorly organised space for 
socialising such as cafés, microbars, etc. 

2) Location of university buildings in the city 
centre  

2) Time spent commuting between buildings 

3) Location of buildings outside the city centre, 
with the possibility of parking bicycles and 
cars also by students and good access by 

public transportation; and with a park 
(organised space around buildings) 

3) Insufficient parking spaces for students, 
especially in the case of older buildings 

  4) Little understanding for the sustainability and 
importance of SDGs 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Academic teachers and administrative staff 
gain knowledge on innovative L&T spaces 

abroad 

1) Small services (copy places, mini bookshops, 
mini cafés) closing down at campuses 

because of the high rental and electricity 
costs 

2) Ability to open small bars and restaurants to 
stimulate informal meetings in campus areas 

2) Administrative hurdles in opening new small 
service points on campuses 

  3) The high prices of electricity, the war in 
Ukraine and the consequences of COVID-19 

generate not yet fully foreseeable 
implications for the university and its 

education process 

Source | IO1, IO2 – JU Kraków 

3.4.4 University buildings 

JU is such a large and internally diverse institution that it is difficult to draw general conclusions 

which would be true of the entire university. In fact, it would probably be more practical to treat 

each department separately and to highlight its strengths and weaknesses. Only the digital space 
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is common and uniform for all teachers and students. Despite initial difficulties, both teachers 

and students have smoothly adopted a new mode of education, largely thanks to the IT support 

of the JU, provided by the Distance L&T Centre and the Distance IT Centre. 

The use of dedicated software enabled universities to move their teaching activities to digital 

space. However, not all the possibilities offered by the extensive use of digital tools have been 

fully exploited. Too often, the class was a “direct translation” from physical to virtual space, 

without taking into account the real functionality of digital platforms. Many classes remained 

teacher-oriented and were lacking the optimal level of personal interaction (especially among 

students themselves). 

A systematic approach to the arrangement of free space in buildings is therefore necessary. It 

should be planned in advance that each building should have dedicated facilities and L&T rooms 

for team work for students. There should also be a place to relax on each campus, with Wi-Fi 

access and an electric socket, as students often spend their whole days in university buildings.  

At present, a slow change is taking place and some buildings are constructed with “social 

corners” where students have access to an electric kettle and a microwave oven, as well as a 

place to prepare and eat food brought from home. The renovation and expansion of existing 

spaces should take into account today’s needs, i.e. the introduction of mixed and hybrid 

education. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of JU buildings is drawn together in Table 3.4.4. 

Table 3.4.4 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of JU buildings 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Common digital space, common dedicated 
software, continuous monitoring of tools 

1) Even in modern university buildings, not 
everything works, and the current software 

needs to be updated and continuously 
monitored 

2) Building on the experience gained during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and testing new 

classroom tools for in-person classes even 
today 

2) Wi-Fi is not always available or sufficiently 
strong enough for students or teachers, the 

network is sometimes too weak with too 
many users 

  3) Limited use of mobile learning support 
devices 

  4) Lack of sufficient electric sockets in hallways 
and L&T rooms 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Multi-directional development of IT 
infrastructure, both for tools and for 

increasing network bandwidth 

1) Overload of using IT tools and the desire to 
return to proven teaching methods from 

before the pandemic 

2) Courses and training (including international 
conferences) for academic teachers, 
increasing their digital competence 

2) Orientation of class toward the teacher in a 
traditional relationship with the student 

3) A systemic upgrade of teaching rooms to 
modify the space as needed for teaching 

3) No single dominant remote learning platform 

Source | IO1, IO2 – JU Kraków 
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3.4.5 University L&T spaces 

After the launch of the LTSHE project, we started an internal university debate and at every 

occasion we would disseminate the conclusions we had reached on the need to change the 

space for L&T. We initiated talks with the deans and the building managers. The results will only 

be visible in some time, but it is already clear that university buildings are undergoing a positive 

transformation. In the department buildings, there are seating areas in free spaces in the 

hallways that allow team work and student meetings. There are also cubicles for individual and 

group work that allow team work with laptops. The teaching rooms were also renovated before 

the new academic year and furnished with equipment to modify the space in the classroom. 

After the COVID 19 pandemic, discussions on innovative teaching methods began at Polish 

universities, with bottom-up initiatives on the part of teachers or students initiating changes in 

the teaching space. However, this process is still very centralised and final decisions are made 

by those responsible for L&T in universities, namely the rectors and the deans. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of L&T spaces at JU is put together in Table 3.4.5. 

Table 3.4.5 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces at JU 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Opening new or modernised classrooms 
furnished with modern equipment for 

traditional or mixed instruction 

1) Direct transition from classes in traditional to 
virtual space 

2) Flexibility of a new space allowing to 
effectively conduct a variety of classes that 

naturally encourage student activity 

2) Insufficient training and motivation among 
teachers and students to use modern spaces 

3) Learning new ways of delivery, including 
virtual space and the opportunities it offers 

3) Insufficient monitoring of IT infrastructure in 
teaching rooms 

4) Providing technical and technological support 
to use new equipment and technologies 

4) Still relatively few rooms with movable tables 
and chairs 

 Opportunities   Threats 

1) Community-wide discussion on raising 
awareness about the role of the L&T space 

along with opportunities it offers 

1) Habits of teachers and students/ emphasising 
the importance of this subject through 
organising webinars, conferences, etc 

  2) Insufficient digital proficiency of teaching staff 

Source | IO1, IO2 – JU Kraków 
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3.5 Portugal and University of Aveiro  

3.5.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies33  

The exploration of policy and practice of L&T space in Portuguese HE has shown that not much 

official information exists on the design or implementation of L&T spaces, this being a relevant 

weakness when analysing policies and practice of the design and implementation of L&T spaces 

(Table 3.5.1).34 The national policy laws and regulations addressing HE in Portugal, including 

those related to its quality assurance system, only briefly refer to L&T spaces and always in very 

generic terms. In the same vein, the official institutional documents (strategic plans plus 

activities plans) only marginally address L&T spaces. Perhaps this is a reflection that L&T spaces 

are not yet a significant concern for most public universities in Portugal, even though L&T 

pedagogic innovation and improvement tend to start appearing in the agendas of institutions 

nowadays. In fact, this late development may be seen as an opportunity for further investment 

in the design and implementation of innovative L&T spaces, able to foster new L&T 

methodologies (Table 3.5.1). 

Analysis of the existing Portuguese policy legislation directed at the HE system and to the 

guidelines issued by A3ES (Agency for Assessment and Accreditation of Higher Education) for 

the assessment and accreditation of study programmes, institutions and internal quality 

assurance systems did not provide as much information as expected regarding issues such as 

digitalisation in HE, importance and status of didactics, pedagogy and curriculum design in HE 

and the importance and status of physical L&T spaces. In particular, L&T space design and 

implementation is only briefly addressed in the legal documents that rule the Portuguese HE 

system, which is a clear weakness of policies at this level. Overall, the Portuguese legal 

framework establishes the need for adequate L&T spaces, but it does not provide any rules or 

details on how those spaces should be designed or implemented. Nor does it explicitly establish 

the importance of space for the achievement of quality and implementation of innovative L&T 

practices. This apparently denotes a situation where decisions on these matters are left to 

institutions under their pedagogic autonomy status, which may both entail an opportunity and 

a threat for the design and implementation of L&T spaces (Table 3.5.1). Opportunity because 

HEIs may move towards the development of such spaces, adapting them to their own needs and 

strategy for future development without needing special authorisation from the ministry in 

charge, as it was the case with seven innovative L&T spaces identified in the Portuguese 

universities. But this situation may also configure a threat as far as without general rules and 

guidelines on the relevance of spaces, or the absence of funds directed at their design and 

implementation there is the risk that HEIs don’t take spaces as a priority, especially if faced with 

shortage of funds to address other needs (e.g. teaching staff). 

Nonetheless, there are also some strengths regarding policy and practice for the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces, the more relevant being perhaps that L&T spaces are a concern 

when it comes to the accreditation of study programmes and institutions. The guidelines issued 

by the A3ES specifically address the need for adequate and quality physical facilities (L&T space; 

 
33 This section is based on the section “Main topics of the HE system and the HEIs in Portugal”, prepared for (Leiber 
et al., 2021). 
34 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner UA and reviewed by the other partners. 
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libraries; laboratories; computer rooms; etc.) and equipment (didactical and scientific 

equipment; materials; and ICT) pertaining to the institution and allocated and/or used by the 

study programmes. However, the way these spaces are designed and implemented in each 

institution and/or by each degree programme are very much left to the decision of each 

university. To be more specific, one can argue that although in Portugal it is well established that 

rooms for classes should exist in each institution, allocated to each study programme, how these 

rooms are designed, the furniture, the ICT and digital resources or other facilities and features 

that these rooms have is a decision left to institutions themselves. Of course, there are some 

guidelines from the ministry addressing the areas that each type of building, room, laboratory, 

and other facilities/equipment should have, but these are mainly meant to set maximum areas 

to build facilities that are not too big and expensive. 

Regarding university strategy and practice for the design and implementation of L&T spaces in 

Portuguese HE, there is again a lack of specific information on the existence of L&T spaces that 

enhance innovative L&T strategies and environments while scanning through the strategic and 

activities plans of 13 Portuguese public universities, through a search per keyword. Based on 

this analysis, only few references to (innovative) L&T spaces could be identified that were either 

already implemented or in the planning. The universities that do mention the existence of 

already implemented innovative L&T spaces relate it to the promotion of academic success, a 

concern for the students’ wellbeing during the time they spend at the university, and to new, 

innovative L&T approaches that could be better supported by the existence of such spaces, with 

infrastructures that support autonomous work, among others. 

However, Portuguese public HEIs’ strategic and activities plans evidence the importance given 

to L&T spaces for the L&T process, which may be seen as a strength (Table 3.5.1). Only four out 

of the 13 universities analysed make no reference to them in their strategic and activities plans. 

Among the universities that do evidence concern about (innovative) L&T spaces, seven already 

have implemented such spaces and others prospect to have specific spaces addressed to 

enhance the (innovative) L&T process. Some references address concrete action and others are 

vague and simply refer the need to have infrastructures that support L&T activities and to 

improve already existing L&T infrastructural conditions. As such, data collected in the strategic 

and activities plans does not allow to go further in the analysis of how Portuguese universities 

address relevant questions related to L&T space, such as who is engaged in the design and 

implementation of those space, how the space is designed and implemented or how it relates 

to organisational levels and units. 

Furthermore, another weakness identified in the Portuguese case at institutional level concerns 

the absence of themes like demands of sustainability, internationalisation, diversity, and 

inclusivity as well as quality assurance of design and implementation of L&T spaces in the 

strategic documents of Portuguese universities. It is possible that these themes are regulated in 

the context of individual design and building projects, but only a deep analysis of the situation 

in each university would allow to know how exactly this regulation occurs and who are the key 

actors in this respect. 

Despite the weaknesses previously presented, it was, nevertheless, possible to identify and 

collect specific information on four cases of innovative L&T spaces, which provide interesting 

examples of good practices of physical L&T spaces existent in Portuguese HEIs: the FTE-LAB – 
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Future Teacher E-ducation Lab (Institute of Education/University of Lisbon); the 

CreativeLab_Sci&Math® (Higher School of Education/Polytechnic Institute of Santarém); 

different spaces at the University of Algarve pointed out by the Pedagogic Innovation Support 

Office as having been designed and developed to support new L&T methodologies; and the SALT 

Room (University of Aveiro). It should be acknowledged, however, that all these spaces were 

designed and implemented through specific projects developed at institutional level and 

essentially promoted by groups of teachers with the goal of innovating L&T. Interestingly 

though, if the experiences of these spaces can be adequately shared among the Portuguese HEIs 

there seems to be room for them to become the launchers of new developments regarding 

innovative L&T spaces across the whole Portuguese HE system. So, these spaces are not just a 

strength but offer opportunities for policies and practices of the design and implementation of 

L&T spaces. 

Table 3.5.1 | SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in Portuguese HE 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) L&T spaces are a concern in the accreditation 
of study programmes and institutions 

1) Lack of references to L&T spaces in 
Portuguese national policy laws and 

regulations 

2) Public universities’ strategic and activities 

plans evidence the importance given to L&T 
spaces for the L&T process 

2) Digitalisation, didactics, pedagogy and 
curriculum design and the importance and 

status of physical L&T spaces almost absent 
from national laws 

3) Specific cases of innovative L&T spaces 3) Lack of specific information on L&T spaces 
that enhance innovative L&T in the 

universities’ official documents 

  4) Absence of themes such as demands of 
sustainability, internationalisation, diversity, 

inclusivity and quality assurance of design 
and implementation of L&T spaces in the 

universities’ strategic documents 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Recent presence in the agendas of HEIs of 
concerns with L&T pedagogic innovation and 

improvement 

1) Lack of funds for equipping HEIs with room 
and space, in particular innovative L&T spaces 

2) Decisions on L&T spaces left to institutions 
under their autonomy status regarding 

pedagogy 

2) Decisions on L&T spaces left to institutions 
under their autonomy status regarding 

pedagogy 

3) Specific cases of innovative L&T spaces   

4) COVID-19 pandemic crisis which brought the 
need for pedagogic innovation and 

digitalisation in HE – Skills 4 pós-COVID – 

Competências para o Futuro (Competences 
for the Future) initiative 

  

Source | IO1 – UA; Leiber et al., 2021 

In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, despite all its negative effects for HE in Portugal, may 

be seen as an opportunity regarding the design and implementation of L&T spaces since it has 

made the need for pedagogic innovation and digitalisation in HE even more evident. In May 
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2020 the Skills 4 pós-COVID – Competências para o Futuro (Competences for the Future) 

initiative (GMCTES, 2020) has been launched with the goal of stimulating a rapid adaptation of 

teaching, learning, work, and research practices and approaches able to better prepare the 

transition for the post COVID-19 period. This initiative has been promoted by the General-

Directorate of Higher Education, in close articulation with the OECD and with the collaboration 

of HEIs and public and private employers. 

3.5.2 University and city 

The University of Aveiro was created in 1973 and is now a public foundation under private law. 

Its mission is the provision of undergraduate and postgraduate education, the generation of 

research and the promotion of cooperation with society. The university is attended by about 

16,000 students in undergraduate and postgraduate programmes, and it has achieved a 

significant position amongst HEIs in Portugal. It is an institution of research-led education, 

constituted by 16 departments, 4 polytechnic schools, 19 research units, interface units, and a 

vocational education network. Its integrated structure permits the articulation and 

harmonisation of the teaching and research environments, allowing for a multidisciplinary and 

innovative educational offer. 

One of the hallmarks of UA since its creation has been the collaboration with the local 

community and society as a whole, which is reinforced by the university’s engagement in 

promoting the transfer of knowledge, technology and innovation within the world of business. 

As such, and within the framework of the third university mission (cooperation with society), 

there are interface structures that establish links with both the local region and society as a 

whole. 

UA integrates the university campus of Santiago and the campus of Crasto in Aveiro, the schools 

of Águeda (School of Technology and Management) and Oliveira de Azeméis (School of Design, 

Management and Production Technologies), forming the UA cities trio (Image 3.5.1). 

The UA campuses of Santiago and Crasto are completely open to the city of Aveiro, its 

inhabitants and visitors. There are no walls separating the university from its neighbourhoods, 

nor closed entry points. It is quite normal to see people with no formal relation with the 

university walking through the campus. Additionally, the university cultural and academic 

activities are open to the city (e.g. Festivais de Outono; Jazz Festival; XPERiMENTA; TechWeek) 

and there are possibilities for the community to use its facilities (e.g. auditorium Renato Araújo; 

the library; the football pitch). 
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Image 3.5.1 | The UA three city campuses: School of Design, Management and Production 

Technologies (Oliveira de Azeméis); School of Technology and Management (Águeda) (first row 

left to right); Campus of Santiago (Aveiro); Campus of Crasto (Aveiro) (second row left to right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source | UA 

Table 3.5.2 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the interaction of UA and the city of Aveiro 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Good connection and accessibility to the city 
centre; walking distance between the 

university and all the city’s offers/services 

1) Lack of parking places for people external to 
the university 

2) No physical barriers between the university 
and the city 

2) Lack of a wider network of public 
transportation 

3) The university’s cultural offer is available to 

the city 
  

4) The university as another ‘neighbourhood’ of 

the city, blending with the community 
  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Teaching staff openness mind towards third 
mission activities 

1) Aveiro does not present itself as a university 
city, but rather as a city with a university 

2) Institutional promotion of sustainable 
transport by providing free bicycles for 

students and encouraging them to cycle 
instead of driving 

2) A significant number of commuters among 
the members of the university, namely 

students, who get to the university by car, 
which may hinder residency 

Source | IO2, IO3 – UA 

Finally, it is fair to say that at the moment the university stands as one of the city’s ex-libris, 

which implies that visitors to the city of Aveiro are usually invited to walk around the campus, 

profiting from its open spaces, the salt marshes and the fact that its buildings constitute an open 

museum of contemporary Portuguese architecture. 
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The campuses of Santiago and Crasto are joined by a pedestrian bridge and in practical terms 

they work as a single campus. The vast majority of the analysis made on the university spaces 

under the LTSHE project was concentrated on these two campuses; as such the SWOT analyses 

conducted mainly refer to them and their relation to the city of Aveiro. 

Although Aveiro does not present itself as a university city, the truth is that city and university 

are intertwined, the university being another ‘neighbourhood’ of the city, blending with the 

community. There is good connection and accessibility from the university to the city, even if 

there is some lack of a wider network of public transportation, Fortunately, all the city’s 

offers/services are within a walking distance to the university.  

3.5.3 University campus 

The Santiago campus occupies a vast area situated between the lagoon area and the city centre 

that is equivalent to about 92 football fields.35 It is commonly known as a “city within the city” 

because that is exactly what it is – all the teaching and research infrastructures, central services 

and other supporting, cultural, sporting and leisure services are concentrated in one single place. 

The campus is therefore able to offer excellent conditions for the everyday lives of the members 

of the academic community. It hosts university residences, canteens and cafeterias, libraries, a 

bookstore, auditoriums for conferences, shows and concerts, galleries for exhibitions, a sports 

pavilion, an athletics track and a kindergarten. All this surrounded by the natural beauty of old 

salt marshes, and just two steps away from the city centre. The campus was projected before 

constructions actually started, which contributed to its internal logic and organisation. 

As already referred, the Crasto campus is a continuity of Santiago campus and has a complex of 

student residences, a canteen, the student association building – the head office of the AAUAv 

(Academic Association of the University of Aveiro) – the Health building, which is home to the 

Department of Medical Sciences and the School of Health, and also the UA synthetic games-

field. 

The university is also often visited by architects, both students and professionals, since most of 

their buildings were designed by well-known Portuguese architects. In fact, this is probably the 

only place in the world where you can enjoy the architectural achievements of two Pritzker 

prize-winners in one glance. But the UA Library and the Water Tank, created by master Siza 

Vieira, and the Geosciences Department, designed by master Souto Moura are just three of the 

60 buildings that make up the Santiago Campus. Besides the modern architecture of the 

buildings, it is also possible to find in the campus numerous sculptures and murals that have 

been signed by various national and foreign artists. 

Being so pleasant, attractive and comfortable, the campus offers an opportunity to all university 

actors (students, teachers, researchers and technical and management staff) to benefit from an 

informal and social space able to foster a true academic culture. However, as referred by the 

stakeholders interviewed in IO2 (LTSHE-IO2-UA, 2022) the outer spaces of the campus need to 

be better managed, namely regarding the promotion of their potential also as L&T spaces. As an 

example, there is an outside amphitheatre near the library that has seldom been used for L&T 

 
35 This section relies on information made available on the UA website (www.ua.pt). 
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activities. Also referred by the different interviewees is the need to better equip the outer spaces 

with adequate exterior furniture, so they can offer users the possibility of resting and/or having 

a meal. 

Accessibility both to the campus, its different buildings, classrooms and other spaces is also a 

matter of concern. For example, there is a lack of maps over the campus to facilitate the location 

of the different buildings and outer spaces, as well as absence of inscriptions in Braille for the 

visually impaired persons. 

Table 3.5.3 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of UA campuses of Santiago and Crasto 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) The campus is a modern architectural project 
developed according to a spatial planning 

carried out in 1987 by the Portuguese 
architect Nuno Portas 

1) The numbers of the buildings do not have a 
logical order, which makes it difficult to find 

your way around them 

2) Pleasant and attractive campus, both in terms 
of buildings and outer spaces 

2) Lack of adequate furniture in the outer 
spaces, namely benches or other seats in the 

shade 

3) Campus open to the city, its inhabitants and 
visitors to the city of Aveiro 

3) Limited involvement of university actors 
using the campus (both buildings and outer 
spaces) in their design (namely, students) 

4) Accessible campus, namely for blind people 
and people with low mobility 

4) Lack of maps over the campus to facilitate 
the location of the different buildings and 

outer spaces 

5) Beautiful flora and fauna of the coastal region 
in the vicinity of the campus areas (e.g. 

flamingos in sight) 

5) There is a lack of trees in the walkway along 
the main buildings 

6) Institutional concerns with sustainability 6) Wi-Fi connection has some limitations across 
the campus 

  7) Lack of accessibility for the visually impaired 
persons (e.g. missing inscriptions in Braille) 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Open museum of Portuguese contemporary 
architecture 

1) Lack of funding for investments in 
infrastructure 

2) Possibility of using the campus for L&T 
activities 

2) The campus dimension (considering both 
Santiago and Crasto) hinders the possibility of 
people with low mobility to move around the 

campus 

3) The old salt marshes and the lagoon 
surroundings open up possibilities for leisure 

time and sports 

3) COVID-19 and the increasing emphasis on 
digitalisation and online L&T may turn the 

campus obsolete 

4) Availability of space to further develop the 
campus through the construction of new 

buildings and outdoor spaces 

  

5) Large outdoor spaces, that could be better 
used for students and staff to informally 

meet, have a meal or even for L&T 

  

6) Outdoor areas could be equipped for learning 
groups with tables, electricity, shade and 

wind protection 

  

Source | IO2; IO3 – UA 
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3.5.4 University buildings 

In the course of its growth, UA has always striven to provide students and lecturers with 

excellent working spaces, scientific infrastructures and teaching conditions. In the university’s 

campuses of Santiago and Crasto there are now more than 60 buildings that overall provide the 

necessary infrastructure for quality L&T, research and other activities. Moreover, and as already 

referred, these buildings represent contemporary Portuguese architecture, which is one 

indisputable asset of UA. This strength raises, however, some challenges regarding flexibility and 

adaptability: renowned architects tend to not allow changes in their exterior or interiors.  

Being built mainly during the 1980ies and 1990ies, some buildings are getting old and need to 

be intervened. Moreover, some of its acoustic, thermic or lighting conditions need to be 

improved. Also, the rising number of students, teachers, researchers and administrative and 

management staff, calls for more buildings but funds to invest in infrastructures are not easy to 

get (Table 3.5.4). 

Table 3.5.4 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of UA buildings 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) University buildings represent contemporary 
Portuguese architecture 

1) Many buildings have long, poorly lit interior 
corridors; small window openings; and mostly 

unused common spaces 

2) Use of walls of passageways to put up 
exhibitions, or instal lockers 

2) Some of the buildings are getting old and 
need to be intervened 

3) Many buildings are open 24/7 for students to 
study 

3) Buildings dedicated to L&T (departments and 
schools) lack informal spaces, as well as 
spaces for students’ autonomous and 

collaborative work 

4) Concerns with buildings’ sustainability 4) Lack of accessibility for the visually impaired 
persons (inscriptions in Braille are not 

available everywhere) 

5) Number and type of buildings overall 
adequate for providing quality L&T 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Additional streams of funding to HE that can 
be used to build and/or renew buildings 

1) Rising number of students, teachers, 
researchers and administrative and 

management staff, which calls for more 
buildings 

  2) Lack of funding to invest in infrastructures 

  3) Buildings were designed by renowned 
architects that often do not allow changes in 
their exterior or interiors (e.g. library), which 

raises the challenge of flexibility and 
adaptability 

Source | IO2, IO3 – UA 

Despite the fact that many buildings are open 24/7 for students to study at the university, the 

rapid growth in the number of students in the last years made evident the lack of spaces within 

L&T buildings (departments and schools) for students’ autonomous and collaborative work. This 

has repercussions at the level of students’ residency in the campus, which may hinder their 
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academic performance. The non-existence of social spaces in some departments, such as cafés 

and bars, also adds to difficulty in creating residency in the university (Table 3.5.4). 

3.5.5 University L&T spaces 

The university offers a wide range of degree programmes in various areas of knowledge which 

reflect its multidisciplinary and innovative character and are designed to build student 

competences in scientific and technical areas that meet the emerging needs of business, 

industry and society. In recent years the university has been quite active in developing a sound 

approach to pedagogical innovation, translated in the promotion of a set of mechanisms meant 

to improve teachers’ teaching methodologies and approaches. It is then an interesting case 

study for discussing the status point of L&T spaces (physical and virtual/hybrid) in their relation 

to L&T methodologies. 

Moreover, UA is one of the few Portuguese universities that had already evidenced concrete 

action regarding the design and implementation of innovative L&T spaces. In fact, both its 

strategic plan (2018-2022) and subsequent activities plans show a concern with L&T processes 

and practices, calling for action in terms of improving and innovating L&T approaches and 

creating infrastructures that best allow to implement these pedagogic methodologies. Overall, 

the analysis of this university institutional documents evidences that it is increasingly committed 

to improving both L&T processes and practices, and L&T infrastructures. Within these 

infrastructures, concerns are both for physical spaces and hybrid/online learning environments, 

and also for support infrastructures, with a dedicated support unit and human resources (Table 

3.5.5). 

The issue of spaces in their relation to L&T has been widely discussed with the UA main groups 

of stakeholders, as reported in the IO2 report for this university (LTSHE-IO2-UA, 2022). Overall, 

spaces do matter for quality L&T and they do have a role in supporting and/or promoting new 

approaches to L&T. Active-based pedagogic methodologies do benefit from the existence of 

flexible, well-equipped spaces, both in terms of furniture and technology. The physical comfort 

of spaces was also highlighted by the interviewees, namely in terms of acoustics, temperature, 

and light. Also relevant is the flexibility of the spaces, meaning the possibilities of quickly 

changing the furniture position, as well as the existence of multiple sources of power supplies 

(Table 3.5.5). 

As already referred, the growing numbers of students and some degradation of the existent 

buildings call for more spaces, as well as for the reformulation of existing ones. One hypothesis 

to achieve this resides in the possibility of establishing partnerships with companies, leading to 

patronage rooms.  

Also discussed was the impact of the COVID-19 in the way spaces are thought: on one hand it 

brought a reinforcement of the relevance of residency when designing the spaces (rooms 

allocated to specific classes, so they feel the space as their own, as well as the proliferation of 

autonomous working spaces and informal/social spaces, to promote life in campus); on the 

other hand, COVID-19 made spaces digitalisation a reality, as well as the need to create learning 

environments for online and hybrid classes. 
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Table 3.5.5 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces at UA 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Overall adequate resources and learning 
materials are made available to staff and 

students for L&T 

1) Most of the university’s spaces are still too 

traditional to foster the shift to a ‘learning 

paradigm’ and a student-centred approach 

2) A number of modern learning spaces 
designed or redesigned to allow for 

innovative L&T approaches (e.g. SALT room, 
E24) 

2) Most spaces are not sufficiently equipped to 
allow for hybrid or virtual L&T 

3) Central university library, available 24/7 to 
students, with a useful mixture of open 

working spaces and small work rooms; open 
to students, academic community and the 

city 

 A few spaces do not have adequate 
conditions in terms of thermic, light and 

acoustic aspects, nor electrical points 
available for students to charge their 

computers 

4) Library is technologically equipped to serve 
the needs of its users, including those with 

special educational needs 

 No monitoring/assessment of spaces’ use by 
students 

5) Simulation rooms for health degree 
programmes, with manikins and other 

technology to recreate realistic simulations of 
real situations experienced by health staff 

(e.g. nurses) 

 Rooms with walls painted plain white and 
furnished with standard tables and chairs; in 
some of them warning against moving chairs 
and tables, which evidences an unwillingness 

to accept adaptation and change 

6) Creation of a dedicated support unit for L&T 
improvement (including spaces) 

 Lack of informal spaces for socialising and 
creating residency (both for students and 

teachers) 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Policy and strategy concerns with 
implementing a student-centred approach to 

L&T 

1) Lack of financial resources to support the 
design and implementation of new 

(innovative) L&T spaces 

2) Institutional commitment towards the 
transition from traditional to more modern 

and interactive L&T 

2) Resistance to change (teachers unwillingness 
to change L&T methodologies) 

3) Adoption of patronage models to redesign 
and rebuilt spaces anchored in the university 

strong relationship with industry 

3) Not enough awareness that concerns with 
spaces in their relation to L&T is a matter of 

policy and strategy 

4) Stakeholders recognition that active-based 
pedagogic methodologies do benefit from the 

existence of flexible, well-equipped spaces 
(furniture and technology) 

4) Increasing number of students vs. lower 
capacity of innovative spaces (in terms of the 

number of students) 

Source | IO2, IO3 – UA 
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3.6 Spain and Public University of Navarre 

3.6.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies 

In Spain there are several norms which regulate the quality, security and accessibility of all 

building constructions (including the HE ones)36; the most important document to be mentioned 

is: Código Técnico de la Edificación (CTE), or “Technical Building Code” is the regulatory 

framework that establishes the requirements that buildings must meet in relation to the basic 

safety and habitability requirements established in the Law 38/1999 (5th of November) of 

Building Planning (Ordenación de la Edificación – LOE). 

Consequently, the most important reflection to be remarked in regards to national and 

institutional policies and practices of designing and implementing L&T spaces in Spanish HE, is 

that none of the mentioned documents fulfill nowadays the whole list of topics that affect the 

planning and design of those L&T spaces. 

In addition, it must be remarked that in Spain, laws and regulations about universities depend 

globally on the Ministry of Universities (National Government), but each Region (“Comunidad 

Autónoma”) has also specific competences directly affecting the universities located in each 

region; thus, physical university spaces are managed regionally. 

3.6.2 University and city 

Topic 1.-University/city relationship – general comments 

· The functional and physical synergies of UPNA with respect to the city of Pamplona 

constitute a potential resource of great value, to mutually enrich both institutions. 

· Since its implementation, the UPNA campus has favoured the progressive growth of the 

city and its facilities in its zonal environment. 

· UPNA must increase its visibility in the central urban area of Pamplona, implementing 

new information centers or points; this dynamic would symbolically reinforce the urban 

origins of the educational institution. 

· In parallel, the active presence of UPNA in socially disadvantaged urban environments 

could contribute to its requalification. 

· As a specific situation, the groups consulted point out that the existing parking on the 

Northwest edge (towards Avenida de Cataluña), generates a certain physical and visual 

barrier, not offering an adequate image of presentation of UPNA with respect to its main 

access. 

 

 

 
36 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner UPNA and reviewed by the other partners. 
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Topic 2.-Strategic plans and actions 

· To enrich each other, UPNA and the city of Pamplona should undertake a joint action 

planning, which would optimize the existing resources in both parts, and thus contribute 

to social and training improvement. 

3.6.3 University and campus 

Topic 1.-Campus spaces general comments 

· The urban configuration shows an attractive assembly of architectural pieces, free 

spaces and trees, predominating environmental conditions of interest and a very 

positive pedestrianity. 

· In general, there is an unbalanced polarisation of the use of campus spaces, whose 

center of gravity resides in the place located between the Library and the Aulario. 

· It is valued that the exterior spaces of the campus treasure a remarkable value, although 

they are not properly used; this interest derives from its potential use for teaching, 

relationship or rest functions. 

· The central pedestrian axis that links the Library and the Rectorate is not adequately 

enjoyed as a space for relationship, study or stay. 

· Although there are some testimonies at present, which are positively valued by the 

various groups, the presence of works of art on campus should be increased, as they 

provide an overlapping training resource. 

· The groups consulted, especially the students, miss having adequate urban furniture, 

which induces a greater enjoyment of outdoor spaces. 

Topic 2.-Strategic plans and actions 

· UPNA could optimise the potential of the large central axis of the campus, so that it 

functions more effectively as a place of meeting, relationship, experience and study. 

· It would also be advisable to integrate the banks of the Sadar River, for its landscape 

and experiential value. 

· Globally, UPNA would see its evolution improved if it undertook the elaboration of a 

Campus Master Plan, for which it is suggested to use the theoretical-practical tool of the 

“Educational Campus” (Campos Calvo-Sotelo, 2010b) and improve sustainability in its 

various meanings. 
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3.6.4 University buildings 

Topic 1.-Building spaces general comments 

· A common opinion expressed by the groups consulted is that the buildings of UPNA do 

not adequately make their spaces profitable, there are few places of relationship with 

adequate furniture. 

· The Library is an exceptional case on campus, depending on its position in the whole, its 

dimensions and the typological solution of its internal spaces. 

· Spaces of relationship (corridors, halls) are partially present in the Aulario, as well as in 

the Sario building, located on the periphery of the campus. 

· Due to the type of spatial composition (modular and repetitive) within the main 

buildings of the campus, situations of disorientation frequently occur in the face of its 

use by the university community, and very singularly by visiting groups. 

Topic 2.-Strategic plans and actions 

· As a general recommendation, UPNA should undertake a planning aimed at increasing 

interior spaces, properly furnished, that induce students to feel interested in staying 

longer on campus. 

· UPNA could consider the introduction of added compositional resources (such as the 

use of colour) that help the orientation and differentiation of repetitive spaces. 

· An effective strategy to mitigate the current difficulties of use would be to study the 

implementation of a colour code superimposed on the interior plans of the campus 

buildings. 

· As a universal strategy, UPNA should seek a homogenisation of the furniture that can 

be installed in spaces of social relationship, such as halls or corridors; as a singular case, 

UPNA must continue the action already initiated to transform internal spaces in the 

Library building. 

3.6.5 University L&T spaces 

Topic 1.-Classroom spaces general comments 

· The classroom spaces of UPNA buildings reflect, in general, a considerable uniformity in 

their configuration, predominating the classrooms of geometrically rectangular plan and 

moderate free height. 

· The general furniture used is remarkably uniform. 

· There is an excessive number of classrooms that show a lack of internal flexibility, but 

there have been recent spatial requalification actions, highlighting in that sense notable 

examples such as the Healthy Gela and the Classroom 026bis. 
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Topic 2.-Strategic plans and actions 

· UPNA must persevere in the progressive transformation of existing classrooms, in line 

with the actions already initiated. 

· To enrich quantitatively and qualitatively the classroom spaces, UPNA should elaborate 

a study that collects a taxonomy of innovative modalities of L&T, reflecting the spatial 

typologies associated in each case, and its application in classrooms. 

· Likewise, it would be advisable to undertake an organisation of classrooms, so that a 

maximum of students/teacher ratio is not exceeded. 

· As an effective strategy, UPNA should carry out training so that teachers increase the 

innovative profile in their work. 

· It would be desirable to move towards a certain homogenisation in the typologies of 

internal furniture in the classrooms. 

· A study must be carried out in parallel to provide the UPNA Campus with classroom 

spaces where research activities are carried out. 

· UPNA has the Higher Center for Educational Innovation, which is called to provide 

criteria for qualitative transformation for classrooms, in terms of spatial innovation 

associated with education. 
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3.6.6 Overarching SWOT analysis  

The analysis of HE politics in Spain and institutional policies and practice at UPNA, both referring 

to the design and implementation of L&T spaces, can be related to and summarised by a SWOT 

analysis which is presented in Table 3.6.1.  

Table 3.6.1 | SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in Spanish HE and at UPNA 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Education and HE are in the responsibility 
both of the Ministry of Universities and of the 

different Spanish regions (“Comunidades 

Autónomas”) 

1) Such dual system generates difficulties in 
elaborating common norms, rules or 

recommendations which affect L&T spaces 

2) The Spanish Ministry of Science fosters 
research projects, some related to innovation 

ih HE  

2) Research projects or initiatives are frequently 
based on limited project funding, and rarely 

are centred in physical spaces 

3) The Ministry of Universities has the capacity 
of designing in the future recommendations 

valid for all institutions, in regards to 
innovation in physical HE spaces 

3) Universities may accept or not any general 
recommendations, and they should adapt 

them to the local circumstances 

4) The Spanish HE System overcame the 
negative impact of COVID-19 

4) Physical spaces in HE remained unaltered, in 
regards to innovation 

5) L&T spaces are a concern in the infrastructure 
policies of most HEIs 

5) Lack of references to L&T spaces in Spanish 
national policy laws and regulations 

6) With some few exceptions, universities within 
the Spanish HE scenario make use of physical 

L&T spaces 

6) There is a lack of mentality of the key role 
that physical L&T spaces must play in HE 

7) Universities are usually located in urban 
central or peripherical areas 

7) Physical, academic or social synergies in the 
university/city relationship are not properly 

developed 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Some relevant cases of innovative L&T spaces 
are progressively being generated 

1) Most universities still are not aware of the 
benefits of innovation in L&T spaces 

2) Recent presence in the agendas of HEIs of 
concerns with L&T pedagogic innovation and 

improvement, as well as in some research 
projects 

2) Lack of public funds for research projects, and 
for equipping HEIs with innovative L&T 

spaces 

3) The pandemic has left new ICT equipment in 
most universities 

3) There has been a misunderstanding of the 
role of ICT; its abuse in HE could imply a 

threat for the human component  

4) Decisions on L&T innovative spaces left to 
HEIs under their autonomy status regarding 

pedagogy 

4) Not solving the current lack of internal 
consult and discussion with faculty to found 

decisions on L&T spaces 

5) Organisational units of HEIs are provided with 
great scope for decision-making and action 

with respect to L&T spaces design and 
implementation 

5) Lacking of sound criteria for the design and 
implementation of L&T innovative spaces can 

provoke a loss of quality in such a process 

6) Exemplary specific cases of innovative L&T 
spaces are increasing at the Spanish HE 

System 

6) Theoretical and practical background in HEIs 
(public or private) about innovative L&T 

spaces is missing 

Source | IO1, IO2 – UPNA  
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3.7 The United Kingdom and Birmingham City University  

3.7.1 National higher education politics and institutional policies 

There is little substantial in national policy on university space in the United Kingdom.37 The most 

that can be found is that QAA (The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education, UK) refers to 

need for universities to have appropriate spaces for learning: focus on specialist space and social 

learning space. UCISA (Universities and Colleges Information Systems Association) has 

developed some guidelines for the use of space; JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee) has 

provided significant guidelines on virtual space.  

Most UK universities have implemented a significant amount of new building and refurbishment 

as a result of a relaxation in government rules on the number of students that can be recruited. 

Key issues that face universities, are: the impact of the massification of the sector and the 

imposition of full tuition fees; the impact of the student experience and engagement agendas; 

how the university engages with external stakeholders and how it develops blended learning in 

the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The shift in didactics from a teacher-centred approach to learning to a learner-centred approach 

has had an impact on what is needed from spaces. Massification since 1997 and the introduction 

of fees: first, rooms need to be big enough to accommodate larger groups of students; second, 

with growth in numbers has come diversification of users with different needs. 

JISC and UCISA have produced guidelines on virtual space and physical space respectively. JISC 

(2006) has provided broad guidelines for physical space and its relationship with L&T. The JISC 

guidance is a short, but comprehensive guide for institutions into principles of managing space 

for learning. Key principles behind this guide are that space should be ‘future-proofed’; 

motivational – encouraging students to work; involve learners in the design of new space; 

flexible to accommodate a wide range of L&T needs and changing needs; collaborative, 

encouraging students to work together; personalisable and inclusive – technology-rich space; 

technology that is accessible to learners. Designing space to make it accessible to all learners; 

learner-focused, taking a pedagogy first approach; open for visits from staff; vocational teaching 

space and contain integrated technology. The JISC guidance states that ‘there can be no one 

blueprint for the design of learning and teaching spaces’ and ‘that designs of physical spaces 

depend as much on the individual institution’s vision for learning, its purpose, its learners, and 

the source and type of funding’ (JISC, 2006, p. 34).  

UCISA (2016, p. 2) published its own guidelines for the development of learning spaces in order 

‘to help members from …. professional bodies share best practice and work more effectively 

when creating learning spaces.’ The UCISA toolkit is based on the premise that learning space 

must be developed within the context of a ‘new pedagogy’ that is effectively a student-centred, 

constructivist approach to learning. The toolkit goes on to discuss an approach to design that is 

firmly based on partnership between stakeholders; carefully planned and managed; 

comfortable, flexible and designed to last; in which technology is embedded; and that is 

informed by post-occupancy evaluation. 

 
37 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner BCU and reviewed by the other partners. 
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Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design 

and implementation of L&T spaces in British HE is put together in Table 3.7.1. 

Table 3.7.1 | SWOT analysis of HE politics and institutional policies of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces in British HE 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Institutional autonomy. University-status 
gave institutions autonomy to develop as 

they pleased 

1) Many different agendas exist across the sector 

2) Funding controls on building relaxed 2) Lack of any standardised approach to building 
requirements 

3) Increasing sharing of knowledge and 
experience amongst institutions nationally. 

Organisations such as Jisc and UCISA are 
useful hubs 

3) Massification of HE has meant that buildings 
have to be appropriate to an increasing range 

of needs 

  4) Increasing student numbers leads to declining 
space 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) National debate about digital space and what 
works and what does not. There is now more 
discussion about the value and use of digital 

space 

1) Rising costs of building, maintenance and 
heating costs. Current crises may have some 

impact on building plans 

2) Experience of Covid has led to a growing 
confidence in using virtual spaces. Nationally-

based organisations such as JISC are 
influential 

2) Challenge of tuition fees and public 
perceptions of value for money in HE. There 
is always the danger that people will chose 
alternative providers of HE/ development 

routes 

3) Growing engagement with national and local 
organisations, charities and businesses to 

develop new, collaborative and shared spaces 

3) Danger of HE not remaining relevant 

4) Growing notion of students as partners: 
building in engagement can be valuable in 

inspiring new development 

  

Source | IO1, IO2 – BCU 

3.7.2 University and city 

Several key themes characterise the relationship between the University and the city of 

Birmingham. Much of this focuses on engagement. The University has shifted from being simply 

a provider of HE but aspires to be the ‘University for Birmingham’. This is the new institutional 

strap-line but it reflects a desire to be a powerful voice in the city and a resource for the local 

community.  

The University has spent a great deal of time engaging with local business as partners in various 

projects. It has begun to engage with local communities, providing services such as community 

evaluations, raising awareness of community issues such as health and well-being, local 

heritage, employability skills and the environment. The University has developed its connections 

with the city council.  

A key part in BCU’s institutional strategy has been the STEAMhouse project, which has potential 

for changing the way we see L&T space. The STEAMhouse is an ‘innovation centre’, aimed at 
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encouraging the collaboration of the arts, science, technology, engineering and maths (STEAM) 

sectors to address challenges facing contemporary society. It brings together academics and 

entrepreneurs across the West Midlands and beyond to work collaboratively together in a 

shared space, a large restored landmark building that has recently completed. 

The STEAMhouse building is part of the heritage environment of Birmingham. Other older 

buildings have been developed and celebrated as part of the existing heritage. At the same time, 

the many new buildings are part of the regeneration of long derelict parts of the city. Physically, 

the University has become more visibly part of the city. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of the interaction of BCU and the city of Birmingham is drawn 

together in Table 3.7.2. 

Table 3.7.2 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the interaction of BCU and the city of Birmingham 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Development of new buildings aligning with 
city plans for redevelopment and regeneration 

1) Focus on teaching makes organising non-
teaching events difficult 

2) Central location is combined with climate 
friendly policies: encouraging cycling, public 

transport 

2) University buildings are difficult for some 
members of the community to engage with 

3) BCU is part of the building fabric of the city. 
New spaces open to the public and heritage 

buildings 

3) Institution is trying to keep up with demand 
for space amongst its key stakeholders 

  4) It is changing and adapting to new notions, 
leaving older buildings in need of re-

purposing 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Engagement with local organisations to 
collaborate and share with space 

1) Danger of changing the character of older 
areas of the city 

2) Continuing role of BCU buildings as part of 
the city’s regeneration. Visible landmarks for 

visitors arriving in the city 

2) Funding: a constant struggle to maintain 

momentum 

3) Potential for BCU venues to hold events/ 
exhibitions to bring together communities 

3) Fulfilling expectations of stakeholders once 
new sites have been completed. Currently, 
the new building work is a ‘frenzy’ of new 

projects with associated excitement 

4) Notion of students as partners is incorporated 
into BCU’s practice 

  

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – BCU 

3.7.3 University campus 

Physically, BCU has moved from its long standing main campus in a northern suburb of 

Birmingham to a brand new campus in the City Centre. The University has clearly been in a 

position to begin afresh and design completely new space.  

Significantly, the new university campus has been built alongside the area being developed for 

the new high speed railway (HS2) terminus. This high profile new rail link will, potentially, raise 
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the profile of the University to external visitors as this is the first Birmingham institution they 

will see. The park at the core of the campus is directly across the road, Curzon Street, from the 

new station.  

The University has been in the unusual position of being able to build a new campus as a result 

of owning large derelict areas in the city, while shifting from a more traditional model of space 

design to newer models in which space is flexible and adaptable. However, there has also been 

a movement towards designing more specialised spaces for practice-based disciplines.  

Table 3.7.3 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of the BCU City Centre Campus 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Growing identity of the city centre campus 1) City centre campus is developing without a 
serious plan. New buildings have been 

constructed responding to immediate need 
as land becomes available 

2) Buildings on campus are closely connected. In 
some cases, it is possible to walk from one 

building to another without going outside. All 
buildings are close to each other and have 

clear routeways from one building to another 

2) The campus is open – only the buildings are 
owned by the University: the land around it is 
public land and not under the authority of the 

institution 

3) All buildings accessible to people with 
different abilities 

3) Buildings are not generally accessible to the 
public, creating an atmosphere of exclusivity 

4) Campus based around a central new park. 

There has been careful planting, with trees 

and other shrub and flowers. There is 

substantial seating and clear pathways 

through the park. Water features included in 

the planning 

4) The redevelopment of the south side of the 
area by the new HS2 impinges on the green 

space 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) The campus is the major landholder in the 
district and can have a significant impact on 

how the area develops 

1) Funding challenges in particularly difficult 

economic times 

2) The notion of the campus is flexible: the city 
centre campus is an open campus and this 

relates closely to ideas of flexible usage 

2) As notions of the campus change, from ‘sticky’ 

to ‘smart’ campus, there is a danger of having 

too much unused space 

3) The strength of the University’s technological 

development is such that new working 
practices are being considered. It is possible 
to work in any building on campus and even 

in the park and still be connected 

3) Practitioners forget that technology is only a 

tool for enhancing L&T 

  4) Other developments not by BCU may impinge 

on open space. BCU is only one stakeholder 

amongst many 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – BCU 

At the same time, there has been a movement towards greater integration of technology and 

use of the virtual learning environment. This has all been put under huge pressure by the Covid-

19 Pandemic, which has ultimately prompted a rethinking of how we use space and ‘what space 
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is for’. There has thus been a movement from the ‘sticky campus’ notion towards one of ‘smart 

campus’. 

BCU, like most other UK universities, has implemented a significant amount of new building and 

refurbishment. Key issues that face BCU, and other UK universities, are: the impact of the 

massification of the sector and the imposition of full tuition fees; the impact of the student 

experience and engagement agendas; how the university engages with external stakeholders 

and how it develops blended learning in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of the BCU City Centre Campus is put together in Table 3.7.3.  

3.7.4 University buildings 

There is a trend at BCU towards the development of discipline-specific space. New buildings are 

constructed with disciplines in mind. Individual buildings are mainly related to specific discipline 

types.  

Each new building has its own identity. Buildings are no longer constructed with simple 

functionalism in mind. When the institution was a Polytechnic (1971-1992), the institution’s built 

environment was the responsibility of the city council and it notoriously provided very 

uninspiring buildings. The new buildings are meant to be distinctive and attractive. 

Not only do the individual buildings have an identity of their own, several are ‘landmark’ 

buildings. They are architecturally of interest and provide attractive and recognisable focal 

points for the city. Those at the city centre campus are visible to visitors to the city arriving by 

train, either on the standard lines or on the new HS2 which will have its terminus across the road 

from the park. There are also several older buildings in the BCU ‘portfolio’ which have a long 

standing identity and are part of the City’s heritage and need to be carefully managed. 

New buildings are designed to be ‘smart’. They integrate a wide range of technology to support 

L&T and have powerful campus-wide internet connections. They are also smart 

environmentally, designed to be cheaper to run but also climate-controlled. 

However, the new campus was not built with current numbers in mind. The campus was 

designed at a point when tuition fees were increased significantly and it was assumed that the 

student numbers would drop by 25% whereas the reality was that they increased substantially. 

There is now not enough space for events during teaching periods. Timetabling does not seem 

flexible enough to be able to allow for multi-use. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of BCU buildings is drawn together in Table 3.7.4. 
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Table 3.7.4 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of BCU buildings 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) A wide range of comfortable spaces for 
different uses. Teaching rooms more 

appropriate for flexible learning styles 

1) Buildings not always built for the designated 
occupants. Changes in faculty structures 

affect a building’s use 

2) Room allocation is centralised and tied to 

timetabling 

2) Buildings designed with students and classes 
in mind. There is increasingly limited space 

for lecturers 

3) Rooms are generally flexible but faculties 
have developed their own discipline specific 

spaces 

3) Spaces designed with far fewer students in 
mind than have been recruited. This has led 

to pressure on existing space 

4) Technology is integrated into all the 
university buildings, so all have standard 

facilities 

4) Timetabling not flexible enough during 
teaching periods 

  5) Virtual learning environments depend on 
students and staff having appropriate 

technology – especially good quality devices 
and internet 

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) BCU is investing significantly into developing 
its virtual environments, development 

speeded up during Covid 

1) Funding is a consistent challenge to 
developing new spaces. Much funding is 

dependent on recruiting students; others are 
attracted through engagement with external 

organisations 

2) Experience of Covid has made new 
approaches to the use of space practical, 
enabling more working from home. Some 

teaching, such as dissertation supervision, can 
be done through video conferencing 

2) Rising costs of building, maintaining and 
heating are increasingly challenging 

3) Sharing of space with external users is 
increasingly considered as a way of raising 

income, engaging with external communities 
and making fuller use of spaces 

3) Shifts in government policy can affect 
numbers of students, development of new 

courses 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – BCU 

3.7.5 University L&T spaces 

Most of the classrooms in the new buildings are flexible and designed to encourage collaborative 

learning styles rather than being teacher-focused. Work tables are not square or rectangular but 

more organically shaped in order to encourage students to sit around them. Chairs commonly 

have casters to allow them to be turned more easily. There are a few large lecture theatres to 

allow more traditional lecture styles, but the style is much more modern, warmer and more 

comfortable than traditionally. Classrooms are also flexible in terms of their discipline. 

Timetabling is a centralised activity and classrooms can be booked wherever is available, even if 

it is not in the discipline’s ‘own’ building.  

However, there is a trend towards the development of specialist learning spaces. This includes 

workshops and specialist training spaces. In computing engineering, for example, rooms have 

been made exclusive to the discipline and specialist facilities installed. In this example, generalist 

facilities have been taken over. In the Law faculty, there is also a mock moot court for students 
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to practice their skills as lawyers. Institutionally, this is part of the strategy based on the notion 

that students now come in for a specific purpose rather than the ‘sticky’ campus approach. 

Building on these insights a SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the 

design and implementation of L&T spaces at BCU is drawn together in Table 3.7.5. 

Table 3.7.5 | SWOT analysis of institutional policy, strategy and practice of the design and 

implementation of L&T spaces at BCU 

 Strengths  Weaknesses 

1) Rooms are well-equipped technically for 
different types of interactions 

1) Lack of teacher training in use of different 
space. They tend to be given what is available 

2) Relevant technology is present in all teaching 
rooms 

2) Many rooms are used on a first-come first-
served basis and there is a lack of disciplinary 

identity to them 

3) Rooms are designed for collaborative learning 
activities 

3) Having space that is unused for long periods 
of time 

4) Rooms are attractive, comfortable and have a 
lot of natural light. They are designed to 

attract students and staff into them 

  

 Opportunities  Threats 

1) Teacher-development is increasing in 
importance and there is potential for including 

more about how to adapt to different 
environments 

1) Space falls outside the remit of teacher-
development 

2) Institutional interest in supporting innovative 
teaching practice projects 

2) The overemphasis on technology and 
digitalisation might also lead to teaching and 
learning scenarios which might be far more 

effective on site 

3) 
Potential for sharing spaces with external 

users. Making fuller use of space by engaging 
with the community 

3) Maintenance costs of individual spaces; 
keeping up attractiveness and upgrading 

materials 

Source | IO1, IO2, IO3 – BCU 

The site visits have provided a welcome view of how other institutions have engaged with 

current challenges. Overall, BCU appears to fit into wider trends in the development of space. 

BCU, like all the other partner institutions, has built wide large airy foyer entrance spaces which 

are used as social space, cafes, exhibition space. The site visits have also highlighted the use of 

more comfortable social learning spaces, with a greater use of comfortable armchairs, sofas and 

bean bags. Such rooms tend to be much lighter with large windows. Classrooms tend to be more 

open to view, with glass walls and doors rather than being closed off.  

Another interesting development is the focus of learning space design being the Library. The 

Library appears in all the sites to be viewed as the key to learning resources. At WU, as at BCU, 

the Library is integrated into a main building and, although closed access, has large windows and 

glass walls to allow people inside the building to look in.  

BCU has been developing its workshop spaces for practice-based disciplines such as nursing, 

engineering and art. Partners highlighted similar such developments, some more virtual and 

others with more physical facilities. There was clearly a division between those institutions such 
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as WU that saw space as a general facility with no discipline ownership; and those such as BCU 

and UA which had developed specialist spaces that were designed for specific disciplines. 
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4. Principles and guidelines for the design, implementation and use of 

higher education L&T spaces  

From the LTSHE approach (LTSHE, 2022) and the LTSHE partner institutions’ SWOT analyses 

presented above and from criteria of theoretical frameworks for assessing L&T spaces (Imms et 

al., 2016) and principles suggested in scholarly literature (e.g. Finkelstein et al., 2016; Günther 

et al., 2019; Leiber et al., 2021, see also Introduction) conclusions can be drawn about 

principles38 of design, implementation and use of HE L&T space(s).39 Decisive quality criteria for 

such principles are, among others, whether they are informed by the functional requirements 

of pedagogical practice and basic insights from L&T theories (e.g. Leiber, 2022a) including 

Cognitive and Emotive Information Processing (CEIP) (Leiber, 2022a, 126, 128) and 

neuroscience-informed approaches40 (Spaceoasis, 2019; Luque-Rojas et al., 2022) to thus direct 

the design and implementation of L&T spaces which guarantee L&T quality and quality 

enhancement. A pragmatically comprehensive set of 26 basic principles of the design, 

implementation and use of HE L&T space(s) is proposed in the following sections.  

4.1 Principles related to national and European higher education politics and 

institutional policies 

This section addresses principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related 

to national and European HE politics and institutional policies [PRINCIPLES (POLICY)] (Table 

4.1.1) and thus refers to broader governance issues.  

PRINCIPLE 1 (POLICY):  

Conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) education a strategic 

core area 

If, in addition to teachers and students, L&T space metaphorically is considered the “third 

pedagogue”41, after the classmates (first) and the teachers (only the second), then the design 

and implementation of L&T spaces should be seen and conceived as a strategic core area in all 

(higher) education systems and (higher) education institutions, nationally, across Europe and 

worldwide. This applies to the formation of strategies in subject fields, research and teaching 

fields, organisational units such as institutes, faculties and HEIs as well as at the educational 

policy and HE politics levels including, for example, the strategies’ representation and 

 
38 Etymologically, principle derives from principium (Latin) meaning a beginning, an origin, a 
commencement (from princeps – first, foremost; chief, distinguished). Multiple semantic versions of 
“principle” are in use, for example, a standard or rule of personal conduct (“a man of principle”); (often 
plural) a set of such moral rules (“he’d stoop to anything; he has no principles”); a fundamental or general 
truth or law (“first principles”); the essence of something; a source or fundamental cause; a rule or law 
concerning a natural phenomenon or the behaviour of a system (“the principle of the conservation of 
energy”); an underlying or guiding theory or belief (“the hereditary principle; socialist principles”) (see 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/principle). 
39 This section was written by the LTSHE project partner evalag and reviewed by the other partners. 
40 It seems, however, that quite often such neuroscience approaches only corroborate (which is 
epistemologically valuable in itself) what is already known from L&T theories, pedagogy and psychology 
of learning (see, e.g. Granito and Santana, 2016).  
41 Attributed to education researcher and practitioner Loris Malaguzzi (1920-1994); see also Ninnemann, 
2018; Talbert and Mor-Avi, 2019.  
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documentation in Mission Statements and Structure and Development Plans. To accomplish 

this, institutional governance and management structures and processes for designing and 

implementing innovative L&T spaces must be established. In particular, it becomes 

recommendable that universities create an specific office or department whose central activity 

should be the supervision of all the processes regarding L&T spaces (conception/planning, 

design, implementation and use). Such developments and efforts on the institutional levels 

must, of course, be integrated into the political democratic discourse and, thus, be supported 

and politically legitimated in the framework of a constitutional state under the rule of law that 

(co-)finances at least the public (higher) education institutions. In this sense, it is necessary that 

(higher) education politics be established concerning the design and implementation of L&T 

spaces to develop adequate legal requirements and administrative regulations to be 

implemented in association with autonomous HEIs. All this includes and presupposes clarifying 

the tasks and responsibilities of the various players in the L&T spaces’ game which in one way 

or another are to be subjected to the Deming cycle (Plan, Do, Check/Study, Act) of quality 

enhancement (Moen and Norman, 2010, p. 28).  

Further issues are to intensify HEIs’ discourse on L&T spaces with (higher) education politics; to 

develop regional and national plans for buildings and construction projects in (higher) education 

L&T; to implement performance agreements concerning L&T space between (higher) education 

institutions and between (higher) education politics; and, last but not least, to get convinced 

stakeholders to motivate others to engage for the design and implementation of L&T spaces in 

(higher) education.  

PRINCIPLE 2 (POLICY):  

Inform HEIs’ strategies for the design, implementation and use of L&T architecture/spaces by 

contemporary scientific knowledge about L&T processes  

For the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces, it is important that pedagogical 

requirements are met in optimal ways to make the spaces fruitful for L&T processes and the 

students’ and teachers’ satisfaction and performance. Therefore, HEIs’ strategies for the design, 

implementation and use of L&T architecture/spaces – the values, missions, and visions relating 

to L&T spaces – must be informed by the best available, contemporary scientific knowledge 

about L&T processes. It is important that L&T space design, implementation and options of 

usability are built on the various approaches of cognitive information processing such as 

behaviouristic, cognitivist, social, constructivist and humanistic L&T theories (e.g. Leiber, 2022a) 

which describe the basics of the various ways humans can learn successfully. 

Different faculties, departments or other organisational units often tend to develop and 

implement their individual, specific approaches to didactics and digital and physical 

infrastructures. Usually this leads to obstacles for collaboration on (strategic) areas of common 

interest between those institutional units. To minimise or avoid such obstacles a systemic 

coordination of didactics and digital and physical infrastructure beyond institutional units is 

appropriate and can be captured by an institutional strategy.  
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Another aspect to be considered on the basis of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 

knowledge and skills is to take care of balancing architectural and aesthetic design of L&T spaces 

with their functional usefulness for L&T needs and requirements.42  

PRINCIPLE 3 (POLICY):  

Ensure safety of all proper use of university buildings and L&T spaces, including campus/city 

transportation 

University buildings, L&T spaces and environments and campus/city transportation must be 

designed and implemented so that they can be used in safe ways, the two basic ways of danger 

being technological malfunction and human misbehaviour. Safety may be achieved, for 

example, by securing that only physically and technically safe buildings and L&T spaces and their 

equipment are provided. Another aspect are mechanisms of control who is accessing and using 

the L&T spaces, particularly 24/7 spaces. Further, depending on the various purposes of 

different L&T spaces, they should be designed so that no hidden or dark places and rooms exist. 

Transparency and openness can be supported by transparent surfaces, e.g. glass walls or doors 

and good communication design.  

PRINCIPLE 4 (POLICY):  

Ensure sustainability of the design, implementation and use of institutional facilities 

including L&T spaces  

Designing all relevant and indispensable structures and processes according to sustainability 

criteria and redesigning them as quickly as possible is a moral and political imperative of our 

time, the Anthropocene. A basic orientation option for this is provided by the 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) set up by the United Nations.43 For example, the higher education 

and education sector can refer to SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities), but also various 

other SDGs to sustainably44 define and design the university/city relationship, the university 

campus, the university buildings and the L&T spaces.  

PRINCIPLE 5 (POLICY):  

Ensure stakeholder participation in the design and implementation of institutional facilities 

including L&T spaces 

Adequate participation of informed and engaged stakeholders is a matter of course in 

democracies which are designed for a balance of interests and fair compromises on the basis of 

shared values that are laid down in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and related moral 

codes and legislation. However, adequate participation of relevant and informed stakeholders 

is often a challenge of practice in organisational development processes. This also applies to the 

 
42 A possible action to enrich PRINCIPLE 2 would be the elaboration of an international study that collects 
a taxonomy of innovative modalities of L&T, reflecting the spatial typologies associated in each case, and 
its application in campuses, buildings or classrooms. A first preliminary step in this direction is given in 
Table 1.3.3, relating Bloom’s Taxonomy levels (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001), L&T methods and types 
L&T spaces. 
43 The SDGs are a collection of 17 interlinked global goals designed to be a “shared blueprint for peace 

and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future” (UN-DESA, 2022). The SDGs were set 
up in 2015 by the United Nations General Assembly and are intended to be achieved by 2030. 
44 Balancing ecological, economic and social issues 
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design, development and implementation of L&T spaces on all organisational levels in (higher) 

education (institutions). 

The SWOT analyses of the LTSHE project show that L&T spaces and university buildings 

architecture are usually not on the first places of the agenda in national HE systems and HEIs. 

Traditionally, few members of universities are interested in construction and building matters, 

which in turn has probably led to this topic not being placed very prominently and transparently 

in universities. Thus, when designing and implementing L&T spaces, there is particular need for 

collaboration of academic staff (teaching and research), L&T service units (i.e. didactic support, 

administrative teaching support, digital teaching support etc.) as well as L&T planners including 

architects of L&T spaces, all in service of implementing (more) appropriate and innovative L&T 

spaces; equally important is the inclusion of students, the main users of L&T spaces after the 

teachers. 

To ensure stakeholder participation usually means initially informing the stakeholders and 

motivating them to participate in designing, developing and implementing L&T spaces. 

PRINCIPLE 6 (POLICY):  

Ensure cost/benefit balance of institutional facilities including L&T spaces 

The cost/benefit balance is a matter of course from an economic point of view, which can also 

be subsumed under the economic aspects of sustainability (see above). Accordingly, all 

institutional facilities including L&T spaces should be designed cost-effectively, i.e. considering 

the cost/benefit balance in adequate ways.  

PRINCIPLE 7 (POLICY):  

Ensure enduring financing of institutional facilities including L&T spaces 

Enduring financing of institutional facilities, in particular the design, implementation and 

maintenance of L&T space(s) on various organisational levels is usually an issue, particularly for 

large and publicly financed HEIs which have an older or very old building fabric. In addition, there 

are currently a number of factors which are relevant to world and national politics and lead to 

inflation (e.g. Covid-19 induced disrupted supply chains; rising energy costs; the Russian 

Federation’s war of aggression against Ukraine), thereby putting pressure on the operating cost 

and thus limit options for funding lines that may affect the development of L&T spaces. 

Therefore sources of funds must be found, meaning that HEIs must activate public (state) 

funding or private firm funding, third-party funding, or philanthropy funding (e.g. alumni; 

education foundations).  

PRINCIPLE 8 (POLICY):  

Ensure continuous quality enhancement of institutional structures, facilities and processes 

including L&T spaces 

As any other area, process or structure, the design, implementation and use of L&T space(s) 

must be subject to continuous quality enhancement following Deming cycle-related evaluation 

procedures (Plan, Do, Check/Study, Act; Moen and Norman, 2010) building on analysis of 

patterns of usage; functional tests based on quantitative and qualitative performance 
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indicators45; performance indicator-informed satisfaction surveys of users and other 

stakeholders; repair and improvement initiatives.46  

Table 4.1.1 | Principles of the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related to 

national and European HE politics and institutional policies 

PRINCIPLES related to national and European HE politics and institutional policies (POLICY) 

PRINCIPLE 1 

(POLICY) 

Conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) education a 

strategic core area 
· Establish institutional governance and management structures and processes 

for designing and implementing innovative L&T spaces 
· Establish institutional mission statements on L&T and L&T space(s) 
· Establish institutional Structure and Development Plans on L&T and L&T 

space(s) 

· Intensify HEIs’ discourse on L&T spaces with HE politics 
· Develop regional and national plans for buildings and construction projects in 

HE 
· Implement performance agreements between HEIs and HE politics 

PRINCIPLE 2 

(POLICY) 

Inform HEIs’ strategies for the design, implementation and use of L&T 

architecture/spaces by contemporary scientific knowledge about L&T processes 

· Bundle and coordinate the options and requirements of didactics and physical 
and digital infrastructure 

· Balance architectural and aesthetic design with usefulness for L&T needs and 
requirements 

PRINCIPLE 3 

(POLICY) 

Ensure safety of all proper use of university buildings and L&T spaces, including 

campus/city transportation 

PRINCIPLE 4 

(POLICY) 

Ensure sustainability of the design, implementation and use of institutional facilities 

including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 5 

(POLICY) 

Ensure stakeholder participation in the design and implementation of institutional 

facilities including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 6 

(POLICY) 

Ensure cost/benefit balance of institutional facilities including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 7 

(POLICY) 

Ensure enduring financing of institutional facilities including L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 8 

(POLICY) 

Ensure continuous quality enhancement of institutional structures, facilities and 

processes including L&T spaces 

Source | LTSHE partners’ SWOT analyses, chapter 3, and chapter 1 

4.2 Principles related to the university/city relationship 

This section addresses principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related 

to institutional policies and practices referring to the university/city relationship [PRINCIPLES 

(UNI-CITY)] (Image 4.2.1 and Table 4.2.1). 

 
45 Some such performance indicators may be found in a recently developed indicator set (SQELT, 2020); 
others may be developed as needed. 
46 In such evaluations, performance indicators and criteria to study and check the quality of L&T spaces 
would be features of L&T spaces that support student well-being and learning success (e.g. lighting and 
visual comfort; acoustics; indoor air quality and thermal comfort); structured, semi-structured or free 
inquiry of students (e.g. flexible furniture for arranging dynamic group work scenarios; digital equipment 
and internet access to design self-directed information and data access and SDL; multifunctional spaces 
allowing for physical, digital and hybrid sessions). 
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Image 4.2.1: University and city: UA Campus of Santiago and city of Aveiro (left); BCU City 

Centre Campus and city of Birmingham (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://www.ua.pt/en/about-us / 

https://studyabroad.shiksha.com/uk/universities/birmingham-city-university (accessed 15 November 

2022) 

As a specification of the principle to conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces 

in HE a strategic core area the basic meta-principle for the university/city relationship is 

PRINCIPLE 9 (UNI-CITY):  

Develop a strategy for the university/city relationship 

Developing such a strategy includes establishing a coherent mission statement (values, mission, 

vision) and Masterplan for the university/city relationship. This should ensure that various HEI 

stakeholders can refer to shared values, missions and visions and a common language with 

respect to the requirements of an adequate university/city relationship. 

This overarching principle is substantiated in the following principles:  

PRINCIPLE 10 (UNI-CITY):  

Serve Third Mission with university/city relationship 

Serving Third Mission with university/city relationship may be fulfilled with several strategies 

and activities, among them the following: An Open Campus may be conceived, for example, by 

university infrastructure that is inviting for all university members and the public as well, 

allowing for building transdisciplinary communities of learning (e.g. Campos Calvo-Sotelo and 

Luceño, 2020; Luceño and Campos Calvo-Sotelo, 2021). The development of the campus may be 

aligned with the city plans for redevelopment and regeneration, thus developing common 

integrative solutions for various university/city relations. It should be ensured that the city 

benefits from the university (campus) and vice versa; for example, university spaces may be used 

as public event spaces; star architecture may work as a tourist magnet; the development of the 

university may correspond to a redevelopment of the city quarter. The university might engage 

with local organisations to collaborate and share space(s). In the context of the university/city 

relationship the preservation of historic buildings must be considered, if appropriate.  
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PRINCIPLE 11 (UNI-CITY):  

Implement a sustainable university/city relationship 

Exemplary elements of a sustainable university/city relationship are to design and implement 

climate-friendly access, exchange and transport (e.g. sustainable public transport connections; 

short journeys from all directions; bicycle parking spaces and garages; sanctions for non-

sustainable transport usage). Considering adequate integration of university facilities and 

buildings into pre-existing infrastructures and architecture usually is also elementary to a 

sustainable university/city relationship.47  

Table 4.2.1 | Principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related to the 

university/city relationship 

PRINCIPLES related to university/city relationship (UNI-CITY) 

PRINCIPLE 9 

(UNI-CITY) 

Develop a strategy for the university/city relationship 

PRINCIPLE 10 

(UNI-CITY) 

Serve Third Mission with university/city relationship 
· Conceive an Open Campus 
· Align development of campus with city plans 
· Ensure that city benefits from the university and vice versa 
· Engage with local organisations to collaborate and share with space 
· Ensure the preservation of historic buildings, if appropriate 

PRINCIPLE 11 

(UNI-CITY) 

Implement a sustainable university/city relationship 
· Implement climate friendly access/exchange/transport 
· Consider adequate integration into pre-existing infrastructures and 

architecture 

Source | LTSHE partners’ SWOT analyses, chapter 3, and chapter 1 

4.3 Principles related to university campus 

This section addresses principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related 

to institutional policies and practices referring to the university campus [PRINCIPLES (UNI-

CAMPUS)] (Image 4.3.1 and Table 4.3.1). 

As a specification of the principle to conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces 

in (higher) education a strategic core area, the basic meta-principle for the university campus 

level is 

PRINCIPLE 12 (UNI-CAMPUS):  

Develop a strategy for the campus  

Developing such a strategy includes establishing a coherent mission statement (values, mission, 

vision) and Masterplan for the campus including all core performance areas, with an appropriate 

focus on L&T (also in terms of buildings’ arrangements/symbolically). This should ensure that 

various HEI stakeholders can refer to shared values, missions and visions and a common 

language with respect to the requirements of an adequate university campus.  

 
47 For a recent literature overview on sustainable university/city relationships see Mohammed et al., 2022. 
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This overarching principle is substantiated in the following principles:  

PRINCIPLE 13 (UNI-CAMPUS):  

Implement a communicative campus 

It should be a key function of campus space(s) to facilitate communication between students, 

staff, citizens and visitors to make the university a place of integration, understanding and social 

education. This might be achieved, for example, by providing informal physical learning spaces 

on campus and linking these with formal learning spaces; providing digital spaces such as a 

campus communication platform; by equipping the campus with restaurants, cafes and sports 

facilities; using campus space(s) for art exhibitions; using campus space(s) for transdisciplinary 

activities and exchange with citizens of the city.  

Image 4.3.1: WU Vienna: Campus (left); UA: Campus of Santiago (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://campus.wu.ac.at/en/ / https://www.ua.pt/en/university (accessed 15 November 2022) 

PRINCIPLE 14 (UNI-CAMPUS):  

Implement an accessible campus 

In terms of equal rights and equal opportunities, accessibility for impaired people of the campus 

must be ensured, for example, by wheelchair access to all campus; inductive audio systems; 

orientation and guidance systems for visually impaired people. 

PRINCIPLE 15 (UNI-CAMPUS):  

Implement a sustainable campus  

The indispensable and pressing task is to develop Green Campuses and Campuses of Wellbeing 

including active and multiple presence of nature. This can be achieved, for example by providing 

sufficient shaded areas on the outdoor campus; implementing photovoltaic systems; using 

groundwater or soil or air for cold and heat generation (heating pump); heat recovery in the 

data center; little sealed areas; using rainwater as process water; sponge campus; creating L&T 

spaces for education in sustainability (e.g. L&T greenhouses). The campus itself should also be 

“green” in the most literal sense because the perception of nature, i.e. natural systems (e.g. self-

grown plants and animals) has a calming effect and promotes cognitive performance. 

Considering adequate integration of the university campus into pre-existing infrastructures and 

architecture (e.g. the surrounding city district in which the campus is embedded) usually is also 

elementary to a sustainable campus as this can be economically, ecologically and socially thrifty. 
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PRINCIPLE 16 (UNI-CAMPUS):  

Integrate artwork and references to the socio-cultural and historic context  

HEIs have an important role to play in cultural education, creative reflection and maintenance 

of cultural, societal memory. They should therefore integrate places of remembrance, cultural 

heritage and critical reflection and enlightenment induced by monuments and artwork, where 

appropriate.  

PRINCIPLE 17 (UNI-CAMPUS):  

Consider flexibility for externally induced needs/usage of the campus 

While in practice it may be very difficult, theoretically it is indispensable to consider future 

flexibility for externally induced needs and usage of the campus. Dynamic factors such as 

demographic development or pandemics have an impact on the demand of physical and virtual 

campus space(s) that may force HEIs to make substantial rearrangements in these respects. 

Generally speaking, plans should be available for reserving space for campus expansion and 

considering flexibility for campus reduction, if it occurs.  

Table 4.3.1 | Principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related to the 

university campus 

PRINCIPLES related to the university campus (UNI-CAMPUS) 

PRINCIPLE 12 

(UNI-CAMPUS) 

Develop a strategy for the campus 

PRINCIPLE 13 

(UNI-CAMPUS) 

Implement a communicative campus 

PRINCIPLE 14 

(UNI-CAMPUS) 

Implement an accessible campus 

PRINCIPLE 15 

(UNI-CAMPUS) 

Implement a sustainable campus  
· Green Campus 
· Campus of Wellbeing, including active and multiple presence of nature 
· Consider adequate integration into pre-existing infrastructures and 

architecture 

PRINCIPLE 16 

(UNI-CAMPUS) 

Integrate artwork and references to the socio-cultural and historic context 

PRINCIPLE 17 

(UNI-CAMPUS) 

Consider flexibility for externally induced needs/usage of the campus 
· Reserve space for campus expansion 
· Consider flexibility for campus reduction 

Source | LTSHE partners’ SWOT analyses, chapter 3, and chapter 1 

4.4 Principles related to university buildings 

This section addresses principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related 

to institutional policies and practices referring to university buildings [PRINCIPLES (UNI-

BUILDINGS)] (Image 4.4.1 and Table 4.4.1). 

As a specification of the principle to conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces 

in (higher) education a strategic core area, the basic meta-principle for the university buildings 

level is 
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PRINCIPLE 18 (UNI-BUILDINGS):  

Develop a strategy for the design and implementation of the university buildings 

Developing a strategy for the design and implementation of the university buildings includes 

establishing a coherent mission statement (values, mission, vision) and Masterplan for the 

university buildings including all core performance areas, with an appropriate focus on L&T. This 

should ensure that various HEI stakeholders can refer to shared values, missions and visions and 

a common language with respect to the requirements of adequate university buildings. 

Image 4.4.1: WU Vienna: Library and Learning Centre (left); BCU: Curzon Building (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=69896031 / 

https://studyabroad.shiksha.com/uk/universities/birmingham-city-university (accessed 15 November 

2022) 

This overarching principle is substantiated in the following principles: 

PRINCIPLE 19 (UNI-BUILDINGS):  

Implement communicative university buildings 

As already mentioned for the campus level, it should also be a key function of university 

buildings to facilitate communication between students, staff, citizens and visitors to make the 

university a place of integration, understanding and social education. This might be achieved, 

for example, by equipping buildings with halls, open informal L&T spaces, meetings spaces such 

as seating and sofa corners and cafeterias. The idea is that such spaces should (contribute to) 

encourage and facilitate communication and interaction between students and students, 

students and academic staff, and between diverse others.  

PRINCIPLE 20 (UNI-BUILDINGS):  

Implement accessible university buildings 

In terms of equal rights and equal opportunities, accessibility for impaired people of the 

university buildings must be ensured, for example, by wheelchair access to all campus; inductive 

audio systems; orientation and guidance systems for visually impaired people. Accessibility must 

also be achieved in its cognitive dimension, helping people with mental disabilities to be 

included in all university buildings.  

In the same sense, buildings should also be prepared to be easily accessible for students coming 

from contexts of different and diverse, sometimes incoherent, cultures and academic literacy 
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practices such as international students having different languages; different habits and customs 

with respect to social hierarchies; different ways of communication, e.g. open critical discussion 

vs. communication dominated by social power hierarchies, etc. 

PRINCIPLE 21 (UNI-BUILDINGS):  

Implement sustainable university buildings  

The relevant premises and tasks in terms of improving sustainable economy and social life are 

well known and clear. Thus, innovative university buildings are low-energy buildings; use green 

energy (e.g. PV systems; heat pumps); use sustainable construction materials (e.g. wood and 

clay instead of concrete); include active and multiple presence of nature (e.g. plants and planted 

indoor areas such as Japanese indoor gardens); consider adequate integration into pre-existing 

infrastructures and architecture; protect historical monuments and buildings, where 

appropriate.  

In addition, sustainable – economically, ecologically and socially balanced – room distribution 

should be provided for academic staff, students and administration, respectively. This includes, 

for example, a proper distribution of various types of spaces48 over the campus buildings and 

within each university building, so that accessibility and clarity are easily guaranteed and 

stakeholders can switch back and forth easily between various spaces, in particular those of 

related intended functions (e.g. seminar rooms for formal learning and open informal learning 

spaces), in a reasonable amount of time. 

Another aspect is the provision of L&T environment spaces to support and foster gender equality 

for all HEI members – students, teachers, researchers, administration staff. Pertinent examples 

of such (pre-primary education) spaces are offers for childcare such as kindergarten and pre-

school. 

PRINCIPLE 22 (UNI-BUILDINGS):  

Avoid overemphasis of form, aesthetics and architecture over educational design and 

practicability 

Relevant in this context is the well-known principle of design “Form follows function” which is 

associated with late 19th and early 20th century architecture and industrial design in general: the 

shape of a building or object (such as a chair or a tea cup) should primarily relate serving its 

intended function or purpose. In other words, care should be taken that the form, aesthetics 

and architecture do not dominate the intended function by reducing functionality or even 

making it impossible. This type of problem often occurs in connection with commodities 

undergoing innovative design.49 Accordingly, the phenomenon can also occur in the 

architectural and aesthetic design of L&T spaces. For example, famous architecture schools can 

create landmark architecture that, at the same time, does not or only insufficiently fulfill 

important features of economical, effective and comfortable L&T spaces (e.g. long corridors 

without daylight; too small window openings in L&T rooms, which only correspond to the 

 
48 Such as student help desks, teaching spaces such as lecture halls, L&T spaces such as seminar rooms, 
learning spaces for self-directed learning, open and closed, formal and informal, individual and group 
learning spaces.  
49 We all probably know dysfunctional cups, crockery or sanitary equipment from our own experience.  
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identities of the building exterior architecture; acoustic malfunctions of L&T spaces; narrow 

entrance areas without daylight instead of wide entrance areas with daylight).  

As a global understanding, the aesthetics of any building can be fully compatible with its 

functional efficiency. In this sense, it becomes relevant to remark a central idea. The overall 

strategy regarding the design of architectural pieces is to enrich the formative impact those can 

generate in the users, activating in such a way the “Educational Campus” paradigm as an 

inspiring ideal, in order to create buildings which themselves transmit artistic values which are 

inherent to qualified architecture. 

PRINCIPLE 23 (UNI-BUILDINGS):  

Consider flexibility for externally induced change of need/usage of university buildings 

This principle is analogous to PRINCIPLE 16 (UNI-CAMPUS): While in practice it may be very 

difficult, theoretically it is indispensable to consider future flexibility for externally induced 

needs and usage of university buildings. Dynamic factors such as demographic development or 

pandemics have an impact on the demand of physical and virtual buildings space(s) that may 

force HEIs to make substantial rearrangements in these respects. Generally speaking, plans 

should be available for reserving space for buildings expansion and considering flexibility for 

buildings reduction, if it occurs. 

Table 4.4.1 | Principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related to the 

university building 

PRINCIPLES related to university buildings (UNI-BUILDINGS) 

PRINCIPLE 18 

(UNI-BUILDINGS) 

Develop a strategy for the design and implementation of university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 19 

(UNI-BUILDINGS) 

Implement communicative university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 20 

(UNI-BUILDINGS) 

Implement accessible university buildings 

PRINCIPLE 21 

(UNI-BUILDINGS) 

Implement sustainable university buildings 
· Build low energy buildings 
· Use green energy 

· Use sustainable construction materials (e.g. wood and clay instead of 
concrete) 

· Provide sustainable room distribution for academic staff, students and 
administration 

· Provide L&T environment spaces to support and foster gender equality 
· Include active and multiple presence of nature 

· Consider adequate integration into pre-existing infrastructures and 
architecture 

PRINCIPLE 22 

(UNI-BUILDINGS) 

Avoid overemphasis of form, aesthetics and architecture over educational design 

and practicability 

PRINCIPLE 23 

(UNI-BUILDINGS) 

Consider flexibility for externally induced change of need/usage of university 

buildings 
· Consider options for buildings expansion  
· Consider options for buildings reduction 

Source | LTSHE partners’ SWOT analyses, chapter 3, and chapter 1 
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4.5 Principles related to university L&T spaces 

This section addresses principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related 

to institutional policies and practices referring to university L&T spaces (in the narrower sense) 

[PRINCIPLES (UNI-SPACES)] (Image 4.5.1 and Table 4.5.1). 

As a specification of the principle to conceive the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces 

in (higher) education a strategic core area, the basic meta-principle for the university L&T spaces 

(e.g. classrooms; open and closed individual and group learning spaces; informal learning 

spaces; laboratories; etc.) level is 

PRINCIPLE 24 (UNI-SPACES):  

Develop a strategy for the design and implementation of L&T spaces 

Developing a strategy for the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces includes 

establishing a coherent mission statement (values, mission, vision) and Masterplan for the L&T 

spaces. This should ensure that various HEI stakeholders can refer to shared values, missions 

and visions and a common language with respect to the requirements of the design, 

implementation and use of adequate and innovative L&T spaces.  

In general, the strategy for the design of L&T spaces, particularly teaching-centred spaces, must 

be built on the institution’s decision which didactic approach it wants to support. This decision 

will usually depend on the requirements of subject fields, faculties or departments, and be 

different for different such areas. Of course, it is helpful to inform the design strategies by needs 

analyses as to which didactic approaches are needed by and relevant for the different areas.  

Image 4.5.1: AAB: painting classroom (left); BCU: Railway Carriage Classic (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: own photos / https://spacestor.com/projects/birmingham-city-university/ (accessed 15 

November 2022) 

This overarching principle is substantiated in the following principles:  

PRINCIPLE 25 (UNI-SPACES):  

Develop a Learning World University 

An innovative understanding of Learning World at any education institution may be 

characterised along a few basic features that L&T spaces should have, see Introduction and 

Chapter 3. Such features can be captured by and realised on the basis of the following lower-
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level principles or guidelines of the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) 

education:  

Implement User Centred Design 

A fundamental insight from contemporary L&T theories is that L&T processes should preferably 

be learner-centred and learner-activating to optimise the L&T processes and learning gains. In 

many HEIs, this still includes that innovative role models must be established which make 

students act as co-creators of knowledge and skills and L&T design, including the development 

of a sense of belonging to the education institution (du Toit-Brits, 2022), instead of being passive 

recipients, while teachers should be initiators of individual learning processes instead of being 

monologue teachers (shift from teaching to learning). Therefore, future-oriented Learning 

Worlds must be conceived and designed according to User Centred Design (UCD) (Kling, 1977; 

Norman and Draper, 1986; Norman, 2013; Auernhammer et al., 2022) so that the L&T spaces 

effectively meet the users’ needs and users can intuitively understand, use and experience the 

L&T spaces in multi-sensory ways (e.g. active learning; cooperative learning; experiential 

learning; experimental learning; self-directed learning).  

In the context of HE L&T, user centred design processes may be composed of three steps: (1) 

Understand the user and context of use: the users’ behaviours, problems, and expectations in 

relation to L&T processes must be researched. (2) Create design solutions for future-oriented 

learning worlds50, and use them. (3) Finally, the design and implementation of the respective 

L&T spaces must be evaluated: usability testing must be conducted (preferably with actual 

users) to test the effectiveness of (preliminary) designs, and determine what is working well and 

what needs improvement.  

Implement a mix of different learning spaces and areas (as is appropriate given the subjects 

and study programmes offered)  

User Centred Design and implementation of innovative L&T spaces must do justice to the 

different contexts, modes, and ways of learning such as formal and informal learning, individual 

and collaborative group learning, quiet zone and open-zone learning, teacher-paced and 

student-paced learning, self-directed learning etc. These different L&T processes and their 

related conditions and functions of L&T spaces must be considered when designing and 

implementing innovative L&T spaces. In other words, a mix of different learning areas for a 

variety of learning scenarios must be implemented such as, for example, quiet and semi-quiet 

zones; open and closed rooms for collaborative learning in small and larger groups; learning 

areas directly adjacent to teaching rooms; bookable project rooms; etc. In addition, L&T spaces 

should comprise spaces for lectures and seminars (i.e. for teacher-centred approaches and 

learner-centred approaches), for individual and collaborative work, for students to work with 

technology (e.g. Makerspaces and Learning Labs for discovery learning and enquiry learning, 

 
50 Consisting, for example, of L&T spaces that are integrated with each other and support and enhance 
modes of active learning; problem-based learning; practice oriented learning; learning from everywhere 
at any time.  
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Hughes and Morrison, 2020) and for different types of informal learning.51 The differentiated 

consideration of contexts, modes, and ways of learning (and teaching) corresponds to the 

flexible application of different L&T processes which can also enable students to design their 

learning paths more individually and thus create improved learning gains. In summary, the 

design and implementation of innovative L&T spaces should build on the findings of pedagogical 

practice and the learning concepts to be implemented in such spaces. In particular, L&T spaces 

should promote activating L&T processes, the innovative use of digital technologies and the 

adoption of diversified pedagogical dynamics.  

Use multi-perspective (disciplinary, interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary) knowledge and skills  

In (higher) education we have a lot of different stakeholders who use the L&T spaces or want to 

benefit from it in some way or another including, for example, teachers, students, organisational 

managers, designers and architects, policy makers, industrial partners and employers.52 The 

diverse goals, requirements and expectations of these stakeholders, can only be adequately met 

if the design and implementation of L&T spaces are following multi-perspective – disciplinary, 

interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary – approaches which consider strategic, structural, cultural, 

subject field-specific and institution-specific aspects for the design and implementation of L&T 

spaces.  

Implement, continuously expand and improve digital infrastructures  

At different (higher) education institutions there are different types and levels of need for 

implementing, expanding and improving digital infrastructures such as sufficient laptops and 

PCs, Wi-Fi routers and access, electric power sockets, room microphones and cameras (for 

virtual sessions), room cameras with tracking function (for hybrid sessions), and digital 

whiteboards and other digital collaboration tools (see, e.g. Hernández-Sellés et al., 2019). Well-

equipped digital infrastructures and facilities are also required if an increasing focus on digital 

assessments and measuring learning success (learning analytics; student analytics; teaching 

analytics) prevails (see, e.g. Martínez-Maldonado et al., 2022).  

Obviously, digital and electric infrastructures are basic to guarantee the required flexibility and 

modularity of L&T spaces. Deficits of these infrastructures are practical obstacles for the 

adequate implementation and usability of innovative L&T spaces. At HEIs, which are often 

underfunded and organisationally sluggish, this can certainly correspond to major challenges 

 
51 In informal learning environments, the responsibility for learning rests heavily with the individual 
learner, who shape their own experience, help shape their learning inputs, and self-assess their 
performance. Informal learning environments can include non-learning experiences and typically have 
non-traditional lighting and seating. They mix private, public and collaborative spaces to accommodate all 
learning styles. Informal learning spaces can be designed and implemented at different scales, indoors 
and outdoors, and encourage both planned and spontaneous interactions. Rich opportunities for informal 
learning exist, for example, in exhibition spaces, pitch platforms, incubators, ideation spaces and intimate 
social spaces. 
52 For example, employers of logistic students may wish applied studies in Makerspaces, while theoretical 
physicists are more satisfied with small-group closed learning spaces with ICT equipment and digital 
library access. Dentistry students need dental labs while students in political studies may prefer hybrid 
L&T spaces for discourse practice.  
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that are not always easily met, from the cabling and wireless data connections to the electric 

power supply and further issues. 

At the same time, a well-known epistemological, socio-psychological and ethical problem arises 

in this context, namely when we dare to jump into the world of I-Robot. If we do not want or 

allow this, we must ensure that digital infrastructures always only complement physical spaces 

and have no decisive effect on replacing human interactions (sensory, emotional, cognitive). 

Build comfortable and supportive L&T spaces equipped with flexible room design facilities and 

furniture 

Important (immediate) physical feature areas of L&T spaces must be considered when 

innovative L&T spaces are established: physical layout; acoustics; lighting conditions (e.g. natural 

versus artificial light); used colours of furnishing, floors, walls and ceilings; and furniture. For all 

of these cases, for example, the LTSHE on-site visits at AAB College, BCU, UA and WU Vienna 

have made clear how motivating and inspiring are good solutions in terms of psychology of 

perception.53 In this sense innovative comfortable L&T spaces are characterised by sufficient 

daylight access; emotionally positive colours experience; appealing room aesthetics; 

comfortable seating; pleasing furniture materials.  

Comfortable seating, particularly for longer, more focused sessions, is important because any 

discomfort or fatigue wrecks attention. Storage space options for removing furniture, screens 

and ‘stuff’ help creating clear space, reducing visual noise and enhancing flexibility. L&T spaces 

and environments that allow students to move around help reducing fatigue and improving 

cognitive performance by activating physiological processing in body and brain. Quiet, semi-

quiet and non-quiet L&T spaces all have their specific applications in formal and informal, 

individual and collaborative, contemplative and experiential L&T processes.  

Many studies (e.g. Bluteau et al., 2022; Leijon et al., 2022; Wall, 2016) as well as everyday 

experience in educational settings prove that flexible furniture enables, activates and motivates 

socialising (not only of learners) and more dynamic group work and peer learning. For example, 

teachers can tailor their L&T environment to suit the intended type of lesson and L&T process 

(e.g. small-group work; workshop character; simulation of real-world professional situations). 

Flexible furniture allows the creation of different zones, delimited without the use of walls or 

barriers, each defining its own structures and L&T options. The flexibility of seating and table 

arrangements enables students to create personalised learning spaces for the whole class or 

smaller working groups.54 Movable furniture and a lack of a desk hierarchy counteract the 

tendency of students to choose the same spot every time they enter the room and also reduce 

the formation of cliques, encouraging greater social interaction and participation thus enhancing 

discussion and shared learning. Removing desk barriers makes it easier for students to step up, 

share ideas and results, and see how others react – thereby developing valuable presentation 

 
53 For recent studies on some of these issues, see, e.g. Llinares et al., 2018; Llorens-Gámez et al., 2022; 
Müezzinoglu et al., 2020. 
54 Another aspect is that lines of sight in classrooms should be adequate or capable of being appropriately 
adjusted (e.g. staggered rows of seats) to allow students to easily focus on the teacher and teachers to 
identify questions, register confusion and monitor class response. 
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and communication skills. In addition, options for reconfiguring space give students a sense of 

ownership of their concrete L&T space design.  

A simple but helpful advice concluded from the LTSHE on-site visits (LTSHE IO3) is that furniture 

functionalities should be tested before ordering and implementing them. Such test might refer 

to the actual flexibility options; the adaptability options to different users (e.g. body length; body 

weight). 

Provide easy room allocation for teachers and students 

An important organisational and logistic issue is to implement a system for easy room allocation 

for teachers and students, for example, through central room management having a real-time 

overview of room availability in general and bookability and digital booking options.  

Implement accessible L&T spaces 

In terms of equal rights and equal opportunities, accessibility for impaired people of the 

university buildings must be ensured, for example, by wheelchair access to all campus; inductive 

audio systems; orientation and guidance systems for visually impaired people. Accessibility must 

also be achieved in its cognitive dimension, helping people with mental disabilities to be 

included in all the L&T spaces. 

 In the same sense, L&T spaces should also be prepared to be easily accessible and usable for 

students coming from contexts of different and diverse, sometimes incoherent, cultures and 

academic literacy practices such as international students having different languages; different 

habits and customs with respect to social hierarchies; different ways of communication, e.g. 

open critical discussion vs. communication dominated by social power hierarchies; different 

ways of learning such as emphasis on rote learning or memorizing vs. active learning by 

practising; etc. 

Provide staff development and support system for innovative and digitalised L&T spaces 

Innovative and digitalised L&T spaces provide novel and creative ways of L&T arrangements 

and processes. As some of these ways are rather challenging in pedagogical and technical 

terms as well (e.g. fully hybrid L&T), staff development, training and continuous education for 

teachers (and students) is required, but also appropriate support from service personnel in 

pedagogical and technical terms, to guarantee and improve proper – effective and efficient –  

usage of the new L&T spaces, whether physical, virtual, or hybrid. 

Avoid predominance of technological considerations over pedagogical or didactic ones  

This aspect can be understood as a specification of PRINCIPLE 21 (UNI-BUILDINGS) that calls for 

avoiding overemphasis of form, aesthetics and architecture over educational design and 

practicability. Accordingly, technological considerations should not predominate over 

pedagogical or didactic ones in the design and implementation of L&T spaces. For example, the 

pedagogical requirements of different subject fields (e.g. theoretical physics; experimental 

chemistry; empirical sociology; philologies) and different types of L&T sessions (e.g. lectures; 

seminars; media centres; workspaces; Makerspaces) can be quite different so that not every 

technological option is appropriate and useful in similar ways for each of those. 
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PRINCIPLE 26 (UNI-SPACES):  

Implement sustainable L&T spaces 

The relevant premises and tasks in terms of improving sustainable economy and social life are 

well known and clear. Thus, innovative L&T spaces are low-energy spaces; use green energy (e.g. 

PV systems; heat pumps); include active and multiple presence of nature (e.g. plants and planted 

indoor areas such as Japanese indoor gardens); equip spaces with sustainably produced and 

maintained furniture, facilities and materials. 

Table 4.5.1 | Principles of design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in HE related to 

university L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLES related to L&T spaces (SPACES) 

PRINCIPLE 24 

(UNI-SPACES) 

Develop a strategy for the design and implementation of L&T spaces 

PRINCIPLE 25 

(UNI-SPACES) 

Develop a Learning World University 
· Implement User Centred Design 
· Implement a mix of different learning spaces and areas 
· Use multi-perspective (disciplinary, interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary) 

knowledge and skills 
· Implement, continuously expand and improve digital infrastructures 
· Build comfortable and supportive L&T spaces equipped with flexible room 

design facilities and furniture 
· Provide easy room allocation for teachers and students 

· Implement accessible L&T spaces 
· Provide staff development and support system for innovative and digitalised 

L&T spaces 
· Avoid predominance of technological considerations over pedagogical or 

didactic ones 

PRINCIPLE 26 

(UNI-SPACES) 

Implement sustainable L&T spaces 
· Operate L&T spaces with sustainable green energy 
· Equip L&T spaces with sustainably produced furniture, facilities and 

materials 

Source | LTSHE partners’ SWOT analyses, chapter 3, and chapter 1 

4.6 Final remarks  

A general, albeit to be expected, finding of the LTSHE project is that implementing and designing 

future-oriented L&T spaces in HE is bound to be a complex endeavour. This is due to the 

complexity and variety of goals, tasks, responsibilities and corresponding sources of error and 

deviation in multiple-hybrid and often quite large social organizations that are designed as 

Republics of Scholars and Students with their specific autonomy settings including the freedom 

of teaching (and learning) and research (Brubacher, 1967; Nybom, 2003; OMCU, 2020; Leiber, 

2022c). At the same time, these Republics are embedded in legitimate social systems and 

required financing systems. This complexity and autonomy are probably some of the reasons 

why HE politics and HEI policy and strategy have so far often provided very few guidelines and 

specifications for the design and implementation of L&T spaces (Leiber et al., 2021, p. 117). 

Instead, real estate development in HE is mostly a matter of discourse and negotiations on the 

level of individual institutions.  
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Accordingly, a significant number of diverse and important key stakeholders participate in the 

negotiations on the design and implementation of L&T spaces in HE, including ministries of 

education, HEI governance and management, architects, construction companies, HEI teachers, 

students, didactic centres, ICT centres, HEI construction departments, consultancies Institutions 

(e.g. national and European associations and networks) and cooperation partnerships with 

companies, professional groups and scientific institutions. Some other reasons for the weak 

cross-institutional and institutional policy and strategy in relation to (L&T) spaces in HE are 

perhaps as follows: the theme of space and L&T space in HE was for a long time under-

researched; in some cases, the legal situation regarding responsibilities for architectural 

planning and building projects is unclear; in principle, the (organisation of) financing is a constant 

problem, especially for underfunded public universities.  

Looking ahead to future projects, it is useful to add that the LTSHE analyses of policy and practice 

for the design and implementation of innovative L&T spaces in seven European HE systems have 

some limitations, mainly because information on the subject tends to be scarce. especially at 

the institutional level. In particular, it is often difficult to obtain information on who is involved 

in the design and implementation of innovative L&T spaces in universities and how this is 

actually done. Therefore, it would be interesting in the future to examine further HEIs where 

such spaces have already been designed and/or implemented in order to analyse to what extent 

the principles proposed above are actually applied. In addition, it would be interesting to discuss 

the implementation of innovative L&T spaces at different levels and to identify aspects such as: 

why they were created and what goals were pursued with their implementation (strategic level); 

on which pedagogical models is the design and implementation of L&T spaces based 

(epistemological level); the characteristics of the spaces, including furniture and design, 

technologies used in them, and how and by whom the spaces are actually used (operational 

level); and how is their impact on teaching improvement and particularly learning improvement 

assessed and what do these assessments or evaluations say about the efficacy and impact of 

innovative spaces on L&T processes (impact analysis) (Leiber et al., 2021, p. 118). 

Finally, concerning the design and implementation of innovative L&T space(s) in HE, it might be 

noted that Australian, UK and US HEIs seem to be forerunners (see, e.g. UCISA, 2016; Leijon et 

al., 2022, p. 6). In a way, this is confirmed by the LTSHE project, where L&T space(s) at BCU have 

presented themselves as particularly diverse and innovative – which may also reflect the 

traditionally more developed special focus of (some) British universities on teaching conceived 

as a discursive process building on active, self-determined learners and based on a low student-

to-teacher ratio. 

Anyway, in many HEIs in Europe (and most probably also outside Europe) there seems to be a 

need for maintenance, renovation and adaptation to contemporary educational tasks and goals 

related to university/city relationships, university campuses, university buildings and university 

L&T spaces that go beyond the truth that there is always something that can be improved. In 

general, such renovation needs should be used for innovation, i.e. redesigning and improving 

university/city relationships, campuses, buildings and L&T spaces according to research-

informed principles (e.g. creative understanding of Third Mission; innovative, pedagogy-driven 

L&T models; creation of sustainable buildings and spaces). Accordingly, the LTSHE partners hope 

and believe that the LTSHE project’s analyses (LTSHE, 2022) and the principles and guidelines for 
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the design, implementation and use of L&T spaces in (higher) education proposed in this report  

could support (higher) education politics and HEI policies and practice to improve and develop 

innovative university/city relationships, university campuses, university buildings and university 

L&T spaces.  
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